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FOREWO RD This report will be of special interest to state and urban transportation planners 
involved in travel demand estimation. 	Of the numerous travel demand analysis 

By Staff techniques currently available, most use some form of computer models; but, docu- 

Transport ation mentation and dissemination of many of the techniques have been quite limited. This 
Research Board research included a survey of current policy-related issues, an identification of avail- 

able travel demand techniques to address these issues, and the development of new 
techniques to provide quicker response. 	This report describes and evaluates the 
various methodologies that are available; a companion document, NCHRP Report 
187, provides simplified manual techniques and transferable parameters that can 
be used as viable alternatives to the more costly, data-intensive, computer models. 

Most techniques for estimating urban travel demand were developed to evalu-
ate alternative transportation systems for an entire region. Application of these 
comprehensive techniques to provide timely answers to current policy questions has 
proven very difficult. This research effort was initiated to assemble and' modify 
existing techniques, as well as to develop new approaches, for use by transportation 
planners faced with the need to be more responsive to current issues. 

This report describes the most significant issues confronting urban transpor-
tation agencies that require travel demand information, identifies the data require-
ments to meet those issues, and documents available planning techniques that can 
provide the needed data. Questionnaires were sent to numerous urban planning 
agencies to identify the issues requiring travel demand information, and personal 
interviews were conducted to follow-up on the questionnaires. The issues were then 
classified and grouped to 'isolate the most pressing requirements of travel estimating 
procedures, and an exhaustive effort followed to locate the available techniques  
that would provide the needed data. These techniques (more than 40 in all) were 
fully evaluated in terms of input requirements, types of output, potential applica-
tions, and complexity. A system was also developed to allow users to locate quickly 
the technique needed for their specific purpose. 

The Washington Metropolitan Council of Governments was the prime con-
tractor for the first phase of this research, in which policy issues were identified and 
related to available analysis techniques. COMSIS Corporation served as a subcon-
tractor for Phase I and was responsible for summarizing and evaluating the available 
techniques, as well as relating them to the policy issues. COMSIS was the prime 
contractor for the assembly and development of manual techniques in Phase II 
(NCHRP Report 187). In a departure from previous NCHRP research projects, 
instructional materials were developed for use in training sessions to assist state and 
local planners in the application of the numerous techniques contained in Report 
187. The Transportation Center of the University of Tennessee, serving as a sub-
contractor to COMSIS Corporation, developed the training materials. These mate-
rials will be available from NCHRP in late 1978, to any organization wishing to 
conduct training sessions. 
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TRAVEL ESTIMATION PROCEDURES 
FOR QUICK RESPONSE TO 

URBAN POLICY ISSUES 

SUMMARY 	This report presents the results of a two-phase effort. Phase I included an 
investigation of the ability of travel estimation procedures to provide information 
that can respond quickly to urban policy issues. Phase II developed a "User's 
Guide," "Quick-Response Urban Travel Estimation Techniques and Transferable 
Parameters," NCHRP Report 187 (a companion to this report), describing trans-
ferable parameters and their use with manual and computer techniques for pro-
viding quick-response travel estimation. The objective of both Phase I and II was 
to provide operational travel estimation techniques with quick-response times. 

In Phase I, policy issues facing transportation planning agencies were identi-
fled by onsite visits to agenices at the state, regional, and county levels. Responses 
to an issue questionnaire were received from many other urban areas of various size 
throughout the United States. In addition, current planning documents and litera-
ture were reviewed. Policy issues were compiled and classified, and the demands 
placed on travel estimating procedures were determined. 

Available travel estimation procedures having the ability to provide rapid 
response were compiled, cataloged and described, and evaluated as to input, out-
put, applicability, and complexity. A classification and evaluation system was de-
vised to allow the potential user to determine which of the available procedures 
may be appropriate for a specific analysis purpose. Descriptions and evaluations 
of 40 models and procedures are included in the report, which should prove useful 
to transportation planners in selecting available techniques appropriate for quick 
response to policy issues. It was found that an effective and responsive transporta-
tion planning process must be capable of rapidly providing estimates of the values 
of criteria used in the evaluation of multimodal facility and service alternatives. 
These evaluation criteria include service, impacts, and costs at less than the regional 
scale. It was also found that emphasis has shifted away from long-range, regional 
capital facility planning to providing short-range, highway and transit improve-
ments at subregional scales. Land use is a major issue and no longer can be treated 
as a fixed input to the transportation planning process. 

No single existing travel estimation technique was found adequate to respond 
to all the many questions raised. Because of the widespread use and understanding 
of the conventional four-step (trip generation, distribution, mode split, and traffic 
assignment) travel simulation procedure, it was recommended that this procedure 
continue to form at least a partial basis on which the transportation planning process 
responds to new needs in the future. 

Phase I concluded that a need exists for a simplified four-step computerized 
procedure supplemented by "pivot-point" and manual methods. Such a procedure 
will reduce time, costs, and manpower requirements, and will permit testing and 
evaluating more land-usel and transportation alternatives. Additionally, a need 
exists for reducing data input requirements as well as producing output summaries 
and displays relevant to citizens and decision-makers. 
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The four-step procedure was specifically not recommended to be used in esti-
mating changes in use for nonwork transit travel or for fare and other noncapital 
transportation services. It was believed that in order to effectively deal with travel 
estimation for an extensive list of transit service options, the introduction and use 
of behavioral, disaggregate techniques aimed at specific travel markets will be 
required. It was found that these techniques can respond to transportation issues, 
but need to be made operational on real-world problems. 

Meanwhile, ad hoc methods are also being used as analysts respond to new 
needs, and such methods can supplement quick response or conventional procedures. 

Specifically, Phase I recommended that a set of capabilities be developed that 
include: 

Simplified computerized methods for the four-step (trip generation, distribu-
tion, mode split, and traffic assignment) procedure that is efficient and will provide 
quick response at the regional and subarea level. 

An efficient, policy-sensitive procedure that would evaluate transportation 
service and cost changes in terms of economics and social and environmental 
impacts on a macro (nonnetwork-specific) basis. 

Manual methods useful for short-range application at the corridor and 
project level. 

A User's Guide was developed in Phase II to describe transferable parameters, 
factors, manual techniques, and the like, to enable the user to carry out a simplified 
analysis without the necessity of reference to other sources. The User's Guide, 
"Quick-Response Urban Travel Estimation Techniques and Transferable Parame-
ters (NCHRP Report 187), covers the following elements of transportation plan-
ning: trip generation; trip distribution; mode choice; auto occupancy; time-of-day 
distribution; traffic assignment; capacity analysis; and development density/highway 
spacing relationships. Manual methods are described; however, tables, graphs, and 
other transferable parameters may be used by computer methods as "default" values 
where more appropriate local information may not be available. 

The User's Guide also illustrates how models may be chained or modified and 
applied to provide a quicker and less expensive-to-use planning tool. Discussion is 
provided on pivot-point and sensitivity techniques for addressing transportation 
issues. 

In the area of trip generation, tables are provided that allow estimates to be 
made from land-use and socioeconomic characteristics. These data allow estimates 
for specific generators; generalized estimates for an area including truck-trip esti-
mates, external travel, and the like; and detailed estimation at a household level 
relating trip rates to income and/or car ownership. As is the case for other material, 
trip-generation rates are provided for the following population size groups: 50,000 
to 100,000; 100,000 to 250,000; 250,000 to 750,000; and 750,000 and over 
(generally to about 2,000,000). 

For trip distribution, the material provided and procedures described allow the 
calculation of trips between points. The process is applicable at the regional scale, 
corridor scale, on a local area/site basis, and is based on the gravity model formula-
tion. Material provided includes: airline distance/travel time/distribution factor 
graphs; suggested forms for manual application; examples of application; and 
resource requirements. 

For mode-choice analysis, a transformed version of the gravity formulation is 
used. This version basically estimates transit percent use from the ratio of auto 
impedance to an exponential value, divided by the sum of transit impedance to an 
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exponential, plus auto impedance to an exponential. With such basic input as 
transit fare, parking costs, operating speeds, and headways, the user can determine 
a transit or auto impedance using a graph. Using these impedances, the user enters 
a graph and reads directly the market share. Techniques for testing policy options, 
such as increased fares or parking costs, are included. 

For auto-occupancy and time-of-day analysis, a series of tables is provided. 
For auto occupancy, basic material is provided by city size and trip purpose. Addi-
tional data allow time-of-day occupancy estimates, estimates by trip length, and 
estimates by parking costs and by land use. Time-of-day tables include distribu-
tions of travel by purpose for auto drivers, transit users, and total number of 
persons. Other material is by facility type and location within an urban area. 

For traffic assignment, three procedures are described for manual application: 
stringing trips through a network with simplified bookkeeping of the resultant 

trip volumes; (2) a variation of the "Land Use and Arterial Spacing in Suburban 
Areas" developed by Gruen Associates for FHWA (1), which allows inclusion of 
a directionality procedure and location-specific attenuation factors; and (3) a 
sketch-planning diversion process for estimating possible shifts between competing 
facilities in a corridor. Capacity procedures are included for corridor and inter-
section analysis. 

Amanual process is included for developing relationships between land use 
and highway spacing to permit the rapid development of a "first-cut" estimate of 
future highway needs based on a desired level of service. Level of service is deter-
mined from desired level-of-service volumes or a least-cost volume. Given a land-
use distribution, trip length is computed, future trip ends are estimated, link vol-
umes are determined, and then desirable spacings are determined. Comparisons of 
desired and existing spacings provide a measure of need for an area. A variation 
is to run the procedure backward, solve for desired volumes, and, with existing 
spacing, determine the amount of land use that can be accommodated by the 
highway system. 

Three scenario applications were performed using the material in the User's 
Guide: (1) a site impact on the surrounding street system in a small urban area; 

a corridor analysis in a medium size area; and (3) the land use/spacing rela-
tionships in a suburban county of a large urbanized area. These scenarios fully 
describe application of the material provided and also indicate that reasonable 
results can be achieved in relatively short periods of time with manual methods. 

The study identifies desirable future research and indicates that more expe- 
rience is needed to demonstrate the applicability of the manual methods and trans-
ferable parameters by state and local planners. Improvements should be made in 
the land use/spacing relationships to allow a policymaker to determine additional 
capacity and the associated costs to obtain a desired service level; with a given 
dollar level of available funds, to determine the service that can be provided and 
the land use that can be supported; and, if a no-build decision is made, determine 

how much land-use development can be supported and what will be the user costs. 

Other needs identified by the study include: addition of manual methods for 

environmental impact estimation; car-occupancy relationships sensitive to policy 

considerations, such as provision of special car pool lanes; site-trip generation rates 

by type and size of urbanized area (including geographical location); and direct 

estimation of trips between areas (direct demand). Particularly useful to the plan-

ner would be a set of elasticity values to allow quick determination of the effects of 
policy changes related to transportation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH 

NEED FOR QUICK RESPONSE 

This report completes Phases I and II of a research effort 
to provide operational travel estimation procedures that will 
enable a quick response to urban policy issues. 

Urban travel estimating procedures currently in use were 
designed primarily to evaluate regional transportation sys- 
tems and to provide design volumes. Most initial studies or 
major updates proceeded-  on a two- to three-year time 
schedule. Increasing input to the planning process from 
citizens and local elected officials, preparation of environ-
mental impact statements, corridor hearings, and considera-
tion of low-capital and no-build options all demand that the 
planning process provide analytical support to decision-
makers in a short time frame. For example, policy commit- 
tees frequently ask, between meetings or before a public 
hearing, that alternatives be considered within one month. 
Most present procedures are inappropriate to permit an 
analytical response to the issues raised within the time con 
straints imposed. This report evaluates travel estimation 
procedures in terms - of their capability to: satisfy the re- 
quirements of policy issues; establish the character of more 
streamlined approaches; and to provide a User's Guide of 
transferable parameters and manual methods to - assist in 
providing quick-response capabilities. 

The Phase I research effort addressed the following three 
objectives: 	- 	 - 

Objective A—identification  and categorization of urban 
policy issues for which travel estimates are required. It is 
recognized that travel estimates are utilized by transporta-
tion planners responding to public and private bodies, a 
few of which are business groups, planning commissions, 
A-95 review bodies, city councils, mayors, EPA, and trans-
portation commissions. Questions asked by these bodies 
are different, depending on the policy-maker and the issue 
being examined. Therefore, the demands on the travel 
estimation procedures are different. The specific tasks 
addressed were: 

Task 1. Development of criteria and rationale of classi-
fying policy issues that require travel estimation 
input. 	- 	- 	 - 

Task 2. Compilation and cataloging of policy issues ac-
cording to the development classification and 
the identification of requirements each places 
on the travel estimation procedures. 

Objective B—Evaluation of travel estimating proce-
dures, available and soon to be available, as to their ability 
to satisfy the requirements of policy issues. The evalua-
tion criteria were based on the policy issue analysis. The 
conceptual evaluation provided the basis for selecting the 
most appropriate areas for detailed testing and expansion 
of capabilities, but also were designed to provide a ready 
reference for the planner. The tasks addressed were: 

Task 1. Listing of travel estimation procedures (in use 
and soon to be available) for quick response to 
urban policy issues. 

Task 2. Development of a classification of travel esti-
mation procedures as they relate to Objective A 

and establishment of criteria to evaluate the 
procedures. 

Task 3. Description and cataloging of the procedures in 
terms of the criteria developed in Task 2 of this 
objective. This task was based on a review of 
documentation and experience in previous - ap- 
plications and no field testing was done. 

Objective C—Preparation on the basis of Objective B of 
a fully supported set of recommendations for the subse-
quent phases of the project. The recommendations empha-
size the provision of field-tested, - operational tools with 
quick response times. 

The Phase II research effort addressed the following two 
objectiv&s: 

Objective A—Develop a user manual (guide) to de-
scribe transferable parameters and their use with manual 
and computer techniques for providing quick response 
travel estimation. Such techniques should be applicable 
for use by transportation and/or land use planners to re-
spond to issues listed in Table 5 of this report, giving em-
phasis to the impacts of land use changes on transporta-
tion alternatives and the magnitude of urban activities 
consistent with differing levels of transportation service. 
Problems of scale are to be addressed; e.g., the applica-
bility of techniques to regions, sub-regions, corridors. 'Spe-
cific objectives are as follows: 

Provide and fully describe for each major element 
of travel demand analysis a manual technique, set of fac-
tors or appropriate tool to enable the user to carry out a 
simplified analysis without the 'necessity of reference to 
other sources. Major' elements should include but not 
necessarily be limited to the following: 

Trip Generation 
Trip Distribution 
Mode Choice 
Automobile Occupancy 
Time of Day Distribution 
Traffic Assignment 
Capacity Analysis 
Development Density-Highway Spacing Relationships. 

Include the necessary tables, formulae, nomographs, in-
structions and cautionary statements for the user to apply 
the tool and to do so with due regard for its limitations. 

Manual techniques are to be developed to fill the 
identified gaps in the available methods; limited' to pro-
viding the means to assess the interrelationship between 
alternative land use configurations and transportation fa-
cilities. The product is expected to be in sufficient detail 
to enable the planner to actually perform the necessary 
analysis: - 	 - 

Include by reference additional data and techniques 
both manual and computerized that are presently available 
or under 'development by ongoing projects. Include ade-
quate documentation for the user to assess the analytical 
advantages and disadvantages, degree of complexity, ap-
plication time and cost of each technique referenced. Il-
lustrate, by means of discussion and detailed examples, 
how existing and forthcoming manual techniques and U1'P 
models and computer programs may be chained, modified 
if necessary, and applied to provide a quick, easy and 
inexpensive-to-use planning tool with inputs that can be 



readily understood and dealt with by urban planning pro-
fessions in non-transportation areas of specialization. Simi-
larly illustrate how pivot point or sensitivity techniques 
may be used to address transportation issues. 

Objective B—Identify areas of potential high payoff for 
development efforts beyond the scope of the current study. 

Both manual and computer methods should be 
addressed. 

Specific recommendations are required, e.g., de-
tailed recommendations regarding development require-
ments for UTAS programs in this particular area should 
be addressed and fully documented. 

Unmet needs that are related to the policy issues 
identified in Phase I shall be identified and prioritized. 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

Phase I identification of urban policy issues was deter-
mined from questionnaires sent to urban areas, direct per- 
sonal interviews with officials, and review of selected re-
ports. With reference to travel estimation techniques, a 
thorough search was undertaken to uncover available or 
emerging travel estimation models and procedures. The 
search included: discussions with pertinent U.S. Depart- 
ment of Transportation personnel; discussion with person-
nel in state and local government; a nationwide question- 
naire distributed to State Departments of, Transportation 
and Highways, Metropolitan Area Transportation Agencies, 
consultants, research organizations, and universities; and a 
computerized search through the Highway Research Infor- 
mation Service. Pertinent material was reviewed and the 
models and procedures for inclusion were evaluated and 
classified. The results of this work were sent to the develop-
er(s) of the various travel estimation procedures for com- 
ments and corrections when necessary. 

A merging of the results of the policy issue classification 
and the available model and procedure evaluation resulted 
in the recommendations which led to the Phase II work. 

The Phase II effort was initiated by a state-of-the-art 
review specifically oriented to manual methods and trans-
ferable parameters. Procedures and materials, uncovered 
were evaluated in terms of data requirements, degree of 
complexity, types of problems, and the like, as well as the 
appropriateness for inclusion in the User's Guide. Identi-
fication was made of missing material as uncovered in the 
packaging of available data and methods, and appropriate 

means were established to develop material in these areas. 
Three scenarios were chosen and coordinated for applica-

tion of the packaged material through contact with planning 
agencies. The manual methods and transferable parameters 
as well as the scenario applications were packaged and form 
the User's Guide, "Quick-Response Urban Travel Estima-
tion Techniques and Transferable Parameters" (NCHRP 
Report 187). 

As a continUation of the effort begun in Phase I, avail-
able and emerging manual and computerized techniques 
were investigated and evaluated, especially simplification of 
computer models and pivot-point or sensitivity techniques. 
The usefulness of such techniques are described in this re-
port, and Appendixes A and B include summaries and 
evaluations of the models and procedures. 

As a final step, the work Undertaken in this project was 
used to identify future development efforts or research to 
improve the development of quick-response techniques, 
manual and! or computerized, and is reported in Chapter 
Four of this report. 

ORGANIZATION AND USE OF REPORT 

This report is organized to provide information to the 
transportation administrator and to the applications-oriented 
transportation planner whose primary concern is to put the 
results reported into practice. 

Chapters One through Four of this report (NCHRP Re-
pOrt 186) provide information useful to the administrator 
and other persons whose interests are related to policy 
issues. Appendixes A and B of this report and the com-
panion User's Guide, NCHRP Report 187, are provided 
to assist the transportation planner, who must respond to 
the administrator and policymaker, in evaluating policies 
and issues. Appendixes A and B also provide descriptions 
and evaluations of models and procedures that may be use-
ful to the transportation planner. Appendix A material can 
be used independently, but Appendix B material should be 
used in conjunction with descriptive material provided in 
Chapter Two, "Findings," of this report. The User's Guide 
includes introductory information, transferable parameters 
and manual methods, as well as application of such meth-
ods to three scenarios; moreover it is self-contained and 
requires no reference to other parts of this report. 



CHAPTER TWO 

FINDINGS 

URBAN POLICY ISSUES 

To determine as broad a cross-section of issues from as 
many urban areas as possible, three techniques were used: 

A questionnaire on transportation issues was sent to 
urban areas. 

Direct personal interviews were conducted with offi-
cials of agencies involved with planning or providing trans-
portation service. 

Selected reports from urban areas and other sources 
were reviewed. 

The questionnaire on transportation issues was sent to 
74 Metropolitan Planning Agencies and 25 Chambers of 
Commerce in urban areas throughout the United States. 
Questionnaires were returned by 35 agencies and 8 Cham-
bers of Commerce. The results are given in Table 1. This 
type of questionnaire was not sent to those agencies where 
site visits were made. 

Transit service was the major concern asliusig the rc 
spondents, followed by costs and inflation. Highway im-
provements ranked third with land-use impacts and free- 
way controversies fourth, followed by air pollution and 
energy shortages. Areas with less than 500,000 population 
followed the same pattern as larger areas, except for high- 
way improvement concerns, which equaled transit service 
as a major concern. No response was given for energy 
shortages in areas with less than 500,000 population. 

In summarizing the results of the site visits, the major 
comments were: 

Subarea or corridor travel estimates are needed (men-
tioned six times). 

TABLE 1 

CONCERNS CITED BY URBAN AREAS IN RESPONSE 
TO QUESTIONNAIRE 

METROPOLITAN 

PLANNING 

AGENCIES ONLY 

AREAS 	AREAS 

REASON TRANSPORTATION ALL MORE 	LESS 

CITED AS A MAJOR RESPON- THAN 	THAN 

CONCERN DENTS 500,000 500,000 

Transit service 30 17 	9 
Costs/Inflation 14 7 	5 
Highway improvements 14 2 	9 
Land-use impacts 10 6 	4 
Controversial freeways 8 5 	3 
Air pollution 7 4 	1 
Energy shortage 5 5 	0 

Entries include multiple responses from several agencies. 

Transit demand estimates are needed (mentioned six 
times). 

More detail is needed (mentioned five times). 
Conventional urban transportation planning process is 

satisfactory, but costly (mentioned five times). 
Need to translate outputs of process to policymakers 

and citizens—graphics and summaries are needed (men-
tioned five times). 

Highway service and improvements to existing facili-
ties are becoming increasingly important (mentioned four 
times). 

Short-range' programming is important (mentioned 
three times). 

Old origin-destination (O-D) satisfactory, along with 
new land-use data to update trip tables (mentioned three 
times). 

Attitudinal data useful in transit planning (mentioned 
three times). 

The total effect of these comments seems to shift the 
emphasis within the transportation planning process as 
demonstrated by the results given in Table 2. 

A number of reports also were reviewed to determine 
current problem areas; however, only a few significant ones 
are summarized here. 

The Los Angeles region listed the following critical 
problem areas (2): 

Relationship between transportation and land use. 
Air quality. 
Energy. 
Allocation of resources. 
Accessibility and mobility. 

TABLE 2 

SHIFTS IN EMPHASIS WITHIN THE 
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS AS 
DETERMINED FROM VISITS TO 
PLANNING AGENCIES 

FROM 	 TO 

Regional scale Subarea or corridor scales 
Highway emphasis Transit emphasis 
Coarse measures Detailed measures 
Expensive process Less costly process 
Voluminous output data Summaries and graphics 
New highway facilities Improvements to existing 

highway system 
Long-range Short-range 
New O-D data Use of old data with updated 

land use 
"Hard" data on past Use of attitudinal data 

behavior 
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Institutional responsibility. 
Technological and operational change. 
Phased decision-making. 

The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 
held an "Issues and Needs Conference" on July 26, 1972. 
A summary work paper identified 90 problem areas; the 
13 most important follow: 

Planning at the transportation corridor level should 
be strengthened and expanded. 

Project planning and implementation should proceed 
more efficiently. 

Greater interagency cooperation and coordination is 
needed. 

Greater attention must be given to the social, eco-
nomic, and environmental effects of transportation. 

More attention should be given to transit operations 
and management planning. 

Systemwide planning must be improved and con-
tinued at a significant level. 

Arterial street planning must be strengthened, espe-
cially at the county level. 

Greater intermodal coordination is needed, particu-
larly at transit station areas. 

Serious gaps exist in implementing planned highways. 
The relationship between transportation planning and 

other elements of regional planning (e.g., land use, housing) 
must be better understood. 

Community participation in transportation planning 
must be strengthened. 

Greater emphasis must be given to transit planning 
and transit system improvement and expansion. 

Greater interaction and negotiation among regional 
decision-makers will be needed to resolve transportation 
issues effectively. 

Based on visits to planning agencies, questionnaires re-
ceived, and reports reviewed, issues related to travel estima-
tion procedures can be described in terms of three compo-
nents: (1) transportation service alternatives; (2) impacts; 
and (3) scale. These three components form the basis of 
a classification of issues and also are used to classify the 
models and procedures evaluated. 

Webster's dictionary defines issue as "a point in debate on 
which the parties take affirmative or negative positions," in 
other words—a point of contention. Policy has come to 
mean "the identification of the needs and goals of society, 
and the setting of priorities among them" (3). A policy 
issue then, is disagreement on needs, goals, or priorities. 
Examples of policy issues abound in transportation plan-
ning; for example, highways versus transit, automobiles 
versus air quality, and the like. 

Almost without exception, the transportation planners 
(and engineers) interviewed related concerns to specific 
transportation alternatives and policies as the focus for con-
flict rather than to the more abstract social, physical, eco-
nomic or environmental concerns. This is not surprising 
because these officials view their job as providing trans-
portation serivce (in some alternative form) to the public. 

Highways and transit facilities are provided in response 
to social problems such as the provision of improved trans- 

portation service to increase mobility and accessibility for 
various population groups (equity). Transit facilities are 
recommended as a means of increasing transportation sys-
tem capacity and also reducing displacements caused by 
construction of highway facilities in urban areas. Transit 
facilities are also provided in response to concerns about 
land use and energy consumption. 

Because of concerns for the environment, a wide range 
of highway and transit services are being examined along 
with broader transportation policy changes to reduce the 
amount of peak-hour and low-occupancy vehicle travel in 
urban areas. Pricing policies are also being considered. 

A representative list of transportation facilities and ser-
vices including policy and pricing alternatives is given in 
Table 3. A list of impact areas that would result from an 
evaluation of these alternatives is given in Table 4. Many 
of the interviews and reports reviewed point to quantifica-
tion of these items as being critical to the decision-making 
process. In fact, the trade-offs involved between providing 
transportation service and these impacts precipitate the 
urban transportation issues discovered. 

It is concluded that the interaction of alternative trans-
portation services with the impact categories listed form the 
basis for the classification of issues, as well as for defining 
requirements placed on the transportation planning process. 

TABLE 3 

TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES 

Transportation Facilities 
New Limited Access Facilities 
Widening Existing Facilities 
New Arterial Streets and Highways 
Traffic Engineering Improvements 
Carpool Lanes 
New Rapid Transit Facilities 
Busways 
Exclusive Lanes 

Highway Services 
Auto Free Zones 
Parking Availability 
Improved Traffic Flow 
Preferential Carpool Parking 
Park and Carpool Lots 

Transit Services 
Service Frequency 
Schedule Changes 
Route Coverage 
Route Changes & Extensions 
Duration of Service 
Premium or Express Service 
Para Transit 
Demand Actuated Bus Service 
Taxi Deregulation 
Jitneys 
Park and Ride Lots 

Highway System Pricing 
Tolls 
Gas Prices 
Operating Cost 
Parking Cost - Taxes 
Carpooling Cost Incentives 
Fare Structures 

Other Policies 
Air Quality 
Gas Rationing 
Staggered Hours 
Licensing Schemes 

Source: Adapted from a list by R.H. Pratt Associates. 



TABLE 4 

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPACT AREAS 

CATEGORY IMPACTS 

Social 
Level of transportation service provided 
Accessibility 
Equity 

Physical 
Energy consumption 
Displacements 
Land-use impacts 

Environmental 
Noise levels 
Air quality 

Economic 
Cost (facility or service) 

Capital 
Operating 
Maintenance 

User costs 
Operation 
Travel time 
Accident 

Impacts on property taxes and values 

To some extent, travel estimates are required to quantify 
and evaluate the items given in Table 4. Depending on the 
scale of the analysis, the specific demand outputs of the 
transportation estimating techniques, such as vehicle-miles 
of travel (VMT) or transit passengers, must estimate the 
magnitude of the impacts for the alternatives being 
considered. 

Thus, techniques for quick response to urban transporta-
tion policy issues involve the ability to quickly provide in-
formation on alternative transportation facilities and ser-
vices and their impacts (social, physical, environmental, and 
economic). These impact items require true rapid estima-
tion of travel demands for the alternative being examined. 
In addition, proposed facilities and services may be affected 
by the impacts estimated so that both need to be considered 
as an integrated system. 

A recent study by Lockwood (4) found that: 

At the regional scale, the issue-oriented or interest group 
participants tend to have a longer range and broader set 
of concerns focusing on broad environmental or economic 
objectives or a strong philosophical commitment to, for 
example, a "no highway" philosophy. The middle, or sub-
regional scale, tends to attract interests which identify with 
specific municipalities. At this scale there is a concern for 
capturing maximum improvement benefits or avoiding im-
pacts. At this scale also emerges the clear conflict among 
political jurisdictions where a given suburban community 
may be quite willing to see a road running through an 
inner city community. 

At the small scale of community or neighborhood, par-
ticipants are most concerned with specific impacts of pro-
posed transport improvement options or the need for spe-
cific service improvements of one kind or another. At this 
scale, strong resistance is met by projects whose benefits 
accrue to groups outside the community. 

The planning agencies interviewed were greatly con-
cerned with the ability to deal with emerging issues at less 
than the regional scale. Many proposed transportation ser-
vices were subregional or local in nature, and the present 
regional planning process was cited as needing revision to 
smaller scales in order to deal with community concerns. 
A recent paper by Holmes (5) states: 

The total planning effort must embrace a highly sophisti-
cated process for the major metropolitan areas, a broad 
but less complicated one for the small metropolitan areas, 
and a micro-scale procedure for projects such as those in-
cluded in the TOPICS program, for example. All too 
often it has been assumed that one approach can cover 
all planning needs—from a regional freeway system to an 
improvement in a simple traffic control network. 

Scales defined include regional, subarea, corridor, or lo-
cal. Many new transportation services can only be ex-
amined at less than regional scales. Scale, then, forms a 
third factor in issue classification. 

REQUIREMENTS PLACED ON ESTIMATING PROCEDURES 

The issue components of scale, service, impacts [social, 
physical (land use), and environmental], and costs were 
the basis of a questionnaire to determine which items re-
quired a quick response. The results of the questionnaire 
are given in Table 5. This table indicates that social and 
economic impacts were items for which both the larger and 
smaller urban areas desired a quicker response. Larger 
areas were concerned with land-use impacts, whereas 
smaller areas were not. On the other hand, smaller areas 
were primarily interested in traffic congestion and cost. So-
cial, land-use, and economic impacts were also the primary 
concerns of the chambers of commerce questioned. 

To the question, "Are other items more important?", 
some respondents listed the following areas of concern: 

TABLE 5 

ITEMS CLASSIFIED AS NEEDING QUICKER -• 
RESPONSE IN DEALING WITH TRANSPORTATION 
ISSUE COMPONENTS 

NUMBER OF RESPONDING AGENCIES 

METROPOLITAN 
PLANNING 
AGENCIES 

MORE LESS 
ALL THAN THAN 
RESPON- 500,000 500,000 

ITEM DENTS POP. POP. 

Social impacts 29 14 5 
Economic impacts 26 11 5 
Land use impacts 26 12 2 
Transport costs 22 7 7 
Environmental 

impacts 20 9 2 
Level of trans- 

portation service 20 7 4 
Traffic congestion 15 4 7 

Entries include multiple responses from several agencies. 



Energy conservation (six responses). 
Funding constraints (five responses). 
Citizen input (four responses). 

In response to the question, What additional informa-
tion is needed to deal with transportation issues?", responses 
indicated: 

Basic travel data (nine responses). 
Energy data (six responses). 
Economic or financial data (six responses). 
Citizen and official input (four responses). 
Population data (three responses). 

A follow-up questionnaire was sent to each of the agen-
cies interviewed to determine which of the following alter-
natives required a quick response. The number of agencies 
responding to each alternative is as follows: 

Highway proposals—capital intensive 5 
Highway proposals—service changes 10 
Transit proposals—capital intensive 5 
Transit proposals—service changes 13 
Transit proposals—fare changes 9 
Land use proposals—long-range 4 
Land use proposals—short-range 11 
Parking policy changes—amount 8 
Parking policy changes—cost 7 
Other 13 

Transit service changes led the list in items requiring a 
quick response. Short-range land-use proposals and high-
way service changes were next in importance. Parking 
changes were of intermediate importance. Long-range land-
use and capital-intensive highway and transit proposals 
ranked last in need for a quick response. 

With regard to the scale of planning and key outputs 
required from the planning process, agencies stressed the 
need for quick response at the corridor and subregional 
planning levels and indicated land-use and social impacts 
along with facility use and the magnitude of travel 
(demand) to be key items. 

Agency responses to the verbal question of response-
time requirements for a travel estimation process varied 
from 10 days to 6 weeks. The 10 days referred to respond-
ing to a local County Board of Supervisors' question, 
whereas the 6 weeks referred to testing and evaluating a 
complete multimodal regional transportation system alter-
native. Although accuracy is always to be desired, it was 
generally recognized that a degree of accuracy would have 
to be sacrificed to achieve quick response. To determine 
where accuracy should not be sacrificed, more accuracy (at 
more time and cost) was cited most frequently at the project 
planning scale. 

The vital need to communicate findings to citizens and 
policymakers was frequently cited. The difficulties inherent 
in summarizing and presenting voluminous computer out-
put tables in a short period of time are obvious. It would 
appear that any quick-response process should include a 
system for summarizing and perhaps graphing, charting, or 
displaying results in near-final fqrm. 

The Williamsburg Conference on Urban Travel Demand  

Forecasting (Transportation Research Board Special Report 
143) identified the following requirements placed on the 
travel forecasting process: 

Mobility and accessibility. 
Environmental impact. 
Energy and other resources. 
Aesthetics. 
Community effects. 
Safety and security. 
Transportation system performance and efficiency. 
Urban structure. 

These workshop conclusions stress the need to forecast 
travel demand for subgroups and special generators. They 
also stress that estimates of air and noise pollution can be 
based on link volumes and that energy use can be estimated 
using aggregate methods. Transportation system perfor-
mance and safety has been and can continue to be mea-
sured. It was recommended that land-use modeling be 
incorporated into the travel forecasting process, and that 
research be conducted in the area of community effects. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS 

Items needed to deal with urban issues using a rapid 
travel estimation process are given in Table 6. Facility use 
and speed of travel are essential values for proper compu-
tation of the items given. Most of the items can be esti-
mated from these two values. Measurement of changes in 
accessibility caused by transportation system revisions could 
at least measure the direction, if not the magnitude, of 
change. Because speed is frequently an input, it is impor-
tant that any quick response (or any other method) achieve 
a degree of equilibrium between supply and demand if ac-
curate output measures are to be obtained. Even in the case 
of transit alternatives, care should be taken to equate use 
with a supply of service (mode and frequency) if proper 
costs are to be estimated. Displacements are also a func-
tion of use, because use frequently determines the size of 
the facility to be provided. Accessibility is, of course, a 
function of travel time (and land use) and can be com-
puted from speed. So too, can service, with attention given 
to out-of-vehicle time. Energy consumption is a function of 
the use of the highway mode, whereas noise and air quality 
are related to facility use by type of vehicle and speed of 
travel. So too, are computations of cost, both system (capi-
tal and maintenance) and user (time, operating, and acci-
dent). These computations are not new, and many are 
already made as part of the transportation planning process. 

SUMMARY OF EXISTING MODELS AND PROCEDURES 

The previous sections have developed issue components 
and their interrelationships and demands on the travel esti-
mation process. The 40 models and procedures included in 
Appendix A are evaluated and classified in this section in 
accordance with the issue components established. 

It is necessary to make a clear distinction between termi-
nologies used in this chapter, particularly the terms quick-
response, techniques, model, and procedure. The definitions 
were derived after identifying urban policy issue compo- 
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TABLE 6 

DEMAND ESTIMATION REQUIREMENTS 

I NPUT S 

Scale 
(land use) 

Service 
(alternatives) 

Transportation 

:Re::ion]a 
Sub-area, Policy 
Corridor Local Highway Transit Innovative Changes 

Location, 	type and in- Mode, speed, Car-pools, Parking 
tensity of land use capacity, demand availability, 
(population, household, frequency response charges, 	tolls, 
economic character- fares 
istics) 

OUTPUTS 

Impacts 

Economic Social Physical Environmental 

System 	User 

Capital, 	Oper- Use by mode. Energy con- Noise. 	Air 
operation 	ation, Accessibilities sumption. quality (auto 
and 	 time, to opportuni- Displace- emissions). 
mainten- 	acci- ties 	(work, ments 
ance. 	dents. shop, 	other). (houses, 
Property Service and people, 
taxes cost of businesses 
and travel, affected). 
values. Impacts on 

development, 
business. 

(By user, (By user) (By area) (By facility) 
area and 
facility) 

nents and comparatively classifying and evaluating travel 
estimation techniques. The definitions are as follows: 

Quick-response is defined as providing transportation-
related outputs with a minimum of input resource require-
ments in a short-elapsed time as compared to standard 
urban transportation planning computer packages such as 
the FHWA "PLANPAC" and the FHWA and UMTA co-
sponsored Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS). 
In general, quick-response techniques in which extremely 
detailed networks, large numbers of zones, calibration of 
trip generation, trip distribution, mode split, and trip as- 

signment steps are required did not meet the quick-response 
criteria, whereas those requiring less detail were considered. 
It is, of course, recognized that the UTPS can be employed 
for certain applications to provide quick response under 
proper use and has, therefore, been included in the models 
summarized. 

Techniques are defined as the operational and emerg-
ing methods for travel estimation encompassing models and 
procedures. 

Model is defined as a computerized or manual tech-
nique that can be applied by utilizing available software, 
curves, graphs, nomographs, and the like. 
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Procedure is defined as a methodology or an approach 
to a problem that can be used as a guide, but for which 
there is no directly applicable software, curves, graphs, 
nomographs, and the like. Usually, a model operates on 
standardized inputs and produces standardized outputs, 
whereas a procedure does not call for such rigidity. Fur-
ther, a procedure may utilize a model in its approach, 
whereas the reverse does not hold true. 

A thorough search was undertaken to uncover available 
or emerging travel estimation models and procedures. Tech-
niques having a variety of applications and a wide range of 
capabilities were investigated. 

The result of the foregoing search yielded a list of nu-
merous techniques currently in use or under development. 
From this list a selection was made of techniques possibly 
applicable for quick response to urban policy issues. After 
a review which eliminated many techniques, 40 were se-
lected for classification and reporting herein. Narratives of 
each of these, grouped into models and procedures are 
included in Appendix A. 

EVALUATION OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES 

In order that travel estimation techniques can be corre-
lated to urban policy issues, a series of classifications has 
been developed. Models were classified after an intensive 
investigation, identification, and categorization of urban 
policy issues. The results are included in Appendix B. 

Models are specific in operation and execution and have 
been categorized with respect to their ability to deal with 
issues and provide quick response. Procedures are really 
applications of models or ad hoc processes, and have there-
fore not been categorized. An outline of the criteria applied 
to each model is as follows: 

A bility to deal with issues 
In puts (See Table B-i) 

Scale—regional; subarea or corridor; local. 
Alternatives—transportation facilities, services, 
policies. 

Outputs (See Table B-2) 

Impacts—economic (system, user); social; physi-
cal; environmental. 

Ability to provide quick response 
Resource requirements (See Table B-3) 

Time to obtain results. 
Costs for application. 
Staff requirements. 
Data requirements. 

Detail (See Table B-4) 

Computerized. 
Manual. 

Table B-i categorizes the models reviewed against trans-
portation alternatives and scale (region, subarea or corri-
dor, local). This table should be used in conjunction with 
Tables B-2, B-3, and B-4 (detailed description of input and  

output for models) and the descriptions provided in 
Appendix A. 

For each model included in Appendix A, Table B-2 
briefly describes the model (type of model and methodol-
ogy) and its ability to address transportation impacts (eco-
nomic, social, physical, and environmental). This ability is 
described using the following expressions: 

Can Deal With—Model can consider the listed impact in 
its current form. 

Adaptable—Model cannot now consider the listed impact 
in its current form but can with some modification. 

Not Readily Adaptable—Model is not suited to handle 
listed impact even with considerable modification. 

Table B-3 provides a further description of model charac-
teristics and a summarized evaluation (see Appendix A for 
additional detail). The following descriptive information is 
provided in Table B-3. 

Characteristics 

Time to Obtain Results.—Where possible this informa-
tion was obtained from the developers of the model and! or 
users. In some cases such information could not be ob-
tained and, whenever possible, the judgment of the authors 
is presented. 

Cost.—This is basically an estimate of computer-
related costs. Again, experience of the developers and! or 
users is reported when available, otherwise the judgment of 
the authors is presented where possible. 

Staff.—Because staff time varies based on local condi-
tions (data availability, size of area, etc.), experience level, 
and type of application, it is highly judgmental. Generally, 
the type of personnel is listed with some timing where 
appropriate. 

Data Requirements.—The data required for basic ap-
plication are presented. 

Computer Requirements.—The type of computer, stor-
age requirements, and programming language is presented. 
Where available, timing for a known job is provided. 

Evaluation 

Effectiveness of Results.—A summary descripiton of 
applications made and apparent accuracy where available. 

Merits.—A summary of the positive features of the 
model. 

Limitations.—A summary of the features lacking, limi-
tations on size of problem that can be handled, etc. 

Table B-4 provides an amplification of the input and out-
put requirements of each model described in Appendix A 
to further aid the reader in reviewing and evaluating the 
models for possible use. 

Tables B-i through B-4 and the descriptions of tech-
niques in Appendix A should be used jointly. Only models 
have been classified and evaluated in the tables. 

To evaluate appropriate models for a specific application 
the material might be used as follows. Consider as a possi-
ble scenario the establishment of an auto-free area, perhaps 
five blocks square, to be preserved as an historic zone in 
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a section of a city. The scale to be considered is "subarea," 
and the transportation alternative is defined as "auto-free 
zones." Table B-i is entered and models 1, 2, 3, 6, 16 and 
20 are listed as possibly useful and model 14 is listed as 
possibly adaptable. Tables B-2 and B-3 would now be 
utilized to determine the types of models available; impacts 
addressed; characteristics in terms of cost, staff require-
ments, data and computer requirements; and model effec-
tiveness, limitations, and merits. A review of these tables 
may eliminate some of the models from consideration. With 
the remaining models, input and output requirements would 
be ascertained from Table B-4 and a detailed description 
would be obtained from the appropriate material in 
Appendix A. 

TRANSFERABLE PARAMETERS 

The User's Guide, NCHRP Report 187, Chapter Two, 
contains many tables and graphs of transportation-related 
information. The information therein has been obtained 
from various sources, most significantly urban transporta-
tion planning studies undertaken over the past 20 years. 
Previous research efforts also provided a rich source of 
pertinent information. 

The material provided has been categorized into four 
population size groups as follows: 

50,000 to 100,000 
100,000 to 250,000 
250,000 to 750,000 
More than 750,000 

The latter grouping covers areas with a population up to 
about 2,000,000; exceeding this size, differences in charac-
teristics are too large to allow useful groupings. 

Transferable parameters should be considered as "de-
fault" values to be utilized when no corresponding informa-
tion is available locally, where time of response does not 
permit data gathering, or where the costs of gathering addi-
tional data does not appear warranted. Transferable pa-
rameters can be used with computer models or with manual 
methods. 

The transferable parameters provided are summarized as 
follows: 

Trip Generation 

Vehicle trip rates for many types of generators. 
Detailed person-trip rates by income and/or car 

ownership. 
Generalized trip production and attraction parameters, 

including mode split, purpose, truck trips, and external 
trips. 

Trip Distribution 

Speed table values by facility and area. 
Impedance values for gravity model application. 
Airline distance converted to travel time and distribu-

tion factor (F factor). 
0 Trip distributions for several sites.  

Mode Choice 

Auto and transit impedance calculation curves. 
Rule of thumb elasticity measures. 

Auto Occupancy 

Occupancy by trip purpose. 
Occupancy adjustments for time-of-day. 
Occupancy adjustments by trip length. 
Auto occupancy by income and parking cost. 
Auto occupancy by land use. 

Time-of-Day Distributions 

Hourly distributions of internal auto driver trips by 
purpose. 

Hourly distributions of internal auto driver and total 
vehicles. 

Hourly distributions of total travel on freeways! 
expressways. 

Hourly distributions of travel on arterials. 
Hourly distributions of travel on collectors. 
Transit patronage time-period distribution factors. 

MANUAL PROCEDURES 

A set of manual procedures has been developed which 
roughly parallels the four-step transportation planning ele-
ments of trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, and 
traffic assignment. The manual procedures are similar to 
techniques used by most transportation planners. However, 
several improvements are included, such as elimination of 
calibration through use of parameters provided, reduction 
of effort in route selection, simplification in calculation, and 
provision of simplified work sheets. Manual procedures are 
provided for trip distribution, traffic assignment, mode 
choice, capacity analysis, and land development/facility 
spacing relationships. Alternate methodologies are pro-
vided for elements where different levels of analysis may 
be appropriate based on considerations such as time and 
available information. 

Manual Trip Distribution 

The gravity model formulation was used to provide a 
manual trip-distribution method. A number of models, 
short-cut techniques, and sources for model calibration fac-
tors were investigated. Of the models investigated, the 
gravity-type formulation was viewed as the most transfer-
able based on the number of applications made and the 
ability to package distribution factors (F values). 

The major advantage of accessibility-type approaches to 
distribution (such as the model developed in Chicago) is 
that an absolute time or distance is not required, but rather 
the array of points around an origin can be approximated 
by distance and a gross approximation of the facilities serv-
ing the area. This feature has been partially incorporated 
in the distribution method included in the User's Guide. A 
set of graphs is provided which obtains the distribution fac-
tor from measurement of straight-line distance between 
points and a gross estimate of the proportion of freeway use 
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[see Fig. 7 through 30 in the User's Guide (NCHRP Re-
port 187)]. Other computational simplifications are pro-
vided which allow application for up to about 80 analysis 
areas. Some timing estimates made indicate that for a sin-
gle purpose, approximately 30 man-hours are required to 
calculate interchanges between 30 analysis areas and about 
85 man-hours are required for 80 areas. Other simplifica-
tions are provided for site and corridor analysis and for the 
use of accessibility indices when available from other 
sources such as a regional model. 

Mode Choice Estimation 

The material provided in the User's Guide is directed 
to automobile travel inasmuch as other efforts, such as 
those sponsored by the Urban Mass Transportation Ad-
ministration, are directed to transit-use estimation. This, 
for example, resulted in the approach taken in providing 
trip-generation characteristics where rates are keyed to 
automobile travel. 

It was desired to provide capabilities for mode allocation 
between points in an area (i.e., as along a route) and a 
simply applied method. Also, the ability to determine sensi-
tivity/ elasticity-type results from the method would be 
useful. 

The method selected for mode choice is based on the 
UMTA default model contained in program UMODEL of 
the UTPS package and as expanded in "A Manual Tech-
nique for Preliminary Transit Corridor Analysis" (6). 

The mode choice equation for any ii pair is: 

Tb 
MS— 	a 

Tab + Tbb 

in which 

MSt  = market share of transit; 
Ta  = auto impedance; 
Tb = transit impedance; 

b = exponent of time (similar to gravity model time 
values). 

The approach allows the user to determine a market 
share for any O-D pair. With basic input information, such 
as airline distance, transit fare, parking cost, and operating 
speed, the user will be able to find a transit or auto, impe-
dance using curves like those shown in Figures 60 through 
73 of the User's Guide (NCHRP Report 187). Exponent 
values, b, are provided for different area sizes and trip pur-
poses allowing development of curves more appropriate to 
a specific area. From the impedance values, the user can 
enter a nomograph such as in User's Guide Figures 74 
through 76 and read directly the market share for each of 
the auto and transit modes. 

Also included are techniques to allow the user to test 
policy options, such as increased fares or increased parking 
costs, and determine market elasticity. 

Traffic Assignment 

Approximately 30 different publications were reviewed 
to determine applicable techniques and procedures in traffic 
assignment. The criteria for technique selection were that it  

be usable for manual application and not require an exten-
sive data base. 

The techniques investigated can be classified into four 
groups: 

Traditional traffic assignment. 
Traffic generation and decay. 
Traffic growth factors. 
Traffic diversion/traffic shift. 

The foregoing classification varies in application based on 
the particular problem under consideration. 

Traditional traffic assignment is generally useful for 
evaluating an entire transportation system or portion thereof 
and an associated land-use and population configuration. 
The procedure requires a network description and a matrix 
of trips between origins and all destinations. The problem 
is to determine which facilities will carry each O-D move-
ment and accumulate such movement on the correct high-
way links in the network to arrive at traffic volumes by link. 
Although such a process is not easily applied manually to 
even a small region, it is potentially useful for application 
in a confined area surrounding a particular land use under 
study and for corridor study. 

Traffic generation and decay is useful for evaluating the 
effect of adding a new traffic generator (shopping center, 
airport, etc.) to an existing highway system. An estimate 
is made of the quantity of traffic a new generator will pro-
duce. This traffic is added to the existing base traffic and 
the facilities are evaluated as to their ability to handle the 
new development. Because the impact of a generator di-
minishes as the distance from it increases, it is necessary 
to account for this fact when considering traffic impacts on 
facilities at various distances from the traffic generator. 
Relationships based on average trip length for various types 
of trips are used to establish the rate of decay of traffic. 

Traffic growth factors can be applied to given system 
volumes to produce a measure of future volumes. The 
growth factors are usually a function of population and 
employment growth. This procedure has possible applica-
tions in the study of corridor growth. 

Traffic diversion/traffic shift is a technique for assessing 
the impact of additional highway facilities on an existing 
system. Diversion and shift are basically the same tech-
nique. Diversion generally assesses the relative travel time 
of a trip using the existing system versus using the new 
facility and arrives at a percentage split of trips using each 
facility. Traffic shift is a more qualitative approach that 
assesses the various O-D movements making up the existing 
link volume and determines which movements would be 
better served by the new facility. 

The User's Guide (NCHRP Report 187) describes three 
procedures for manual traffic assignment. The first is a 
manual approach to stringing trips through a network and 
simplified bookkeeping of the resultant trip volumes (i.e., 
traditional traffic assignment). This approach is described 
at two levels: detail assignments around a specific site, in-
cluding resultant facility volumes and turning movements 
as developed by Citron (7); and less detailed assignments 
to highway facilities at a corridor level or sketch-planning 
regional level. The second procedure is a variation of the 
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methods developed by Gruen Associates (1) for arterial 
spacing in suburban areas. The basic concept provides a 
series of charts that can be used to determine background 
traffic estimates based on residential density. These esti-
mates can be further refined using nomographs for density 
and project size, level of traffic service, car ownership, tran-
sit use, nonresidential-activity mix, and freeway diversion. 

Using the traffic derived by the aforementioned nomo-
graphs, or using existing information, the effects of concen-
trated development can be superimposed to determine the 
total traffic requirement. Generators such as airports and 
hospitals are handled with three charts. The first chart pro-
vides a measure of vehicle trips produced by the generator 
as a function of size. The second chart accounts for traffic 
decay as distance from the generator increases. A final 
chart further reduces the traffic estimates by direction from 
the generator and provides for an estimate of lane require-
ments. The improvements made include a directionality 
procedure as well as a method for developing traffic at-
tenuation factors specific to an area under study. 

A sketch-planning process is included in the User's Guide 
for estimating probable shifts in volume between competing 
facilities in a corridor. This is based on the process used by 
Dial (8) in his stochastic assignment process but is not based 
on use of an O-D table or route determination. Rather, a 
diversion factor is developed based on known volumes and 
operating speeds. This function is used to estimate shifts 
between facilities based on improvements in operation. 

Capacity Analysis 

The techniques described for manual application were se-
lected to respond to the types of problems anticipated to be 
subjected to analysis using other procedures in the guide. 
Such problems are basically viewed to be corridor/subarea 
problems or intersection problems related to a site analysis. 

To determine intersection-capacity analysis for planning 
applications, the Critical Movement Summation technique 
has been utilized (9). This technique, which has been used 
by several planning agencies, is based on the calculation of 
a critical intersection volume and a comparison of this 
volume with a benchmark intersection capacity stratified 
by level of service. 

The corridor analysis described consists of outline evalua-
tions within a corridor and subsequent preparation of a 
Facilities Stress Diagram (see Fig. 127 in the User's Guide). 
Additional tables and nomographs are provided in the 
User's Guide for simplified estimates of capacities at the 
proper level of detail for planning applications. 

Development Density/Highway Spacing Relationships 

The basic purpose of developing relationships between 
land use and highway spacing is to permit the rapid de-
velopment of a "first-cut" estimate of future highway needs 
based on a desired level of highway service. This level of 
service is determined from desired level-of-service (LOS) 
volumes or from a least-cost volume. Given a distribution 
within an area of land use, either in terms of activities 
(people, households, jobs) or acres by type of use, and 
given the presence of an existing highway system, average  

trip length is computed from counts (or estimated from 
city size using curves provided). This average trip length 
is then adjusted for the future. Future vehicle trip ends are 
computed, adjusted for transit service, and VMT's are 
computed. 

Link volumes for the existing spacings of freeways and 
arterials are then determined and compared with desired 
volumes after adjustment for directionalities. With de-
sired volumes known, desirable spacings are determined. 
Comparisons of desired and existing spacings give a mea-
sure of need for the area. 

A variation of the approach is to run the procedure 
backwards, solve for desired volumes, and given existing 
spacing, divide by the trip length to determine the amount 
of trip generation and land use that can still be accom-
modated by the highway system. Tables of highway spac-
ing, lane-miles, level of service, and dwelling unit or 
equivalent nonresidential densities are provided. 

SIMPLIFIED COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

Computer models for transportation planning are basi-
cally methods for applying the four steps previously men-
tioned: trip generation; trip distribution; mode choice; and 
traffic assignment. The two most widely used models are 
PLANPAC, developed by the Federal Highway Adminis-
tration (10), and UTPS, recently developed by the Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration and the Federal High-
way Administration (see App. A). In addition to the four 
processes listed previously, these models include a wide 
array of special capabilities such as selected link analysis 
[assignment of only trips using a specific link(s)]. The 
models also offer capabilities for many types of application, 
such as regional planning, subregional planning, providing' 
design-volume estimates, and the like. Generally, these 
models are somewhat cumbersome to use, require large 
numbers of personnel and substantial computer time, and 
basically do not provide for quick response in many appli-
cations. They are, however, invaluable in many applications 
such as regionwide assignments to large networks. 

One of the major disadvantages of the PLANPAC and 
UTPS computer packages is the rather specialized knowl-
edge required to utilize them. This is true for the trans-
portation planner who must spend a large amount of time 
and effort to fully understand and utilize the packages' 
capabilities, as well as for a computer-oriented specialist 
who must understand job set-ups, data formats, option 
coding, and the like. 

Another disadvantage is the degree of effort and time 
consumed to move between levels of application using the 
packages. For example, where regional application has 
been accomplished, significant effort is required to move 
toward evaluating a particular corridor in more detail. 
Also, the model calibration usually undertaken to "fit" the 
models into a specific area is both time consuming and 
expensive. 

Often, a primary difficulty in using existing computer 
processes is that they contain multiple steps using several 
different computer programs. These programs link together 
in that the output of one program provides the input to the 
next program in the chain. Because each program is in- 
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dependent of other programs in the chain, it is the user's 
responsibility to properly define the necessary input/output 
data sets and ensure that program parameters and options 
are consistently defined. 

Figure 1 shows a typical chain of programs to perform 
trip generation, trip distribution, and traffic assignment uti-
lizing the FHWA PLANPAC battery of programs. The 
process represented involves almost 10 separate data sets 
and at least 15 individual programs. 

The proper application of existing planning software re-
quires that the user be highly qualified in the use of large-
scale computer equipment. In addition, a background in 
transportation planning is essential in avoiding illogical ap-
plication of the software. The expertise required to suc-
cessfully use existing planning models is a serious deterrent 
and contributes to the expense of the process. 

The trend in planning software in recent years has been 
to produce computer programs that perform multiple func-
tions. These programs have the advantage of eliminating 
intermediate results that must be stored for transfer be-
tween individual programs. The multipurpose approach 
provides certain efficiencies from a computational view-
point as well as easing the user's work. 

Following the multipurpose trend, several programs have 
been or are being developed which simplify the planning 
process by combining current multistep procedures into a 
single computer program. Examples of these simplified pro-
grams are: Transportation Integrated Modeling System 
(TRIMS) developed by the Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments and Simplified Program for 
Analysis of Transportation Systems (SPATS) developed 
by the United States Department of Transportation. 

A brief description of each of these programs follows. 

Transportation Integrated Modeling System (TRIMS) 

TRIMS is a low-cost quick-turnaround transportation 
planning technique developed by the Metropolitan Wash-
ington Council of Governments (11). The essential trans-
portation planning models have been chained together into 
a single computer program. The traditional approach to 
travel forecasting is used where the modeling chain is per-
formed internally in the computer without producing inter-
mediate outputs that must be stored and input to other pro-
grams, thus resulting in a cost saving. 

The basic analysis for trip generation and trip distribu-
tion is performed for large zones (districts). Where de-
tailed analysis is required, usually for some traffic assign-
ment purposes, smaller zones can be defined and TRIMS 
will produce results for these smaller zones by allocating 
district-level trips to zone level. 

Figure 2 shows the over-all sequence of each major phase 
of TRIMS. The major elements of TRIMS include net-
works, trip table models, trip splitting, and traffic 
assignment. 

Networks 

Three types of networks are permitted: a district-level 
highway network (principal arterials only), a district-level 
transit network, and a zone-level highway network. As a 
minimum, the highway network requires A-node, B-node,  

distance, and speed. Ground counts and capacities must 
also be provided if capacity restraint is to be used in the 
assignment procedure. In addition, route-type codes and 
area-location codes must be provided if various assignment 
summaries such as VMT by route type and by location are 
desired. 

A sketch-planning technique is used to describe the tran-
sit network. The coding is similar to the district highway 
network; i.e., for every link in the district highway net-
work, a transit speed must also be coded. These speeds 
represent a weighting of all transit lines in the corridor 
represented by the link. For links without any transit ser-
vice, a zero mph speed is recommended. Because lines and 
headways are not coded, the user must code for each dis-
trict an origin walk time, a destination walk time, and three 
wait times. The three wait times represent the average wait-
ing time (plus transfer times) from each origin district to 
each of three different destination areas within the region. 

Some basic differences exist between the network process-
ing in TRIMS and that performed in PLANPAC/UTPS: 

TRIMS networks are generally designed for coarser 
analysis and, in fact, program limitations on the number of 
nodes does not permit a fine level of detail in most cases. 

TRIMS highway networks do not allow for turn pro-
hibition or penalties. 

TRIMS transit networks do not allow for the detail of 
an actual transit simulation as provided for in UTPS. 

TRIMS network analysis assumes accurate data and 
does not provide extensive editing capability. 

In summary, TRIMS provides for quick, inexpensive 
analyses at the expense of additional detail as provided by 
PLANPAC/ UTPS. 

Trip Table Models 

The trip table used in the network-assignment evaluation 
can be any specified trip table read from tape in the FHWA 
multipurpose trip table format, or TRIMS can generate its 
own trip table. The trip table submodels built into TRIMS 
are: trip generation, trip distribution, mode split, car oc-
cupancy, and peak hour. There is no limit to the number 
of trip-generation and trip-distribution models that can be 
used. The mode-split, car-occupancy, and peak-hour mod-
els are applied to the first purpose (usually work trips) 
only. Calibration of models is not accomplished by TRIMS 
—models must be input. 

The trip-generation model is based on numbers of house-
holds, persons in group quarters (i.e., institutions), and 
four employment variables for each district. Each district 
must be categorized into one of four area types (i.e., down-
town, fringe, suburban or rural), and into one of three 
household types (i.e., low, middle, or high income). 
District-level trip productions are determined by using co-
efficients for each household stratification and for group 
quarters. District-level trip attractions are determined by 
using coefficients for each employment category. Both pro-
duction and attraction coefficients are further stratified by 
area type and by trip purpose. 

Special adjustment factors can be applied to the results 
of the trip-estimating equation by district and by purpose. 
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t'tgure 2. "IKIMS moae1 sequence. 

For example, if a specific district has a shopping trip rate 
per retail employee that is different from the regional 
model, then this specific rate could be coded to override 
the regional equation. 

It should be noted that the categorization noted in the 
preceding paragraph is only for discussion purposes. The 
actual variables are defined by the user. The user is limited, 
however, to the number of categories as defined previously. 

The trip-distribution model is the traditional gravity-type 
model formulation. The number of gravity model iterations 
is user-specified. Up to 1,000 K-factor ranges are allowed 
for inter-area adjustment factoring. The gravity model is 
applied to internal districts and external stations alike. 

Through-trips must be exogenously calculated and added 
separately. One unique feature of this model is the capa-
bility to maintain up to 5 selected area F-curves (distribu-
tion functions) for each purpose in addition to the regional 
F-curves. This allows the user to have, for example, a 
"flat" F-curve for trips to the airport. Another curve could 
be used for trips to the central business district (CBD) or 
for trips produced at group quarters for external to internal 
movements, and the like. 

The mode-split model is a disutility-type model. The 
variables used are highway times, transit times, household 
incomes, and parking costs. Before calculating total high-
way and transit times, the out-of-vehicle times (transit walk 
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and wait times and highway access and terminal times) are 
weighted by a factor of 2.5. This model is applied to the 
first purpose only, which is usually work trips, and operates 
on internal districts only. In order to apply mode split to 
nonwork trips, the program would have to be run separately 
for each purpose. 

Figure 3 shows the formulation of the mode-split model 
as currently used in the Washington, D.C. application. The 
user is responsible for inputting the curves for up to three 
levels (in this case, income). The disutility variable (transit 
time minus highway time) is always used. The parking cost 
adjustment could use any other variable coded in the park-
ing cost data field. 

The car-occupancy model is a function of household in-
come and parking cost and, again, operates only on the 
first purpose (generally, work trips). This model operates 
on both internal districts and on external stations. 

The peak-hour model factors a home-to-work trip table 
into an AM peak-hour all-purpose trip table. Variables used 
in this model are trip lengths and employment density. Im-
plicit in this model is the assumption that nonwork trips 
tend to avoid high-employment density areas during the 
peak hour and that their trip lengths are generally shorter 
than work trip lengths. The peak-hour model is intended 
for use only when no other trip purposes except work trips 
have been modeled. 

Trip Splitting 

The trip splitting model converts the inter-district table 
of auto driver trips to a interzonal table of trips. This allo-
cation is based on relative zonal-trip productions and trip 
attractions and spatial separation of the zones. 

Traffic Assignment 

Two methods of traffic assignment are available to the 
user. One is the minimum path, all-or-nothing assignment; 
the other is an incremental loading with capacity restraint. 
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Figure 3. TRIMS mode split model for work trips. 

The all-or-nothing assignment is useful in measuring traffic 
desires, whereas the restrained assignment is useful in ob-
taining realistic assignments. In either approach, minimum 
paths are built once between each origin and each destina-
tion zone and trips are loaded once. 

The all-or-nothing assignment uses the minimum time 
path between an origin and destination. Each link on this 
path is assigned the number of trips for the O-D movement. 
Link volumes are the result of the accumulations of the 
aforementioned operation for all O-D movements. The 
major shortcoming of this technique is that competing 
routes that are close choices can have significant variations 
in their assigned volumes because of this all-or-nothing 
approach. 

A more realistic approach is to provide a means of dis-
tributing traffic on competing facilities. One such tech-
nique is capacity restraint. This technique provides for ad-
justment of link times as volumes approach capacity so that 
alternate routes become attractive. For computational ease, 
TRIMS uses an incremental approach to capacity restraint. 
This means that trips for a number of zones, n, are proc-
essed, volume/capacity ratios calculated, link times ad-
justed and then n more zones are processed and so on. The 
user defines the number of zones, n, processed between ad-
justments. To avoid errors caused by several zones in close 
proximity being assigned at the same time, a random 
selection scheme is employed in TRIMS. 

The output of the assignment algorithm listed for each 
link, whether or not restraint is used, is the assignment, 
capacity, volume-to-capacity ratio, the unloaded speed, and 
the restrained speed. If capacity restraint is not used, the 
restrained speeds are the same as the observed speeds 
(coded speeds). 

Simplified Program for Analysis of Transportation 
Systems (SPATS) 

SPATS is currently being developed by UMTA and is 
intended to simplify the analysis of transit/highway system 
alternatives within corridors or other regional subareas. 

SPATS allows the user, through specification of differ-
ing levels of zone-district aggregation over the region, to 
gradually reduce the detail outside the subareas of interest. 
Because all SPATS inputs (land use and networks) are at 
the zonal level, and outputs are in terms of network link/ 
line volumes (costs and impacts), the aggregation may be 
varied easily from one SPATS application to the next. 

SPATS is essentially a self-contained alternatives-analysis 
program, including transit and auto network updating, 
pathfinding and "skimming," aggregation, demand estima-
tion, peak-hour factoring, and reporting. To achieve these 
extensive functions, SPATS utilizes many other UTPS pro-
grams, thus largely sparing the user concern with the nu-
merous individual steps in the analysis. Efficiencies are 
realized not only through the zone-district aggregation and 
linking of many steps, but also through use of the 
UMODEL default demand model for work trips only, 
which are internally factored to represent a single time 
period. The AM peak hour is suggested but the factoring 
is controlled by the user, thus other periods are possible. 

SPATS reports are largely standard and are available 
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from the UTPS programs utilized by SPATS. Of primary 
importance among these are reports from the UPTS pro-
grams UNET and HR, UMODEL default demand model, 
ULOAD and UROAD (see pertinent descriptions in Ap-
pendix A). The user selects from the SPATS reports avail-
able as with any other UTPS program. Outputs may cover 
the entire region or the subareas of interest as specified by 
the user. It is the user's responsibility to judge the accuracy 
of reported values (e.g., link or line volumes) in areas 
where extensive aggregation of zones has been specified or 
even within subareas where zonal detail has been main-
tained but extensive aggregation has occurred nearby or 
within a critical "tripshed" of the subarea. For these rea-
sons, a corridor subarea is suggested for transit/highway 
analysis wherein major portions of the tripshed may be 
retained at zonal detail. Zonal detail is retained by specify-
ing only a single zone in a district. Hereinafter the general 
term "district" is used. 

Briefly, SPATS performs the following sequential func-
tions: (Individual UTPS programs used by SPATS are 
noted in parentheses.) 

Read input regional, detailed highway and transit 
networks. 

Update inputs at users option and report on updates. 
(UNET and HR.) 

Build and "skim" paths for the user-specified "typi-
cal" zone in each district. (UPATH, UPSUM, UROAD, 
and USQUEX.) 

Adjust impedances for disconnected interchanges and 
add intra-zonal estimates. 

Read input zonal "socioeconomic" data cards and 
aggregate to specified districts. 

Estimate work-trip demand by mode (using UMODEL 
default model) among all districts using socioeconomic data 
from item 4 and impedance data from item 3. 

Factor daily work-trip demand to estimate all trips for 
a certain time period. (UMATRIX and USQUEX.) 

Assign highway and transit trips between all districts 
as if they originated at and were destined to the typical zone 
specified for each district and report. (UROAD and 
ULOAD.) 

This program assumes that basic highway and transit net-
works and socioeconomic data at the zonal level are avail-
able and error free. These inputs, and a single computer 
setup, allow an analyst (not necessarily a computer expert) 
to alter: network configurations; analysis period and time-
of-day; and study area to arrive at system loadings for a 
variety of alternatives. The ability of the program to allow 
for detail analysis in specific areas provides an excellent cost 
savings by greatly reducing the required computations. Be-
cause all runs are made from the same base inptus, the 
computer expertise required to examine alternatives is 
greatly reduced. TRIMS and SPATS capabilities are fur-
ther discussed in Chapter 3, "Four-Step Planning Pro-
cedures." 

PIVOT-POINT (ELASTICITY) TECHNIQUES 

Pivot-point (elasticity) techniques are flexible, policy-
oriented tools that permit rapid evaluation of alternative  

transportation policies in an urban environment. Generally, 
these techniques require minimal inputs to operate; such 
inputs usually cover a broad range of alternative political, 
technological, and pricing policies, Impacts of these poli-
cies are usually output in aggregate format, which realisti-
cally highlight the important implications of policy options. 
Thus, massive input data preparation and detailed output 
are bypassed. This feature makes pivot-point (elasticity) 
techniques extremely useful for the policymaker in the 
decision-making process and facilitates analysis in an ex-
pedient and yet inexpensive manner. Furthermore, the 
sensitivity and responsiveness of such policy-analysis tools 
to urban issues make them attractive and indispensable to 
urban planners. 

Examples of some typical transportation policy issues 
that arise in practice are: 

Effects of parking restrictions on auto travel. 
Implications of gasoline taxes. 
Environmental impacts of implementing auto emission 

control strategies. 
Effects of transit service improvements. 
Impacts on travel caused by the introduction of inno-

vative transportation modes, and so on. 

These issues are, of course, complex and no single model 
or procedure can adequately address such problems, or pre-
dict the effects of alternatives. By employing pivot-point 
(elasticity) techniques, however, it is possible to arrive at 
gross estimates rapidly and at reduced costs, thus enabling 
a relatively easy first-cut evaluation of alternatives. 

In application, policy issues can be represented as 
aggregate-input "stimuli" to a given demand model, which 
then outputs respective "responses." To attain a high pre-
dictive accuracy, models are often operated on particular 
market segments which are defined on the socioeconomic 
characteristics of tripmakers. 

A review of the 40 travel estimation models and pro-
cedures summarized in Appendix A indicates that although 
the level of input, actual methodology, and level of output 
vary for each technique, some of them exhibit typical char-
acteristics of policy-sensitive techniques; the spectrum 
ranges from computerized models to manual, noncompu-
terized procedures. Two techniques in particular specifi-
cally address policy evaluation, and are the basis for dis-
cussion in this section. These are: * 

[5]—A Policy-Oriented Urban Transportation Model: 
The San Diego Version (12). Developed by the Rand Cor-
poration, this computerized model analyzes transportation 
strategies by using a technique which predicts effects be-
yond a nominal situation for some future year and then 
outputs detailed service impacts. 

[351—Estimating the Effects of Urban Travel Policies 
(13). Developed by Charles River Associates (CRA), this 
noncomputerized procedure relies on the use of calibrated 
disaggregate logit models (and derived elasticities) for 
transportation analysis. 

Before illustrating the manner in which each of these two 

* Numbers in brackets represent the model or procedure number ref-
erenced in Appendix A; the reader is directed to this Appendix for 
descriptions of these two techniques. 
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techniques operates and the output each generates, some 
fundamental concepts of travel demand models are 
examined. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF DEMAND MODELS 

In general, it can be said that the travel behavior of a 
certain group of consumers will be influenced by the ser-
vice attributes of the mode choices open to them. Also, the 
magnitude of this travel will be dependent on the economic 
activity of the origin and destination zones. This behavior 
can be represented mathematically in the demand function 
as 

Q=D(A, L) 

in which 

Q = volume of individuals making a particular mode 
choice; 

D = demand function; 
A = socioeconomic and activity vector which describes 

the characteristics of the individuals, and the origin 
and destination zones; 

L = level-of-service vectors which characterize the trans-
portation choices given to the prospective travelers. 

Usually, travel cost and travel time are the primary level-
of-service variables used to predict travel behavior. Often, 
these two variables are combined to represent the imped-
ance or disutility of a mode. The demand function itself 
can assume a variety of mathematical forms; three of the 
most common being the linear, product, and exponential 
forms, each constituting a particular type of travel behavior 
pattern. Graphically, each form can be represented as 
shown in Figure 4; i.e., as the impedance for a certain mode 
increases, the demand for travel decreases. 

Hence, if a travel demand model can be formulated and 
its independent variables specified, and the model itself cali-
brated on suitable data, it is possible to estimate the change 
of demand with respect to the change of the level-of-service 

Linear function 

Product function 

Exponential function 

L = Level of Service (impedance) 

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the various 
form ulations of the demand function. 

variables. It is this characteristic that enables the estimation 
of tiaiispoi tatioji policy alternatives. In other words, given 
a nominal situation, a pivot- point approach can be applied 
to estimate the deviation from the nominal situation. Two 
computational approaches are normally applied in deter-
mining policy effects on travel behavior: 

The policy can be represented by an absolute change 
in an independent variable, or set of variables. The model 
then predicts travel demand at these new values which is 
then compared to the basic case predictions to estimate 
changes in travel behavior. The RAND model employs a 
similar approach. 

The policy can be represented by a percentage change 
in an independent variable, or set of variables in the model. 
Elasticities derived from the model can then be used to 
obtain the percentage change in travel demand. The CRA 
procedure uses such an approach for nonwork travel. (For 
work travel, the first approach was found to be more 
suitable.) 

Elasticities are dimensionless numbers and can be defined 
as follows: 

The direct-elasticity of demand for a certain mode, 
with respect to the level-of-service characteristics of that 
mode, is the percentage change in demand caused by a 
1-percent change in service characteristics. Direct-elasticity 
is generally negative insofar as an increase in impedance 
(travel cost and/or travel time) causes a decrease in travel 
demand, and vice versa. 

In reality, variations in demand for a certain mode are 
affected not only by changes in the level-of-service vari-
ables for that mode, but also by changes in the level-of-
service variables for complementary modes. Thus: 

The cross-elasticity of demand for a certain mode, for 
example, auto, with respect to the level-of-service charac-
teristics of another mode, for example, transit, can be de-
fined as the percentage change in demand for auto caused 
by a I-percent change in service characteristics of transit. 
The cross-elasticity is generally positive insofar as an in-
crease in impedance on one mode causes an increase in 
travel demand of another, and vice versa. 

The discussion that follows illustrates the manner in 
which the Rand Corporation and CRA applied these two 
different approaches to develop policy-sensitive techniques. 

The RAND Policy-Oriented Transportation Model 

The RAND transportation model is but one component 
of an over-all computerized methodology that the Rand 
Corporation developed for analyzing alternative air pollu-
tion control strategies. The transportation model is of the 
multinomial logit form; and it simultaneously predicts 
changes in total demand for person-trips and its split among 
modes (auto and bus) from changes in transportation 
service qualities (various costs and time). 

The RAND transportation model is unique in that it is 
not a forecasting model. Rather, given a forecast of the 
nominal situation for some future year, the model predicts 
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changes in trip demand and mode split for that year, result-
ing from changes in the transportation policy. The nominal 
situation may be the current condition or one that is ob-
tamed by forecasting using conventional UTP techiquës and 
is defined by: the transportation policy, the future or current 
year travel—trips, vehicle-miles, and regional characteris-
tics—population, income, and the like. Thus, for each year 
to be analyzed, a separate, year-specific version of the model 
is calibrated from the nominal transportation policy, the 
nominal travel, and the regional description forecast for 
that year. Thereafter, the model "pivots" from this nominal 
situation to predict the changes in travel as the transporta-
tion policy changes. 

Thus, the model works by pivoting from an existing 
transportation forecast or current actual situation. Typical 
transportation policy variables that can be simulated are 
the area served by bus, bus headways, bus fare, parking 
costs, and auto-operating costs. Typical policy outputs are 
trips by mode, VMT, passenger miles of travel (PMT), trip 
times, trip speeds, trip costs, car occupancy, and consequent 
changes from the nominal forecasts. 

It can be seen, therefore, that the RAND transportation 
model does not burden itself with the cumbersome input 
details (network in non-link specific) and it outputs impacts 
in an aggregate, regionwide manner. The model has been 
found to be fast and inexpensive to use—the analysis of a 
typical policy, for example, requires less than 30 seconds on 
an IBM 360/ 65 computer, and less than 120K of core. The 
model has been applied to the San Diego and Los Angeles 
regions. 

The CRA Disaggregate Model/Elasticity Technique 

.The CRA procedure analyzes transportation policies 
using direct and cross-elasticity measures (especially for 
nonwork travel) developed from disaggregate multinomial 
logit models. The models were calibrated .  (for work and 
nonwork) on household travel behavior data as compiled 
by the 1969 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey 
(NPTS); 

To determine the short-term effect of a policy on nation-
wide travel behavior, CRA developed (from the calibrated 
logit models) a series of elasticities for various policy sce-
narios. It was found, for example, that for a 1-percent 
increase in gasoline price, work auto VMT could be ex-
pected to decrease by 0.19 percent and nonwork auto VMT 
by 0.21 percent (i.e., direct-elasticities of auto VMT with 
respect to gasoline price of —0.19 and —021, respectively, 
for work and nonwork). Also, for a 1-percent increase in 
gasoline price, work transit trips could be expected to in-
crease by 0.47 percent and nonwork transit trips would re-
main unchanged (i.e., cross-elasticities, of transit trips with 
respect to gasoline price of +0.47 and 0). 

TABLE 7 

PREDICTED RESULTS OF SELECTED POLICY 
SCENARIOS USING 1969 NPTS DATA 

PERCENT CHANGE IN VMT'S 

WORK 	NON WORK TOTAL 
POLICY SCENARIO 	 TRAVEL 	TRAVEL 	TRAVEL 

100 percent gasoline tax —13 —15 —15 
Regionwide parking tax —14 5 —3 
10 percent decrease in 

transit line haul and 
wait time —3 0 —1 

High performance 
dial-a-ride —1 —10 —6 

50 percent increase 
in auto fuel economy 9 10 10 

Transit within six blocks 
of all households —7 —10 —9 

Source: Reference (13). 

Table 7 gives the predicted results on nationwide travel 
of selected policy scenarios. Thus, for a 10-percent de-
crease in transit line haul and wait time, work auto travel 
could be expected to decrease by 3 percent and nonwork 
travel would be unaffected. These actually represent direct-
elasticities of —0.03 and 0. 

It should be pointed out that the elasticities and predicted 
results pertain to national travel behavior because the de-
mand models were calibrated on NPTS data. Therefore, 
for specific urban areas, the elasticities and the effects of 
policies may very well be different. Likewise, elasticities 
may differ significantly between urban areas because the 
mean values in these areas differ. 

It can be inferred from CRA's results that it is possible 
to estimate the approximate,  effects of various transporta-
tion options quickly and with minimal resources, and that 
the use of elasticity terms represents a process that is easily 
applicable. Quite conceivably, elasticity measures can be 
developed for urban areas of varying size for different geo-
graphical regions, thus enabling a more accurate evaluation 
of policy alternatives. 

The reader should be cautioned about the use of elasticity 
measures. There are three common mathematical forms for 
computing elasticities, namely: point elasticity; arc elas-
ticity; and shrinkage elasticity. In the foregoing discusson, 
point elasticity is being referenced and is normally calcu-
lated at the mean of the independent variables; i.e., level-of-
service variables. Thus, • the,user should exercise extreme 
caution in applying point elasticity, for it can produce er-
roneous results if applied to other conditions or to market 
segments other than those used in its estimation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INTERPRETATION, APPRAISAL, AND APPLICATION 

REQUI REMENTS FOR QUICK-RESPONSE TECHNIQUES 

The previous chapters have defined transportation issue 
components and their demands on travel estimation tech-
niques. Available models and procedures appropriate for 
some aspects of quick response to urban policy issues have 
been described and evaluated in terms of the issue com-
ponents. Also, the transferable parameters and manual pro-
cedures provided in the User's Guide (NCHRP Report 187) 
have been described. In this chapter, improvements needed 
in demand estimation as related to urban policy issues re-
sulting from both Phases I and II of this project are pre-
sented as a background to the conclusions and suggested 
research presented in Chapter Four. 

Planning Process Requirements 

Interviews with local and state officials emphasized the 
need to reorient the transportation planning process (and 
hence travel estimation) away from an exclusive preoccupa-
tion with large-scale regional networks and concentrate 
more at the subarea, corridor, and project levels. 

It was cited that the variations inherent in making land-
use forecasts far exceed transportation model limitations. 
Of greater concern was the ability to test quickly alterna-
tive land uses and many associated transportation alter-
natives at a low cost. 

In the past, much of the emphasis in urban transportation 
planning has been aimed at developing long-range trans-
portation plans. These plans usually considered a time 
frame of 20 years or more, and primarily emphasized capi-
tal improvements. Recently, consideration of public mass 
transportation service has occupied a much larger role in 
the planning process. Likewise, emphasis is shifting from 
long-range planning to planning for three time frames, with 
a heavy emphasis on short-range planning: 

Long-range—strategic planning-20 years or more. 
Intermediate-range---tactical planning-5 to 15 years. 
Short-range—operational planning-5 years or less. 

Long-range strategic planning is aimed at evaluating and 
comparing a large number of transportation alternatives of 
system configurations and concepts and broad impacts over 
a metropolitan region in sufficient detail to support strategic 
decisions. Intermediate-range tactical planning "seeks an 
optional configuration within a strategic concept. Modal 
subsystems might be examined separately. Output at this 
level of analysis gives estimates of transit fleet size, and 
operating requirements for specific areas, yields refined cost 
and patronage forecasts, and provides level-of-service mea-
sures that relate to identifiable geographic areas. House-
hold displacements, noise, and aesthetic impacts can also be 
evaluated" (14). 

Activities to be addressed in short-range operational plan-
ning include traffic flow improvements, evaluation of bus 
priority lanes, extensions-rescheduling-repricing bus service, 
location of park-and-ride facilities, evaluation of demand-
actuated bus service (dial-a-ride), and the like. 

Planning Method Capabilities 

Techniques, models, and procedures have not kept pace 
with changing demands on the transportation planning 
process. The basic procedures and models have been ori-
ented to provide design information for capital-intensive 
alternatives and are nonresponsive to current policy issues. 
Such procedures and models are most appropriate to long-
range analysis of detailed network systems. They have been 
facility-design oriented with little emphasis placed on com-
puting impacts of plan alternatives (environment, land use, 
energy consumption, etc.) Most procedures are based on 
trip generation, trip distribution, mode split, and traffic as-
signment. - The most widely used computer program pack-
age for accomplishing these functions is available from the 
Federal Highway Administration. The Urban Mass Trans-
portation Administration has available a series of computer 
programs more appropriate for transit planning. The two 
agencies are currently cooperating in the development of 
a combined package suitable for multimodal transportation 
planning and applicable to strategic, tactical, and opera-
tional planning. 

Most of the available models are based on the coding of 
detailed network data to describe the transportation system 
and the use of large quantities of data and forecasts of 
land-use and socioeconomic characteristics of the popula-
tion. Several agencies expressed satisfaction with these 
models for testing regional alternatives. Agencies also con-
tinue to require design volumes on specific links. The Tn-
State Transportation Commission satisfies this need by using 
a direct traffic estimating procedure that does not require 
full-scale assignments. 

New York State has been actively developing disagre-
gate, behavioral models and using attitudinal surveys, par-
ticularly for local transit applications. This is done pri-
marily to avoid large-scale data collection, but has proved 
extremely successful in estimating patronage for new transit 
modes such as dial-a-ride. Concerns about meeting air qual-
ity standards have concentrated on short-term transporta-
tion improvements and control strategies. Both San Diego 
and Los Angeles have utilized the outputs of a conven-
tional transportation planning process and modified such 
outputs at the regional level through the use of a pivot-point 
technique (developed by the Rand Corporation) to estimate 
the effectiveness of various transportation control strategies. 
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Thus, it can be seen that a variety of new techniques have 
already been developed to solve specific well-defined 
problems. 

USEFULNESS OF PLANNING METHODS 

How much emphasis should be placed on improving and 
streamlining old techniques (or portions thereof), and how 
much effort should be devoted to developing new ones? At 
least two papers have advanced proposals for simplifying 
the present process (15), (16). In addition, several simpli- 
fied versions of conventional procedures are now opera-
tional. The paper by Hillegass, Fleet, and Heanue (16) 
discusses the development of simplified trip generation, dis-
tribution, and mode choice models to be calibrated at the 
dwelling-unit level from small, specially designed stratified 
samples or from the results of a previous origin-destination 
study. The paper also discusses the need to incorporate 
parking adequacy as an issue into the travel demand 
policymaking process. 

Furthermore, a study entitled "Transportation Planning 
Procedures for Small Urban Areas," NCHRP Report 167 

(17), states: 

One of the real advantages of the simplification of plan-
ning techniques is the boost in the ability to undertake 
additional transportation studies. However, it must be 
recognized that as the size of the study area increases, 
accompanied with greater system complexity, the accuracy 
of a simplified procedure increasingly must be questioned. 
Simplification as a concept can be interpreted in more 
than one way. To some, simplification has implied a re-
duction in data requirements and the use of less sophisti-
cated models, but still maintaining the higher structured 
traffic estimation procedure associated with the urban 
transportation planning process to reduce its complexity, 
specialization and reliance on large-scale computer-
oriented network analysis. In the latter case, simplifica-
tion has been viewed as an opportunity to sensitize the 
highly structured technical process to a range of transpor-
tation issues while encouraging more participation of non-
technical professionals in the process. 

This latter point is extremely important, as citizen par- 
ticipation was found to be a major concern. Given a fixed 
budget of time, money, and manpower, simplification of 
presently used procedures seems to be a prerequisite either 
to the testing and analysis of more alternatives, the incor-
poration of more impact analysis, or the development and 
application of new techniques. The familiarity of many 
officials, planners, and engineers with the present tools, and 
the wide availability of programs and suitable computers, 
make the simplification approach an essential part of any 
recommendation to achieve response in an operational en-
vironment. Important features of simplified models should 
include the ability to communicate to those responsible for 
policy and administration such ideas as the link between fu- 
ture land use, residential density, employment, and the like, 
and the need for commensurate transport infrastructure. 

The method should be easy to operate and, therefore, 
input data requirements must be limited and suitable for 
reliable extrapolation (e.g., population and employment 
densities). Too much refinement, such as coefficients re-
sulting from multiple regressions, can be self-defeating if 
they do not represent understandable phenomena. Where  

four-step models are employed for strategic studies, it is 
desirable to integrate the computer programs so that the 
user can run the entire model in a single step. This facili-
tates rapid analysis and offers the possibility of using itera-
tions to study changing conditions while maintaining 
consistency. 

Four-Step Planning Procedures 

The four-step (trip generation, distribution, mode choice, 
traffic assignment) planning procedure provides capabilities 
for many types of application such as regional planning, 
providing design volume data, subregional planning, and 
the like. Generally, available computer models have been 
cumbersome to use, require large numbers of personnel and 
large amounts of computer time, and, therefore, do not pro-
vide for quick response, although valuable in many applica-
tions. Improvements are needed to tailor this type approach 
to meet quick-response requirements. 

One computer method in current use meets many of the 
specifications for a simplified strategic model and can be 
used at both the subregional and regional scales and pro-
vide quick response. This method is TRIMS, now in use in 
the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area and widely used 
in a variety of studies. The major feature of such a pro-
cedure for simplifying the four-step process is the desir-
able capability of accomplishing trip generation, trip distri-
bution, and mode choice at the district level and traffic 
assignment at a finer zonal level. Also, the ability to 
"window-in" on a subarea in detail with considerable less 
detail in the rest of the area is part of the procedure. The 
model, as described in Chapter Two, is applicable to sub-
areas, and can be easily adapted to measure impacts, test 
land-use alternatives, and provide varying levels of detail. 

TRIMS utilizes the traditional four-step model approach 
with a minimum of inputs. It is suitable for testing the 
transportation implications of alternative land-use patterns. 
It is also suitable for regional use in smaller urban areas. 

TRIMS deals only with transit work travel, and was not 
designed to examine a wide variety of services or pricing 
policies. Those responsible for the development of TRIMS 
did not believe that a simplified four-step process could or 
should be made to address these issues. Pricing and cost 
issues were not desired as quick-response items. 

SPATS, as described in Chapter Two, is another simpli-
fication of the four-step computer procedure. It has the 
advantage of using the capabilities inherent in the UTPS 
program package supported by the Urban Mass Transpor-
tation Administration and the Federal Highway Adminis-
tration. Its major advantages and efficiencies are realized 
not only through zone-district aggregation and linking of 
many steps, but also through use of the default demand 
model for work trips only, which are internally factored 
to represent a single time period. SPATS is a self-contained 
alternative analysis program, including transit and auto net-
work updating, pathfinding and "skimming," aggregation, 
demand estimation, peak-hour factoring, and reporting. 

SPATS and TRIMS both utilize the traditional four-step 
model approach. TRIMS is an independent computer pro-
gram whereas SPATS is a control program that utilizes 
existing UTPS programs for the actual analysis. The Se- 
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lection of one program over the other depends on several 
factors: 

SPATS allows more detailed analysis, but in turn re-
quires more detailed data, particularly in the network side 
where UTPS formats are used. This can be a positive at-
tribute if network data are already available. 

TRIMS employs simplified coding for data, particu-
larly network description. If data must be coded in either 
case; TRIMS requirements are simpler to fulfill. 

SPATS-generated reports are generally more detailed 
and also more voluminous whereas TRIMS reports some-
times sacrifice details to obtain their smaller size. 

TRIMS probably utilizes less compUter time than 
SPATS for a comparable analysis. 

SPATS utilizes considerably less core storage than 
TRIMS. 

SPATS is supported by the UMTA and FHWA which 
provide technical assistance and excellent documentation as 
well as training courses and seminars. 

The cost comparison of both programs is difficult to assess 
at this time. The more significant factors in choosing one 
of the programs would be: 

Level of analysis detail required. 
Data availability and need to code new data. 

The parameters and manual methods provided in the 
User's Guide (NCHRP Report 187) roughly parallel the 
four-step planning procedure. The manual methods are 
most appropriately applied to site-impact analysis, corri-
dor analysis, and gross regional analysis. For many of these 
applications, manual methods can accomplish the required 
results quicker and less expensively than computer methods. 

There is no question that the full capabilities available 
in a program system like UTPS are useful for many appli-
cations. For regionwide analysis where detailed results by 
facility are required, no realistic alternative exists in the 
larger urbanized areas. Likewise, if many alternatives are 
to be tested (land use and facility) on a detailed basis, then 
no alternative exists. However, one might question the need 
for detailed regional assessments of various alternatives and 
expect that regional alternative analysis is best accomplished 
in a more sketàh-plan approach, which can be handled best 
by a more simplified computer or manual approach. 

Pivot-Point (Elasticity) Techniques 

The Rand Corporation has developed a policy-oriented 
urban transportation model which has successfully been ap-
plied in several areas. The model is basically a pivot point 
about a nominal transportation plan approach, where the 
nominal plan is provided from the output of a detailed type 
model. The purpose of the model is to predict the changes 
in trip demand and mode split resulting from policy 
changes such as increased user costs on a regional basis (12). 

It appears that models such as the RAND model can 
treat a number of regional policy issues such as coverage 
change in bus service area, frequency of service, fare 
changes, car pooling or bus use, additional gas taxes, ra-
tioning, and the like. These issues cannot be, addressed by 
simplified four-step network approaches alone but, rather,  

can be accomplished more effectively on a regional basis 
through more aggregated procedures. Additionally, it ap-
pears that considerable information on use, service and en-
vironment, economic and distributional impacts of the poli-
cies being considered are produced. A bargaining-control 
procedure coordinates the supply and demand models so 
that they are brought into balance by mutual bargaining 
and interaction. The RAND type approach combines a 
macro approach with output from the usual four-step 
process which appears to provide for a powerful combina-
tion of capabilities necessary for quick response. 

Elasticity measures resulting from field study and model 
results also provide similar capabilities. A study, "Estimat-
ing the Effects of Urban Travel Policies" (13), describes 
procedures for applying probability choice models to sets 
of policy issues such as gasoline taxes, parking restrictions, 
transit service improvements, and the like. Travel demand 
elasticities are computed by the model to allow for issue 
evaluation. A more complete discussion is provided in 
Chapter Two. 

Manual Methods 

Computer application to transportation planning has de-
veloped to the current extent because of the large quantities 
of data handled. The complexities of the procedures de-
veloped and the extent of area to be evaluated Eequire the 
use of large quantities of data. Simplified procedures are 
needed for quick response to policy issues which do not 
require application of large-scale computer models when 
an element of a plan is to be changed or various levels of 
service are to be tested in some portion of a region. 

For policy evaluation purposes, manual procedures are 
desirable for determining supply and/or demand for trans-
portation facilities. These procedures will not generally be 
applicable to an entire region, but will bemost appropriate 
for subareas or specific sites and corridors. For highway 
facilities, manual procedures would be able to estimate 
needed capacity and subsequent impacts for new develop-
ment (i.e., a shopping center). For transit, usage and costs 
for route extensions should be developable. Many proce-
dures for accomplishing this are described in the User's 
Guide along with useful parameters. 

It also appears that a useful tUol, which has not been 
utilized by many regional studies, is the development of 
manual estimating procedures in terms of tables, graphs, 
and nomographs from the models calibrated for the area. 
For example, with the ability to manually estimate trips gen 
erated by a new proposed development (i.e., shopping cen-
ter), distribute such trips to surrounding areas, and assign 
them to the network in close proximity to the proposed 
development the results should be available within a few 
days. The calibrated models for a region can be packaged 
into a manual process to allow such application. Because 
areas over 50,000 population carry out a process in which 
zonal-type computerized models are utilized for systemwide 
planning, some output data, such as completed trip tables, 
may be a subsidiary source of speeding up manual planning 
and evaluation within a subarea. 



Disaggregate Models 

A paper by Hartgen and Wachs (18) presented at a 
Transportation Research Board Conference on Behavioral 
Demand Modeling and Valuation of Travel Time stated: 

The UTP package of computer models, which is cur-
rently maintained by many state and local planning agen-
cies, is cumbersome and inappropriate for most of the 
planning and policy issues that we currently face. Even 
so, maintaining these models frequently consumes large 
resources of trained and qualified personnel. Because so 
many of their people are occupied in maintaining the UTP 
model, many planning agencies are prevented from devel-
oping more appropriate planning tools. Short of abandon-
ing the current UTP models altogether, there is no easy 
way out of this circle. However, it seems clear that the 
present state of affairs often represents a poor use of man-
power resources. During the conference, we heard pleas 
for hcreased government support of behavioral modeling 
efforts. While supporting these pleas, we feel that the 
manpower resources and funds already available for plan-
ning model development could and should be put to better 
use by redeploying some resources away from the mainte-
nance of large-network UTP models to the development 
and application of more responsive, issue-oriented be-
havioral models of travel demand. 

A mixed strategy of parallel, and perhaps competitive, 
research to improve elements of the UTP package while 
wholly new models of travel choice behavior are devel-
oped may prove to be not only the soundest but also the 
best feasible course of action. . 

These recommendations, then, indicate that continuing 
work on disaggregate models is needed to deal with many 
issues now being addressed by conventional procedures, and 
that application of these techniqUes and comparison with 
conventional procedures (where appropriate) is essential if 
they are to enter into widespread use. 

NCHRP Project 8-13 covers the development of a policy-
sensitive travel-demand forecasting model using data at the 
level of households or individual travelers. It is the over-
all objective of this research, in separately funded phases 
extending over several years, to improve a prototype model 
developed as a new disaggregate data base becomes avail-
able, and then to apply such a model or models developed 
to specific planning and policy questions. The Project 8-13 
research was intended to discover whether or not these new 
approaches are more sound and if they can, in fact, provide 
answers more cheaply, more accurately, and more quickly 
than present methods. 

In the absence of fully operational disaggregate tech-
niques, it is concluded that streamlining and simplification 
and improvement of present travel forecasting procedures 
now in widespread use is the best course of action to follow 
if quick response to many current issues is to be achieved. 
Although not addressing many current issues, this approach 
will permit testing and evaluation of many alternatives (in-
cluding land-use alternatives) at less than regional scales, 
and will result in greatly reduced costs, time, and manpower 
requirements. It will also "open up" the transportation 
planning prOcess to many more people.  
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APPRAISAL OF FINDINGS 

Manual Methods 

The User's Guide (NCHRP Report 187) provides pa-
rameters and methods for manual application to various 
transportation issues. The parameters provided have been 
derived from numerous sources and are presented, where 
possible, for four population size groups in an effort to re-
duce the variability from specific area characteristics. There 
is no question that use of parameters developed specifically 
for a particular area would provide more pertinent infor-
mation. However, in many cases where little local informa-
tion is available, considerable processing costs may be 
incurred to put information in proper form and costs of 
additional data collection may not be warranted. This proj-
ect did not specifically analyze the differences in results ob-
tained from each element of the planning process using the 
material provided herein, versus utilizing more specific local 
information or processes for all the material and methods 
provided. However, several checks did indicate acceptable 
levels of accuracy. For example, the mode choice method 
and model factors produced results comparable with local 
results obtained from checks made against Atlanta and 
Washington, D.C., results. The results of the gravity model 
application, likewise were checked against a local Atlanta 
model and provided comparable results. 

Some elements were not checked as part of this project, 
but previous work provided information relative to appli-
cability. For example, the manual assignment process, 
using a visual selection of best route, has been compared 
with assignments utilizing minimumpath selection and was 
found to provide acceptable comparisons. 

Application of the parameters and methods for the sce-
narios described in the User's Guide provide additional 
support with respect to the comparability of the manual 
methods to local conditions. The Fairfax, Virginia, density/ 
spacing scenario showed that the trip-generation rates pro-
vided were most applicable to Fairfax. The results of the 
entire scenario showed spacing requirements similar to those 
obtained from more detailed and specific local study. Like-
wise, the Boise scenario provided assignment results similar 
to those obtained locally. 

This discussion should not be construed as indicating 
statistical methods were used to determine compatibility 
between the results obtained using the User's Guide pa-
rameters and methods and those obtained from more lo-
cally oriented parameters and more detailed methods. Ad-
ditional work would be required to do this. Likewise, it is 
readily apparent that certain parameters, such as site-
generation rates given in Table 1 of the User's Guide, 
should be stratified by region and/or population 
characteristics. 

The learning curve for application of the methods and 
parameters was not determined in this project. In effect, 
use of the material by various planning agencies would be 
required to determine the ability of personnel to quickly 
learn to apply the methods Material was provided to the 
Boise Transportation Study and the Ohio Department of 
Transportation for review and possible application. 

A learning phase will be conducted using the material 
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provided. However, once the various capabilities are under-
stood and applications are made, it is expected that many 
types of problems can be solved quicker and less expen-
sively manually than with use of the computer, even if the 
computer is being used for some applications. 

The manual methods provided are most applicable for 
specific transportation project application • and localized 
land-use development impacts. Specific projects might in-
clude: a transit-route extension; increasing frequency of 
service along a route; assessing the impact of a proposed 
major development on the surrounding street system; eval-
uation of system needs within a single corridor; and the like. 
Facility-spacing requirements for alternative land develop-
ment densities also may be addressed by manual tech-
niques. Except for socioeconomic input describing devel-
opment, or the land-use pattern and a system description, 
the user can apply the parameters and methods for a 
simplified analysis without reference to other sources. 

Regional analyses can be accomplished with the four-
step manual processes provided if major land-use differ-
ences or major facility rocations are to be tested. For this 
type of analysis a small enough number of analysis areas 
(zones) can be utilized to allow manual application. 

The effort to apply the manual methods has been shown 
to be manageable, and a quick response is possible. The 
demand potential for transit on a single route can be esti-
mated in a few hours. The impact of a major proposed 
site can be completed within a week. A proposed improve-
ment in a corridor can be evaluated within a week. Spacing 
requirements based on alternate land development can be 
determined within 2 to 3 days. 

The transformation that must be made in the thinking 
process to realize the potential of manual methods is that 
clerical and technical help can be substituted for the com-
puter and computer specialist, and that many types of prob-
lems can be accomplished successfully using manual meth-
ods. It is anticipated that in many cases the user of manual 
methods will achieve a better understanding and be better 
able to work with the four-step elements than if all com-
parable work was done by computer. Also, the ability to 
present the process and results to elected officials and the 
public will be enhanced. 

Computer Methods 

Available computer systems, most notably the Urban 
Transportation Planning System (UTPS) supported by the 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration and the Federal 
Highway Administration, provide an extensive array of ca-
pabilities for transportation planning. The computer allows 
more extensive evaluation on a regionwide basis where de-
tail is desired, and those experienced with particular pack-
ages can find new and innovative applications. A computer 
specialist is required for application, however, and to make 
most efficient use of computer methods, a rather long 
acquaintance between the transportation specialist and the 
computer system is required. 

In many smaller areas, the extent of the learning process 
required and the specialized computer personnel required 
does not warrant in-house capabilities. Here, reliance is 
usually placed on outside services such as state departments  

of transportation or consultants. It is here that manual 
methods may be most appropriate. In larger areas, where 
appropriate personnel are available, care must be taken to 
avoid being caught in the trap of using the computer model 
to solve all problems. 

Current development is aimed at simplifying computer 
models and extending applicability to detailed analysis at 
less than the regional scale. TRIMS, as described pre-
viously, was developed to speed up computer processing, 
reduce the level of detail (zoning), and allow "windowing-
in" in detail to a subarea. SPATS, currently being devel-
oped by UMTA and FHWA, utilizes UTPS capabilities, is 
compatible with UTPS, and will accomplish functions simi-
lar to those accomplished by TRIMS. 

Pivot-Point Sensitivity Methods 

Elasticity and sensitivity-type relationships provide a 
rapid means of evaluating issue-oriented changes such as 
parking costs, system extensions, car pooling, and system 
capacity. A major advantage of these approaches is that 
they are generally not network detail-oriented (i.e., links, 
nodes, centroids). System changes are described more 
generally (i.e., a 10-percent increase in system speed). 

Some sensitivity/elasticity-type relationships have been 
developed through observation; for example, a 3-percent 
increase in fare will result in about a 1-percent decrease in 
transit patronage. Most elasticity relationships have been 
provided by calibration of a model against some known 
condition and exercising the model to produce sensitivity 
relationships. These methods hold more promise for trans-
ferability, and unquestionably can provide answers to policy 
issues much quicker than the four-step process—computer-
ized or manual. The results are more general relative to 
system description than the specific facility-related processes. 

APPLICATION OF MATERIAL PROVIDED 

The parameters and manual methods provided in the 
User's Guide are based on the four-step transportation plan-
ning approach familiar to most transportation planners. 
This familiarity should result in a relatively short learning 
process. 

Manual methods are most appropriate for: 

Traffic impact analysis of new developments. 
Evaluation for corridor improvements. 
Assessment of transit service improvements in specific 

areas. 
System spacing requirement determination based on 

alternate development patterns. 
Assessment of broad assumptions regarding develop-

ment shifts and facility location. 

The parameters and manual methods have been success-
fully applied to a site-impact analysis, a corridor analysis, 
and a spacing problem in scenarios developed for Boise, 
Idaho; Columbus, Ohio; and Fairfax County, Virginia. The 
manual methods provided are generally short-cuts of com-
puter approaches, and comparisons of results are not avail-
able except as indicated in the scenario applications. Timing 
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logs kept during these applications indicate that application 
of these manual methods is quite feasible. 

The parameters provided should prove useful in many 
applications. They can be used in both manual and com-
puter applications where more pertinent local information 
is not available or collection of new data is not warranted. 

The information provided on trip generation will be use-
ful to urban planning agencies, state departments of trans-
portation, and developers to assist in assessing site impacts 
on the transportation system. The information will be use-
ful in assessing changes in travel based on changes in 
population and socioeconomic factors. 

The material on trip distribution should simplify much 
analysis and computer work in assessing changes in land-use 
patterns and making better use of the output of computer 
analyses such as accessibility indices. 

Much current effort is expended in evaluating alterna-
tives to highway travel. The mode-choice estimation process 
provides a simplified means for assessing the need for tran-
sit service along particular routes as well as quickly assess-
ing changes in service, fares, parking costs, and travel time. 

The traffic assignment methods described allow manual 
traffic assignment using traditional "stringing" methods to 
assist in determining specific facility traffic loads. The 
methods also allow turning-movement estimation in small 
analysis areas. A simplified process for estimating street 
requirements in a new development as well as the external 
requirements caused by the development is provided to 
assist in evaluating improvements in facilities in a corridor. 
A manual sketch-diversion process is provided. A capacity 
analysis process is provided for corridors as well as inter-
sections. 

Traffic agencies may find considerable use in the applica-
tion of hourly and directional factors provided for particu-
lar trip purposes as well as facility types. These data will 
be useful in converting total daily estimates to operational 
and design volumes. 

Car-occupancy factors should prove useful to planning 
agencies in assessing parking requirements for particular 
generators and assessing possible changes based on income 
and parking charges. 

The development density! spacing relationships will prove 
useful to urban planning agencies, where portions of the 
region are growing quickly and assessment of street re-
quirements must be made. Likewise, evaluation of the de-
velopment that can be supported by the current system can 
be made. 

The parameters and manual methods provided are useful 
in applications described. The transportation professional 
will probably find numerous other applications for the 
material. 

The material describing 40 models and procedures 
(App. A) should prove useful to urban area planners and 
state planning personnel in assessing capabilities available 
for specific problem applications and their ability to satisfy 
the requirements of policy issues. The material described 
is basically concerned with methods which provide trans-
portation-related output with the minimum of input-
resource requirements in a short elapsed time as compared 
to standard urban transportation planning computer pack-
ages (i.e., FHWA PLANPAC and the UMTA and FHWA 
co-sponsored UTPS package). A summary of each model 
and procedure is provided including evaluation criteria such 
as time to obtain results, costs for application, effectiveness 
of results, staff requirements, computer requirements, scale 
of application, and the like. A set of evaluation and classi-
fication tables is provided to assist in determination of an 
appropriate model or procedure for a particular application. 

In summary, the material provided has been shown to be 
appropriate for several types of applications. It is expected 
that through use by state and local personnel and increased 
familiarity with manual methods a larger number of uses 
will emerge. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the work undertaken in Phases I and II 
indicate a desirable direction for the development of pro-
cedures that will provide quick response to urban policy 
issues. The recommendations for further research made in 
the next section are based on the study findings summarized 
in the following paragraphs. 

First, the techniques most desirable are those that can 
readily and economically deal with land-use and transpor- 

tation system and service alternatives at the subregional 
level and have the capability of rapidly testing these alter-
natives. They must provide for multimodal analysis and 
produce a range of information concerning social, physical, 
environmental, and economic impacts. 

The four-step (trip generation, distribution, mode split, 
and traffic assignment) procedure is so widely used and its 
application so familiar that for the next few years, at least, 
the systems most apt to be utilized will consist of such a 
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process. Other type approaches have usually experienced 
rather poor transferability. 

Simplified sets of planning tools are needed that can be 
used at the subregional level, be link-specific, handle multi-
modal problems, be driven with simplified data, and pro-
vide output displays of social, physical, environmental, and 
economic impacts on different areas and groups. Sketch-
planning tools that are not link-specific are also required 
for quick evaluation of system and land-use alternatives. 

Inclusion of a pivot-point analysis (based on elasticity 
measures) driven by the output of the normal four-step 
planning process would probably receive considerable use 
if a data-manipulative capability was available to provide 
easy transition between the two approaches. The pivot-
point process would allow quick response to regionwide 
issues such as transit fares, level of -service, additional 
parking costs, gasoline rationing, and the like. 

For specific transportation projects and land-use changes, 
manual techniques that can be established from calibrated 
models or made available in "cook-book" form would be 
extremely useful. Such specific projects might include: a 
transit route extension; increasing frequency of service along 
a route; or assessing the impact of a proposed shopping 
center on the surrounding street system. This conclusion 
formed the basis for Phase II which resulted in the User's 
Guide of transferable parameters and manual methods pro-
vided in the companion report, "Quick-Response Urban 
Travel Estimation Techniques and Transferable Parame-
ters" (NCHRP Report 187). 

The manual methods and parameters provided are most 
appropriately applied to corridor and site analysis, although 
they may be applied to regional sketch planning in the 
larger areas and may be used for testing alternative land-use 
and system changes on a regional basis in the smaller areas. 
Even where the computer is used for regional analysis, 
manual methods may be more appropriately used for spe-
cific analysis on a subarea basis. Applications made indi-
cate acceptable results and reasonable time and cost 
expenditures. 

For quick response to policy issues, simplified output 
formats are required which provide results in summarized 
form as well as allowing for detailed output for further 
analysis. The large amount of output produced by conven-
tional four-step computerized procedures cannot generally 
provide for quick response. 

The only two output variables required directly from 
the planning procedure are use and speed (time); all 
other variables appear calculable from these two, for ex-
ample, accessibility, cost, air pollution, noise, and the 
like. Therefore, it is important to have procedures that 
arrive at an equilibrium condition quickly and require the 
same input values for trip distribution, mode split, and 
traffic assignment. 

As new disaggregate behavioral techniques become avail-
able, they may supplement and expand on the basic capa-
bilities outlined in the preceding paragraph. 

From the results of Phase I, it was recommended that 
a set of capabilities be developed which include: 

Simplified computerized methods for the four-step 
(trip generation, distribution, mode split, and traffic assign- 

ment) process that is efficient and will - provide quick re-
sponse at the regional and subarea level. Desirable attri-
butes would include the ability to deal with trip generation, 
distribution, and mode choice at the district level and traffic 
assignment at a more detailed zonal level, and the ability 
to "window-in" to a subarea in detail with considerably less 
detail outside the window. 	 - - 

An efficient, policy-sensitive procedure that would 
evaluate transportation service and cost changes in terms 
of economic, social, and environmental impacts. A pivot-
point approach to estimate changes using an available data 
base is suggested, based on elasticity and sensitivity-type 
relationships. 

Manual methods for estimating supply and demand 
useful for smaller area highway and public transportation 
systems and for short-range application at the corridor and 
project level. This should include assessing short-range 
land-use proposals for traffic and environmental impacts. 

Phase II developed a User's Guide to describe transfer-
able parameters and their use with manual and computer 
techniques. For each major element of travel-demand 
analysis, a manual technique, set of factors, or other ap-
propriate tool was provided to enable the user to carry out 
a simplified analysis without the necessity of reference to 
other sources. 

The Department of Transportation (.UMTA and FHWA) 
is developing a simplified four-step integrated process called 
Simplified Procedure for Analyzing Transportation Systems 
(SPATS). Other work is being funded in the areas of 
macro models, which are non-network-specific, and in dis-
aggregate model development. 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH 

The results of this project indicate suggested research to 
complement both the work completed in NCHRP Project 
8-12 and other work completed or being undertaken else-
where. In addition to development of the User's Guide, 
many available procedures and models were evaluated, es-
pecially simplified computer approaches (TRIMS, SPATS) 
and elasticity (pivot-point) techniques. This work has re-
suited in the following suggested research. 

Manual Methods and Transferable Parameters 

The methods and parameters provided in the User's 
Guide have been tested on three scenarios in three areas 
of varying size. The material was applied by the consul-
tants' staff with cooperation from local agencies in pro-
viding input and reviewing results. An attempt has been 
made to have personnel in cities for which the scenarios 
were developed, apply the methods and parameters to per-
tinent problems as they arise, but no full evaluation of the 
material as related to the learning process and transfer-
ability has been possible. Recommendations related to this 
include: use of this report by agencies with an evaluation 
of applicability to problems and issues and ability to learn 
what is presented—refinement and changes would be made 
in the User's Guide as a result; further testing of material 
provided to assess transferability of parameters and meth-
ods; and comparisons with actual ground counts, transit 
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patronage, and the like. As a result of the foregoing recom-
mendations, additional classifications and organization of 
parameters may be appropriate. 

A review of the issue components given in Table 6 and 
the discussion provided illustrates that scale and service are 
components to be considered as input items, and impacts in 
terms of economic, social, physical, and environmental fac-
tors are considered outputs of the demand-estimation proc-
ess. In terms of scale, the manual methods provided in the 
User's Guide allow assessment of land-use characteristics; 
the land-use/facility spacing relationships are most appro-
priate at a regional or subregional (i.e., county) scale; the 
trip generation and distribution material is most pertinent 
at subarea and local scales. The mode choice, traffic assign-
ment, and capacity analysis material provided allow as-
sessment of highway and transit service in terms of speed, 
capacity, service frequency, and the like. Innovative sys-
tems such as car pools and demand-responsive service were 
not addressed. In terms of transportation policy change, 
some components have been directly addressed (i.e., by 
mode choice method) and others (i.e., parking availability) 
have not. The material provided does not convert the input 
items and the resulting demand estimates to impact mea-
sures. The output of this material provides the necessary 
input to impact calculations. 

The impacts that could be readily calculated manually, 
utilizing the outputs from and inputs to the methods in the 
User's Guide include: economic impacts including user 
time; operating costs and accidents; social impacts such 
as accessibilities to various services; physical impacts 
such as energy consumption; and environmental impacts 
such as emissions and noise levels. It is recommended that 
manual calculation for these impacts be provided in a 
simplified fashion. Material to be provided would include 
methods as well as appropriate parameters and nomographs. 

With regard to inputs to the material provided, land-
use distribution based on alternate assumptions regarding 
growth policies must be provided. Current land-use distri-
bution models utilizing computer capabilities require a 
heavy expenditure in calibrations and data preparation. 
Quick manual methods for land-use distribution would be 
useful for sketch-level evaluations of regional alternatives 
using User Guide material and also may appropriately be 
applied on a subregional level for many applications. 

Many policy issues can best be evaluated on a regional 
basis; and for quick response, short-cut methodologies are 
needed. The potentially most beneficial approach is based 
on elasticity relationships which provide variation in one 
parameter based on variation in another. For example, 
what would be the change in VMT with an increased gas 
tax, or the provision of transit within ½ mile of all house-
holds, or an increase in fuel economy? It is recommended 
that a set of elasticity measures be developed and cate-
gorized (i.e., type of urban area, size, geographic location) 
which can be provided in the form of tables or graphs for 
quick response to broad policy questions. The applicability 
of such procedures to subareas (corridors) should also be 
investigated. 

Relative to the manual methods provided for develop-
ment density/highway spacing relationships in the User's 

Guide, the following types of policy questions would be 
answered given some additional work: (1) For a desired 
level of service, how much road improvement will be neces-
sary and at what cost?; (2) With a given level of funding 
available, what level of service will be provided, and how 
much additional land use can be supported?; and (3) With 
no improvement to a system, and under differing levels of 
service, how much additional land use can be supported and 
how much will user costs increase? It is recommended that 
the development density/highway spacing relationships be 
further developed along these lines including the ability to 
assess air quality impacts. 

The Gruen (1) method, as described in "Land Use and 
Arterial Spacing in Suburban Areas," can be extended to 
allow forecasting future traffic volumes in a subarea (i.e., 
corridor). The technique would be applied using current 
land development to estimate volumes and again using fu-
ture land development, allowing calculation of a growth 
factor(s) which would be applied to facilities to adjust 
current ground counts to reflect future growth. It is recom-
mended that this process be streamlined utilizing the Gruen 
methodology. 

Other recommendations, specifically related to the pro-
visions in the User's Guide, include: provision of car-
occupancy relationships sensitive to policy considerations 
such as special car-pool lanes; site-trip generation rates 
more specifically oriented to particular city sizes and geo-
graphic location; and a process that would allow direct esti-
mation of trips between areas without the several steps 
required in the method provided. 

Computer Methods 

As discussed previously, computer packages require spe-
cial expertise to apply and can be difficult to learn. For 
many applications a rather large string of programs must 
be set up to solve a particular problem. Systems such as 
TRIMS and SPATS attempt to simplify program use and 
are also oriented toward regional analysis with the ability 
to window-in on a subarea. Other important features are 
also built in. Generally, these simplifications provide the 
capability to solve problems through appropriate applica-
tion. It is recommended that problem-oriented computer 
modules be organized to speed up application for specific 
problem solving. Such a development would provide capa-
bilities to smaller staffs where there may be insufficient 
breadth of background to utilize technique-oriented com-
puter systems packaged by the user for specific problem 
solving. Recent development of mini-computers allows pre-
packaging problem-solving modules which can be available 
onsite at the smaller agencies. Use of terminal access may 
provide similar capabilities. 

Current computer systems provide voluminous output 
that must be searched for specific results (i.e., specific links) 
and manually summarized for specific comparative analy-
sis. It is recommended that methods be developed to allow 
"browsing" through model output. Such browsing might be 
in search of high-assigned volume links, or locations with 
a given V/C range. Likewise, summary statistics should be 
automatically calculable for those areas, facility types, and 
routes described as a result of the browsing. This type of 
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browsing capability is best achieved on an interactive 
terminal setup. 

A further recommendation is to establish a system for 
storing information from computer runs, both input and 
output items, with the capability to retrieve particular re-
suits for a specific land-use or system alternative as well as 
to provide summaries comparing results. These compari-
Sons may be on specific links, particular facility classifica-
tions, routes, geographic areas, and the like. The values 
might be volumes, area VMT, vehicle emissions, and trip 
relations between modes. Better use of graphics, automati-
cally produced, would enhance this browsing capability and 
the ability to comparatively evaluate system differences. 

SUMMARY AND PRIORITIZATION OF 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The foregoing discussion recommends improvements in 
manual and computer methods, some of which are spe-
cifically oriented to unmet needs identified in this project. 
Recommendations relating to policy issues are summarized 
in order of priority based on these unmet needs. 

Provision of manual methods for impact calculations 
at a level consistent with the parameters and methods 
provided in the User's Guide (NCHRP Report 187). 

Provision in a User's Guide, of generally applicable 
elasticity measures to quickly respond to broad policy issues. 

Extension of the development density/highway spacing 
relationships to increase the ability to respond to additional 
land-use and system issues. 

Improvement, extension, and additional testing, both 
through local application and comparisons with local con-
ditions, the material provided in the User's Guide. 

Development of a simplified methodology for land-use 
distribution to allow qiucker development of alternative 
input to demand estimation. 

Development of problem-oriented computer modules 
to simplify the current use of technique-oriented computer 
capabilities. 

Development of browsing routines and summarization 
capabilities including comparative analysis between alter-
nate systems. 
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APPENDIX A, 

DESCRIPTIONS OF EXISTING MODELS AND PROCEDURES 

A total of 40 travel estimation techniques are included 
in the Appendix: 21 are classified as models and 19 are 
procedures. Each technique has been described in one of 
two narrative formats: either the long form or the short 
form. The long form has been used to describe techniques 
for which detailed information is readily available. The 
short form has been used to describe techniques that are 
promising and which were investigated in the later stages of 
this project; or, for which additional references were not 
easily available. 

The long form includes for each model or procedure the 
following items: 

Title. 
Development—author, agency; year of development, 

publication. 
Availability—public domain, proprietary status. 
Description—narrative on methodology, capabilities. 
Evaluation—comments on performance. 
Bibliography. 

The short form includes, for each model or procedure, all 
the foregoing items except Evaluation. 

In the long form, each model and procedure is evaluated 
so that a ready reference is available on the technique's re-
quirements, functions and capabilities, merits and limita-
tions. The following evaluation criteria have been applied: 

Time to obtain results. 
Costs for application. 
Effectiveness of results. 
Staff requirements. 
Data requirements. 
Computer requirements. 
Scale of application. 
Type of model. 
Methodology. 
Merits. 
Limitations. 

Narratives for the travel estimation models and proce-
dures follow a list of the 40 techniques investigated. Note 
that for each narrative, the number at the top of each page 
uniquely identifies a model or a procedure. Wherever per-
tinent in this report, this number is used to reference a 
particular model or procedure. 

MODELS 

TRIMS - Transportation Integrated Modeling System 

SNAP - Stanford Research Institute Network Analysis 
Program 

OODOTRANS - Decision Oriented Data Organizer Trans-
portation Analysis System 

CAPM - The Community Aggregate Planning Model 

A Policy Oriented Urban Transportation Model: 
The San Diego Version 

TASSIM - A Transportation Air Shed Simulation Model 

COMPACT/IMPACT - A Simple Transportation Planning 
Package 

CRISTAL - Transport Planning Model 

Modal Choice Model for Relating Demand to Investment 

Analytic Model for Predicting Dial-A-Ride Systems 
Performance 

I-IUFSAM - Transit Sketch Planning Procedure 

MSDA - The Schneider Direct Assignment Approach 

DTEM - Direct Traffic Estimation Method 

SSDA - The Schneider-Scott Direct Assignment 
Freeway-Surface Arterial "MT Splitter 

IS. Land Use and Arterial Spacine in Suburban Areas 

UTPS - Urban Transportation Planning System 

The Economic Direct Demand Model 

The n-Dimensional Logit Model 

A Traffic Assignment Planning Model: The Load-
Node Concept 

A Planning Model for Transportation in Urban Activity 
Centers 

A Manual Technique for Preliminary Transit Corridor 
Analysis 
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Successive Overlays - A Small City Transit Surveying 
Process 

Modal Choice Analysis of an Exclusive Bus/Carpool 
Lane - U.S. Route 30 Corridor, New Jersey 

Projection of Future Demand for Fringe Parking 
Facilities 

Travel Simulation Procedure for Small Cities 

A Proposal for a Simplified Urban Transportation Planning 
Modeling Process 

Transit Travel Analysis for Smaller Urbanized Areas 

A Simplified Procedure for Urban Transportation 
Planning 

Latent Travel Demand of the Elderly, Youth and 
Low-Income Population 

Forecasting Demand for Improved-Quality Transit 
Service with Small-Sample Surveys 

MODELS 

TITLE: 	 TRIMS - Transportation Integrated Modeling 
System 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By William W. Mann, Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments (1974). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Program and documentation available through 
FHWA. 

DESCRIPTION: 	TRIMS is a procedure for quick response 
transportation planning based upon use of 
traditional travel forecasting models for 
trip generation, trip distribution, modal 
split and traffic assignment. It includes 
car occupancy and peak hour models. It also 
has a capability to perform capacity restraint 
assignments and selected link summaries. 

The travel forecasting model sequence is 
applied to movements between districts, up to 
iSO, through modal split. The resulting inter-
district trip table(s) is then allocated from 
districts (<150) to zones (<500) for traffic 
assignment to a network reflecting zone level 
of detail. The network is limited to 3000 
nodes. An inter-district network, used to 
obtain inter-district travel time, is limited 
to 1200 nodes. 

Computer costs are substantially reduced. A 
full travel forecast sequence can be run for 
about $100 in machine cost. All models can 
be run without intermediate output and input, 
which achieves a substantial saving. Matrix 
operations such as skim trees, trip distribution 
and mode split are calculated at district scale 
(150 x 150 = 22,500) instead of at zone scale 
(500 x 500 = 250,000). Coding of data is 
simplified, minimizing personnel time. Data 
input is by punched card and output is on the 
printer, thereby eliminating the need for 
highly specialized computer personnel to 
manipulate data sets. 

Typical outputs are: Network descriptions, 
skim trees, and minimum time paths for both 
the highway and transit networks; land activity 
inputs and summaries at jurisdiction levels; 
trip length frequency distributions and trip 
table compresses for up to 20 subareas for all 
trip modes and purposes; employment opportunity 
accessibilities and network evaluations; link 
assignments; selected link summaries, subarea 
trip tables; and vehicle miles of travel by 
route typel by speed ranges and volume-to-
capacity ratios. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: About one month 
for new system and/or land use changes; 
overnight for small changes for computer 
re-runs. 

Costs for application: Machine costs 
per full run about $100. Personnel at 
1-3 man months to gather and code data. 

Effectiveness of results: In COG tests, 
accuracy was about equal to results 
obtained from simulation of travel using 
inter-zone forecasting models. 

Forecasting Dial-A-Bus Ridership in Small Urban 
Areas 

A Systems Analysis Approach to Transit Route and 
Service Design 

A New Approach to Transportation System Modeling 

A Systems-Level Planning Application of the Dis-
aggregate Modeling Technique 

Disaggregate Travel Demand Models 

Estimating the Effects of Urban Travel Policies 

GEMLUP - Growth Effect of Major Land Use Projects 

Transportation Planning for Small Urban Areas 

Analyzing Transit Options for Small Urban Communities 

Simplified Procedure for Preliminary Evaluation of 
Public Transportation Alternatives 

Staff requirements: Planning/analytical 
personnel can operate; computer personnel 
are not required. Anyone familiar with 
transportation planning techniques should 
be able to use the system. 

S. Data requirements: Basically the same as 
for standard trip generation, distribution 
modal split and traffic assignment. Input 
procedures steanlined, cards minimized; i.e., 
f-factor curve described with two IBM cards. 

Computer requirements: IBM 360/158 with 
450K of storage as a minimum. Interface 
with FHWA software: FHWA network, link, 
data cards can be read by TRIMS and trip 
tables can be read and/or written in FHWA 
format. 

Scale of application: Suitable for long-
range planning and some sketch planning 
activities. Can be applied efficiently 
at a regional, county or city, corridor 
and sub-area level. 

Type of model: Includes trip generation 
(rates for up to six land activity variables 
with up to 12 stratifications for each 
variable such as income levels, area codes, 
family size, etc.), trip distribution 
(gravity model for any number of purposes) 
modal split (disutility method and for work 
trips only) ; district to zone trip allocation 
model, network splicing, and traffic assign-
ment (minimum route all-or-nothing on the 
incremental capacity restraint technique). 

Methodology: Use standard models chained 
together, and process without intermediate 
tape or disk output; if desired. 

Meejts: Quick turnaround. Low cost. 
Uses traditional approaches. Requires no 
knowledge of Job Control Language. Standard 
tec:Iniques are used, which simplifies 
understanding by staff and policy groups. 
Micro assignment in analysis area and macro 
assignment elsewhere. 

Limitations: No node split on non-work trips. 
No turning volumes produced. No vine build-
ing capabilities. The transit network is a 
sketch planning network (it uses coding 
procedure similar to that for a highway 
system, but allows for separate wait times 
at each origin district for trips destined 
to each of three separate areas; e.g., CBD, 
fringe, suburbs). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Mann, NW., TRIMS - A Procedure for Quick 
Response Transportation Planning, internal 
report, Systems Planning Division of the 
Metropolitan Washington Council of 
Governments, January 1975. 

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning 
Commission, TRIMS-Montomery County Sub-Area 
Stud : Test Results, internal report, 
ecem er 1974. 

National Capital Region Transportation 
Planning Board,"Small Area Analysis-A Tool 
for Local Decision Making: TRIMS Model", 
Technical Report No. 9, Metropolitan 
Washington Council of Governments, October 
1973. 
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TITLE: 	 SNAP - Stanford Research Institute Network 
Analysis Program 	 2. Costs: Machine costs per full run about 

DEVELOPMENT: 	Originated as a set of programs at the Institute 	
$100. 

of Transportation and Traffic Engineering (ITTE) 
at the University of California; further 
developed and implemented by the Stanford 
Research Institute (SRI) (1971). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Proprietary to SRI and only implemented for the 
CDC 6400. A copy of the SNAP package was 
furnished to the Interagency Transportation 
Council of the State of Michigan. 

DESCRIPTION: 	SNAP is designed to be a highly flexible 
analytic procedure that can be applied to a wide 
range of urban person and goods movement 
transportation problems in large and small cities. 
In general, the computer package does not incor-
porate new theories of traffic estimation: it 
consists of the basic trip generation, trip 
distribution, modal split and network assignment 
routines. These are quite analogous to and perform 
similar functions as the Federal Highway 
Administration's (FHWA) Urban Transportation 
Planning Programs and the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration's and FHWA's UTPS. 

However, the package has several extensions 
through the application of separate sets of 
programs which permits the analyses and evaluation 
of urban, intercity passenger and freight trans-
portation. 

These evaluation criteria are the guidelines 
against which the characteristics of 
alternative networks can be measured and their 
respective abilities to satisfy community goals 
and objectives determined. The alternatives are 
evaluated by performing a cost-benefit/impact 
analysis. 

The SNAP package comprises 16 program modules, 
structured as follows: 

Link and Path Analysis - 5 modules based on 
the minimum path algorithm developed by the 
Road Research Laboratory in Great Britain. 

Demand/Modal Split - 4 modules incorporating 
a choice of gravity model or an exponential 
distribution formula for trip distribution 
and a model similar to the n-Dimensional 
Logit model for modal split. The 
calibration programs for these are separate 
from the SNAP package. 

Network loading - 4 modules which involve 
the iterative capacity restraint procedure 
that incorporate a 'critical link" method 
of adjusting travel times on links 
as they are loaded. In subsequent iterations, 
it removes from the network those links that 
are loaded to or near their capacity. 
This program continues until all demand 
has been loaded on the network and no new 
critical links are found. 

Evaluation - 3 modules which accept and 
manipulate system networks, cost parameters, 
accident parameters and air and noise 
pollution data as input data and provide in 
various output tables information -suitable 
for evaluation. The evaluation data in the 
form of costable, quantifiable or non-
quantifiable criteria includes traveller time 
and cost summaries; safety measures; trip 
time distributions; comfort and convenience 
measures; accessibilities; community 
impacts ( air and noise pollution) and 
system capital, operation and maintenance 
costs. In addition, for comparison of 
alternative systems involving different 
levels of demand, a procedure is incorporated 
to determine consumer surplus calculations. 
Impact incidence matrices can be compiled 
for passenger and/or freight systems, 
stratified by mode. 

The 'Network Loading' and 'Evaluation' components 
of SNAP are two features that make the package 
unique. The program however, has some limitations-
the maximum size problem can contain only 100 zones, 
500 nodes and 1000 one way links. Application costs 
are about $100 or about 20 minutes' computer time 
on the CDC6400. The language used is FORTRAN. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: Approximately 1/2-1 
day given coded networks and familiarity with 
the program. 

Effectiveness of results: There have been 
three (3) applications of SNAP to date: for 
the State of Tennessee, for a Mid-Manhattan 
People Mover System in New York City and for 
the Interagency Transportation Council (ITC) 
in Michigan. SRI conducted studies for the 
ITC: SNAP was used in the analysis of the 
sensitivities of evaluation measures to 
variation in system and performance 
characteristics for alternative multi-modal 
transportation systems for the state and urban 
areas. The model has been used to quantitatively 
determine the costs and benefits of variations 
in transit systems and performance variables 
in typical Michigan cities with about 100,000 
to 1 million population. 

Staff requirements: Personnel to code networks 
and one trained analyst (approximately 2 
man weeks to learn SNAP) 

S. Data requirements: In addition to the 
standard input data for the FHWA and UMTA 
Programs, SNAP requires data for the 
'Evaluation' modules such as time period of 
study, auto occupancy rates, unit values of 
time for various modes, accident frequencies, 
air and noise pollution data and parking space 
requirements. 

-Computer requirements: CDC 6400 and at least 
5 to 10 minutes of computer time for the 
very limited applications. 

Scale of application: Useful only for sketch 
planning-type application, but applicable to 
wide range of transportation planning 
problems, covering both person and goods 
movement in both an urban and inter-urban 
setting. 

Type of model: Micro-analytic: includes trip 
generation (regression) , trip distribution 
(gravity model or an exponential distribution 
formula) , modal split (similar to the n-Dimensional 
Logit model) , traffic-network assignment 
(single path with or without capacity restraint 
using incremental loading-critical link" 
method) and evaluation (cost-benefit/impact 
analysis with impact incidence matrices) 

Methodology: 	The SNAP package is essentially 
similar to the FHWA and UTPS packages, 
although user must use own library routines 
for calibration. However, SNAP has extensions 
in the form of separate programs that enable 
an extensive cost-benefit/impact evaluation 
and analysis. 

Merits: One of the few fully integrated 
transportation planning programs available 
besides UTPS and D000TRANS that permits the 
execution of the full package of transportation 
programs from Trip Generation through to 
Traffic Assignment with a single set of control 
cards. Network programs are tied together 
in a single package that encompasses the full 
range of transportation planning requirements. 
Turnaround in terms of hours rather than days. 
Application costs for less than a 100 zone 
system are approximately $100 for a single 
application. Has automated evaluation process 
which outputs extensive evaluation measures for 
a wide range of costable andquantifiable criteria. 
Extremely effective in conducting comparative 
transportation system plans. Only operational 
package that has freight evaluation. Field 
tested. 

Limitations: Maximum size 100 zones, 500 nodes, 
1000 one-way links. Proprietary status. 
Limited documentation. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Haney, Dan G. , SRI Network Analysis Pro$ram 
Stanford Research Institute Project 

UT07456531-02-AUP, August 1971. 

2. Analysis of Urban Public Transportation Pq)q), 
First Report No. 6, prepaied for Michigan 
Interagency Transportation Council (ITC) prepared 
by SRI, June 1971. 

S. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., A Review of 
Operational Urban Transportation Models, 	- 
prepared for U.S. D.O.T., Report No. DOT-TSC-
496, April 1973. 
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TITLE: DODOTRANS: Decision Oriented Data Organizer 
Transportation Analysis System. 

DEVELOPMENT: By Marvin L. Manheim and Earl R. Ruiter 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
Department of Civil Engineering (1972). 

AVAILABILITY: Available from Pacific International Computing 
Corporation 

DESCRIPTION: DODOTRANS is a micro-analytic, nultimodal 
Network/Cost-benefit model, developed primarily 
as a research and education analysis tool-- 
serving as a "bread board" on which new models 
and approaches are tested. 	It represents one 
of the first efforts to integrate a number of 
the state-of-the-art transportation planning 
models 	(e.g., demand, network, cost, 	evaluation) 
and file manipulation routines. 	It is the first 
transportation network analysis system to 
explicitly equilibrate supply and demand, to 
explicitly allow parametric analysis of operational 
and pricing strategies as well as fixed-facilities 
improvement; and to explicity provide a data 
structure conducive to user-oriented execution of 
a transportation analysis in which many alternatives 
are to beexplored. 	Input data to a model, and 
output data from a model can be stored, 
manipulated and organized, with little effort 
from the user, 	into different groupings/cross 
tabulations and stratifications. 	Alternatives 
can be modified with little user effort, and 
explicit comparisons among alternatives can be made 
directly and simply. 

The overall structure of DODOTRANS is composed 
of three 	(3) models and three 	(3) 	file structures. 
The models consist of: 

Ci) 	Prediction Models, subdivided into four 	(4) 
component sub-models, namely: 

A Network Model - - performs explicit 
equilibration of supply and demand with 
incremental assignment, demand prediction, 
and travel time updating 

A Resource Requirement Model - - estimates 
costs 

A Demand Model - - can assume various multi- 
modal direct or share model formulations 

A Demand Shift Model - - computes simple 
activity system growth calculations 

Evaluation Models which are a set of 
straight-forward arithmetic and summation 
operations to convert outputs of the 
prediction models into various cost-benefit 
and impact measures. 

Search Models are basically manual procedures 
where the user explicitly specifies 
alternative input options and/or changes 
in the original options. 	In this manner, the 
user "searches" among alternative options 
until a choice is finally made. 

The file structure consists of: 

The Options Input file - - in which the user 
designates technological, network, operating 
policy and activity system data sets. 

The Consequences file - - makes available 
output from the prediction models, information 
about flow volumes, level of service, 
resource requirements, and activity system 
changes. 

The Impacts file -- computes evaluation 
measures for the following groups: 

Users -- time, costs 

Operators -- revenues, costs 

Government -- subsidies, tax revenues, costs 

Functional -- accessibilities, population 
and income changes. 

In a typical application run, these various models 
and files would be utilized as follows. First, 
the user inputs data for the base plan. Second, 
he defines the base plan and asks the prediction 
models for the base consequences. Third, he 
requests selected output from the base consequences. 
Fourth, the desired evaluation/impact criteria 
are defined. These impacts are computed and 
available for user examination. Fifth, the base 
plan is modified to form an alternative future 
plan. Sixth, consequences of the modified future 
plan are predicted, with theimpacts computed 
correspondingly. Seventh, the base and proposed 
future plans are compared under selected 

consequences and import rategnries 	Finally, 
the user may request a summary of the different 
input and output files created during the 
whole analysis sequence. 

DODOTRANS requires a minimum configuration 
comprised of a 128K 360/40, two (2) 2311 disk 
drives or their equivalent, a card input/output 
device and a printer output device. A major 
part of the computation in DODOTRANS is 
performing incremental demand prediction and 
traffic assignment, which is limited to a 
maximum number of 8191 one-way network links. 
Two (2) critical factors affecting run times are 
the number of districts and the non-linearity 
of the demand and volume/delay curve. on the 
average, 2 minutes of 370/155 is reported for 
a network with 40 districts and 4 modes. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: Given coded network 
and input data, a run can be made in 1/2-1 
day. 

Costs for application: Expensive to run. 
However, the system performs in a single pass, 
the equivalent of the following analysis steps 
traditionally done separately: 

- trip generation 
- trip distribution 
- modal split 
- traffic assignment 
- capacity restraint 
- system evaluation 

The added computer costs therefore provide 
significant savings in elapsed time and use 
of analysis manpower. 

Effectiveness of results: DODOTRANS has been 
used to analyze the Northeast Corridor 
Prototype analysis and other example problems, 
including an urban transit corridor and 
airport access study. It is presently being 
applied as a sketch planning tool for the Los 
Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas. 
The object package of DODOTRANS has been 
released as a subsystem of the MIT Integrated 
Civil Engineering System (ICES) and is used 
by the Department. 

Staff requirements: Experienced transportation 
planner/analysts. 

S. Data requirements: Typical input data 
are base year trip, time and cost tables 
by mode, socio-economic and demographic 
data. 

Computer requirements: Minimum configura-
tions of a 128K IBM 360/40 and two (2) 2311 
disk drives or equivalent. Running time on 
the 370/155 is approxim&tely 2 minutes for 
the demand prediction and traffic assignment 
of 40 districts and modes. 

Scale of application: Developed in a 
university environment and in its existing 
status cannot be called a full production 
system used for large field studies. 
Recently, jiowever, it has been applied to 
sketch planning studies (see 3). 

Type of model: Micro-analytic Network/Cost 
benefit model integrating various direct 
demand models. 

Methodology: Uses a multimodal multiple-
path, capacity-restrained assignment pro-
cedure effected by an incremental flow 
prediction algorithm. Employs an integrated 
structure of transportation planning models 
and file manipulation routines. 

Merits: One of the first efforts to 
integrate a numberof state-of-the-art models 
and file manipulation techniques under one 
roof. Useful as a "sketch planning" and 
policy-responsive analysis tool. Useful tool 
to gain insight into prototypical network 
"equilibrium" problems, with emphasis on policy 
making and evaluation methodologies; compre-
hensive objectives such as regional growth 
pattern, income distribution, fiscal feasibility 
and political feasibility can be evaluated. 
Through its "English-like" commands, DODOTRANS 
allows users to communicate with the computer 
in the common terms of the transportation 
profession, rather than the technicalities of 
programming languages. 

Limitations: Limits networks to 8181 one-way 
links. To date, basically a research and 
teaching tool and not yet extensively proven 
in large scale production studies. High 
computer costs for large problems. However, 
likely to be efficient in terms of total 
analysis costs (manpower plus computer costs) 
for sketch-planning and policy-analysis 



applications with modest-sized networks 
where the premium is on short turnaround 
times and/or on exploration of operational 
and pricing policies. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Manheim, M.L. and E.R. Ruiter, "DODOTRANS I: 
A Decision Oriented Computer Language for 
Auxlysis of Multimode transportation 
Systems, Highway Research Record 314. 

Ruiter, E.R., ICES/360 DODOTRANS I OBJECT, 
Version I Mod.O, Engineering User's Manual, 
Civil Engineering Systems Laboratory,  
July 1972. 

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell S Co., A Review of 
Operational Urban Transportation Models, 
prepared for U.S. D.O.T. Report No. DOT-
TSC-406, April 1973. 

TITLE: 	 CAPM - The Community Aggregate Planning Model 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
with contract assistance from Creighton, Hamburg 
and Associates, Inc. (1974). 

AVAILABILITY: 	CAPM is a program in the Urban Transportation 
Planning System package available from FHWA and the 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration. An 
information paper was presented at the Transport-
ation Research Board (TRB) 54th annual meeting, 
January 1975. Additional information is 
available from FHWA, Urban Planning Division. 

DESCRIPTION: 	CAPM represents an outgrowth of the Transportation 
Resource Allocation Study (TRANS) and was designed 
from its inception as a quick response sketch 
planning tool - to provide a "first-cut" 
evaluation of trimaportatlon proposals. CAPM 
addresses issues at the community level and 
utilizes easily obtained inputs and simplified 
supply representation. It outputs simple 
evaluation measures that are comprehensible to 
planners, citizens and decision-makers alike. 

CAPM combines in one efficient computer package, 
modules which, with one pass, (a) generate a 
regional system-sensitive vehicular travel demand 
(VMT), (b) distribute the demand to the arterial 
and freeway systems in each community, and (c) 
computes a full range of useful evaluation 
measures describing the direct and indirect 
consequences of the test alternative for each 
analysis unit/community. 

CAPM is composed of three basic modules - travel 
generation, travel distribution, and performance 
evaluation. The modules operate as follows: 

(i) Travel generator: This module is a modified 
versio of the "DAM III" Analytic Assignment 
Model._/ Given highway system supply (miles 
of freeways, surface arterials, and locals), 
total vehicle trips, and average trip distance, 
"DAM III" enables one to compute the amount 
of travel on each highway facility type, 
commensurate equilibrium speeds and average 
trip time. The total regional vehicular 
travel is fixed since both the number of 
trips and average trip distance are fixed. 

----------------------- 
1/ See Scott, R.S .,"Analytic Assignment Models," 

Traffic Quarterly, July 1974, pp.  389-400 
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For CAPM, "DAM III" was modified to 
compute an average trip distance for 
the region sensitive to system speed. 
To accomplish this, the model is 
iterated on trip distance, assuming 
that, for the region, average over-
the-road trip time for work trips 
remains constant regardless of long 
term changes in the urban activity 
pattern or transportation system. 

Travel distributor: This module 
represents a significant departure 
from the conventional transportation 
planning procedures in that computer-
ized networks are not utilized. Instead, 
two basic relationships are used which 
form the basis of the travel distributor. 
The first of these deals with the direct 
determination of average speeds by 
facility type at a subarea level using 
total capacity of all links in the area 
and the total volume on those links. 
The second relationship deals with the 
direct estimatiom of VMT by facility type 
for a subarea. A process is employed which 
makes certain assumptions about travel 
behavior and which circumvents the need 
for network coding by making use of certain 
properties of the highway systems. 

The distribution analysis is conducted by 
dividing the travel with respect to a 
community into its three components namely, 
internal, internal-external, and through. 
Usimg trip ends associated with that 
community and an exponential trip distance 
probability function, internal and internal-
external travel in the community is estimated. 
The through travel estimate uses the 
exponential trip distance formulation in 
conjunction with the community's position 
with respect to the regional travel between 
the other communities. Summing these, an 
estimate of a community's total travel and 
the split of the travel between freeways and 
surface arterials is obtained. 

Performance evaluator: Using the community 
VMT by system output from the distributor 
module and by inputtimg more community 
specific data, the performance module computes 
the direct and indirect impacts of an 
alternative system, in addition to the measures 
for the base year conditions. This facilitates 
direct comparison of the results. 

The evaluation measures produced by 
CAPM are displayed in three tables based 
on geographical aggregation. These 
three are by individual community, by 
community type (e.g., CBD, central city, 
suburban and rural), and by metropolitan 
area totals. Each table is divided into 
four categories as follows: 

Socio-economic and supply data -e.g., 
population, employment, and highway 
system lane miles. 

Vehicle Travel Statistics - e.g. 
vehicle trips, trip distance, times 
VMT by system. 

Costs and Impacts - e.g., construction, 
operation, maintenance, displacements, 
fatalities, accidents, pollution, fuel 
consumption. These outputs are avail-
able for autos and trucks separately as 
well as totaled. 

System Performance - e.g., average peak 
hour and average daily travel speed by 
system, volume/capacity ratio. 

CAPM currently exists as a computerized model 
which is written in FORTRAN IV, requiring about 
240K bytes of core and about 6 CPU minutes for 
execution on an IBM 360/65 computer to process 
an alternative for 100 communities. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: To collect, compile, 
code and run the original data set approximately 
one month time is required. Individual 
alternative tests can be set up and run in one 
day or less. 

Costs for application: The initial compilation 
of the program would cost about $90 - $100. To 
run an alternative without compilation would 
cost approximately $30-$50 depending on the 
number of communities in the metropolitan area. 

Effectiveness of results: Pilot applications 
of CAPM are taking place in St. Louis, Phoenix, 
Portland, Baltimore and Cincinnati. 
Preliminary indications of the model's 
accuracy for one of these areas are quite 
encouraging in that model estimates replicate 
base year volumes reasonably well. 
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 Staff requirements: 	Typical staffing to 
set up and use CAPM would be a planner and 
two technicians approximately one-man 
month each. 

 Data requirements: 	The basic analysis unit 
is the community which may range in size TITLE: A Policy-Oriented Urban Transportation Model: 
from 8 to 30 square miles. 	To use the full The San Diego Version 
CAPM system, a user must supply the follow- 
ing data items for the base and future DEVELOPMENT: Research performed by The RAND Corporation as 
(analysis) year: 	(1) 	community description; part of the San Diego Clean Air Project for 
(2) 	trip ends for each community; 	(3) regional the Environmental Development Agency of San 
average work trip time assumed constant over Diego County. 	(1973). 
time; 	(4) surface-arterial lane-miles for 
each community; and (5) descriptions of the AVAILABILITY: Reports available from The RAND Corproation. 
freeway/expressway system for each community. The Model itself is not proprietary; however, 

user documentation is non-existent. 
 Computer requirements: 	To analyze one 

alternative for 100 communities on the IBM DESCRIPTION: The Transportation Model is but one component 
360/65, about 240K bytes of core and about of a RAND-developed Regional Analysis Methodo- 
6 CPU minutes are required for execution, logy. 	This Transportation Model includes a 
CAPM uses FORTRAN IV. Generalized Bus System Cost Model and a Strategy 

Tradeoff Model, the latter being used for 
 Scale of application: 	CAPM was designed for analyzing the full range of air pollution control 

metropolitan areas of approximately 1 million strategies 	(fixed source controls, retrofit 
population and larger. 	CAPM operates at the control devices for used vehicles and trans- 
aggregate level and uses 	communities" of portation management strategies) in terms of 
around 10 square miles in area as analysis their comprehensive impacts on a region. 	The 
units. 	CAPM is a quick turnaround, sketch Tradeoff Model selects a superior strategy, 
planning procedure, inputs it to the Transportation Model 	(which 

interacts and operates within Tradeoff as a sub- 
 Type of model: 	Macro analytic: designed to routine), which then evaluates the costs and 

produce easily understood transportation effects of transportation management strategies 
system performance measures which enable the and reports detailed transportation service 
comparative evaluation of system alternatives, impacts. 

 Methodology: 	By utilizing easily obtained The Transportation Model is flexible and policy- 
inputs, CAPM combines in one efficient computer oriented, but it is not a forecasting model. 
package modules which, with one pass, generate Rather, given a forecast of the nominal situation 
and distribute VOlT and then go on to compute for some future year (the transportation policy, 
direct and indirect social-environmental impacts travel, and regional characteristics expected if 
for each analysis unit/community. 	An important existing trends prevail), its purpose is to 
characteristic of CAPM is the simplicity of the predict the changes in trip demand and modal 
inputs it requires. 	System capacity is-given split for that year resulting from changes in the 
by the freeway and surface-arterial lane miles transportation policy. 	Thus, for each year to 
in each community. 	Connectivity is assumed to be analyzed, a separate, year-specific version 
be ubiquitous for arterials and is simply of the model is calibrated from the regional 
represented for freeways and expressways with description, nominal transportation policy, and 
no need to code extensive conventional networks, nominal travel pattern that are fcsrecast for that 
The only required demand measure is the number year. 	Thereafter, it predicts the changes in 
of vehicle trip ends in each community, reflect- travel from the nominal as transportation policy 
ing on externally derived transit/auto modal- changes. 
demand analysis. 

The Transportation Model comprises of the 
 Merits: 	CAPM is a "first-cut" sketch following submodels: 

planning evaluation tool designed to 
rapidly compare and sort out policy . 	The Demand-Generator/Modal Split Submodel: 
alternatives. 	Input data is simple and This component treats demand generation 
easily obtainable. 	The process itself and modal split simultaneously. 	Using a 
is a "one-pass," compact package and the "potential trips approach" and an 
output is easy to understand and relevant n-Dimensional Logit Model for simultaneous 
to the evaluation task at hand. 	Extensive generation and modal split, this model 
network coding is eliminated. 	CAPM has com putes  total demand (person trips) and 
produced sufficiently accurate results and its split among the auto and bus modes, 
work is presently underway to make the process stratified by essential (e.g., work) and 
multi-modal in order to produce transit inessential 	(e.g., 	shop) 	trip purposes. 
performance measures. The "potential trips approach" estimates 

 Limitations: 	For the present, CAPM produces 
trips that wouldbe taken if the transporta- 

improves to the limit; 
highway impacts only and the transit analysis 

tion system service  it also estimates the change in the total 
is being done outside the program. 	CAPM has number of trips taken, including the number 
not been widely used yet. of trips foregone, as the quality of service 

varies. 	This submodel also deals explicitly 
BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Schleifer, H. 	(Creighton, 	Hamburg, 	and with carpooling, 	that is automobile occupancy 

Associates, 	Inc.), 	Zimmerman, 	S.L. 	(UMTA), changes dynamically with the quality of 
and Gendell, D.S. 	(FHWA), 	"The Community automobile and transit service and with 
Aggregate Planning Model: 	An Urban Trans- carpooling time and money costs. 	Inputs to portation Sketch-Planning Procedure." this submodel--the service quality--are 
Presented at the Transportation Research Board obtained from supply models for each mode 
54th Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C., and the outputs--person trips by mode, 
Jasuary 1975. auto occupancy, etc. - -are used in the network 

2. Weiner, 	E., 	Kassoff, 	H., 	and Gendell-, 	D.S., 
loading submodel. 

"Multimodal National Urban Transportation The Auto/Bus System Design and Cost Submodels: 
Policy Planning Model", Highway Research These submodels operate interactively with 
Record 458, 	1973. the demand-generator/modal split and the 

 Kassoff, H., and Gendell, D.S. 	"An Approach network loading submodels. 	The bus system 

to Multiregional Urban Transportation Policy design sub-model, for example, accepts 
system design parameters and provides bus 

Planning." 	Highway Research Record 348, 1971. service characteristics to the demand/split 

 Schleifer, H. 	(Creighton, Hamburg, and 
submodel and a description of bus system 

Associates, 	Inc.), 	Zimmerman, 	S.L. 	(UMTA) 
activity rates and resource requirements to 

"Distribution of VMT to Large Zones for the bus system cost submodel. 	The cost 

Sketch Planning". 	Available from FHWA, submodel provides estimates of total invest- 

Urban Planning Division. ment and operating costs. 	Also, a variety 
of economic and financial impacts such as 
employment, fuel consumption, and taxes are 
estimated. 	These submodels are policy- 
oriented and structured to provide represent- 
ative but preliminary designs for a wide 
range of possible bus systems rather than to 
design a single bus system with precision. 
Both local and express bus systems are con- 
sidered. 
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Data requirements are modest and the analysis 
of a typical policy requires less than 10 
seconds CPU time on an IBM 360/65 computer, 
and less than 120K bytes of core. 

BIBLIOGRAPUY: 
EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: Using the best avail- 

able transportation data, calibration and 
operation can be accomplished in a few weeks. 

2. Costs for application: The model is fast and 
inexpensive to use as detailed system design 
inputs are not required. 

The Network Loading Submodel: Estimates 
all vehicle speeds by specifically consider-
ing network capacities and speed limits, 
vehicle mixes on different street types, 
time of day and congestion. Unlike 
traditional planning models, which use a 
physical (link-by-link) representation of 
the network, this submodel uses a statistical 
representation of the network supply (e.g. 
capacity) and the process by which traffic 
loads it. This representation eliminates 
manipulation of burdensome network linki and 
enables determination of travel times at a 
cost of only a few seconds computer time. 

The Supply/Demand Bargaining Submodel: 
Coordinates the operation of the above-
mentioned submodeli so that supply and demand 
are brought into balance by mutual bargaining 
and interaction. For example, the supply 
of buses and the design of the bus system 
automatically adjusts to the demand for bus 
while at the same time, the demand fOr bus 
changes with the quality of bus service 
provided; also, the level of congestion changes 
with the levzl of demand and conversely. When 
supply and demand are balanced, the output-
preparation phase of the Transportation Model 
is entered and various impacts are computed. 
If there is an imbalance, the Transportation 
Model is re-executed from start. 

For any given transportation strategy for a 
particular year, output is by auto and bus 
mode, two trip purposes, four income groups 
and period of day. Number of trips; vehicle 
and passenger miles; trip times, speeds and 
costs; auto occupancy; bus loads; trips 
foregone; cost, revenues and subsidies, and 
other transportation service impacts are output. 

Effectiveness of results: The Transportation 
Model has been extensively used as an integral 
part of a RAND Regional Analysis Methodology 
to help analyze a large number of strategy 
alternatives for the San Diego Clean Air 
Project. It has been successfully used to 
support an EPA analysis of air pollution 
control, strategies for Los Angeles and a 
Southern California Association of Governments 
study to select the near term transportation 
plan for Los Angeles. Results obtained have 
been in almost exact agreement with those of 
three other sources. The model has also been 
successfully transferred and recalibrated 
for the Los Angeles region in just a few weeks. 

Staff requirements: 2 man-months for recalibra-
tion - experienced staff. 

Data requirements: Due to its policy-oriented 
nature, data requirements are modest in that 
only aggregate, region wide data is required. 
Regional description data such as total 
population, number of households, income 
groups, registered vehicles etc.; nominal 
transportation policy quantities, such as area 
served by bus, bus fare and headways, auto 
parking and operating costs, etc., and nominal 
travel pattern data such as average weekday 
vehicle miles, trip lengths, auto occupancy 
etc. are typical data inputs. 

Computer requirements: To analyze a typical 
transportation policy on an IBM 360/65, about 
120K of core and 30 seconds of CPU time is 
required. 

Scale of application: The Transportation Model 
is applicable at the region, county or city 
level. It is a policy tool for short or long 
range impact analysis. 

Type of model: Macro analytic: it is generally 
applied to predict changes in the nominal travel 
for some particular year produced by changes in 
transportation policy. The model does not 
forecast and is incorporated as a subroutine in 
the Tradeoff Model. 

Methodology: Interacts and operates within the 
Tradeoff model; by inputting a forecast of 
the nominal situation for some future year, 
it predicts changes in total travel demand from 
changes in transportation service quality: 
Demand and modal split are predicted 
simultaneously usin g the potential trips 
approach and an n-dimensional Logit Model. 
Network loading is accomplished by using a 
statisticalrepresentation of the network 
instead of the principal link-by-link detailing. 
A wide range of transportation service impacts 
and modal performance measures are outputted. 

Merits: TheTransportation Model is a flexible 
policy-oriented tool that can quickly and 
comprehensively evaluate a large and wide 
range of alternative transportation policies. 
Detailed input is not required, data require-
ments are modest and on the aggregate level-
therefore various policies can be quickly 
analyzed. 

One other advantage of the aggregate nature of 
this policy-oriented model is that, should 
highly reliable data on any input be 
initially unavailable, preliminary data or 
expert judgment may be Used originally and 
predictions made on this basis; then, when 
better data become available, they can 
quickly replace the original. Furthermore, 
the model may be used to determine the 
sensitivity of results to alternative data 
assumptions, e.g., how different modal split 
weighting factors for various service 
characteristics would affect demand predictions. 
The Transportation Model is field tested and 
well documented. 

Limitations: Doesn't handle highly corridorized 
rail transit. User  documentation for operating 
the model is not available. 

J. H. Bigelow et.al. -The RAND Corporation, 
APolicy-Oriented Urban Transportation Model: 
The San Diego Version, San Diego Clear Air. 
Project, prepared for the Office of 
Environmental Management, Environmental 
Development Agency, County of San Diego, 
December 1973. 

R.L. Petruschell, T.F. Kirkwood - The RAND 
Corporation, A Generalized Bus System Cost 
Model, San Diego Clean Air Project, December 
1973. 

B.F. Goeller et. al - The RAND Corporation, 
Strategy Alternatives for Oxidant Control 
in the Los Angeles Region, prepared for the 
EPA, December 1973. 

N. T. Mikolowsky et.al.-The RAND Corporation, 
The Regional Impacts of Near-Term Transportation 
ATfUrnatives: A Case Study of Los Angeles, 
prepared for the Southern California 
Association of Governments, June 1974. 
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TITLE: TASSIM: 	A Transportation Air Shed  Costs for application: 	For sequential 
Simulation Model operation of all three programs, the cost 

is approximately $80 per simulation for the 
DEVELOPMENT: Originally developed under a grant from the 122 zone Boston version. 	Execution of 

National Science Foundation; further modified TASSIM alone costs less than $30 per 
and applied to the Boston Region by Gregory K. simulation. 
Ingram and Gary R. Fauth, Harvard University- - 
research sponsored by U.S. DOT; calibrated to  Effectiveness of results: 	TASSIM has been 
Los Angeles Region in connection with research extensively tested for the Boston 
executed under the auspices of the National and Los Angeles regions. 	Several simulation 
Academy of Sciences. 	(1974). runs were made to investigate policies for 

improving air quality in these areas, 
AVAILABILITY: A User's Manual and case study of the Boston yielding results and conclusions borne Out 

Region may be obtained through the National by other transportation studies. 	Policies 
Technical Information Service (NTIS). 	Also, simulated included legislated reductions in 
executable copies of the Boston version of mobile and stationary source emissions, 
TASSIM are available from U.K. 	Ingram, Depart- prohibition of automobile trips to the central 
mont of Economics, Harvard University, or area, 	increases in automobile occupancy, 
Gary Fauth, Department of City and Regional regulation of traffic flow, improvements in 
Planning, Harvard University. transit service and controls on urban develop- 

ment patterns. 	Each policy was evaluated using 
DESCRIPTION: The TASSIM model is capable of simulating, for cost-effectiveness criteria at the local and 

up to 150 zones within a metropolitan area, regional level. 
concentrations of S primary pollutants - - 
Particulates, SO2, CO. HC, and NOX -. that  Staff requirements: 	Two or three professionals 
result from mobile and stationary emissions, with programming experience and 1 research 
The model is designed to facilitate analyses assistant should be able to calibrate the 
of the air quality effects of transportation model within two months. 
control policies. 

S. Data requirements: 	Input data is similar 
(i) The Transportation Submodel: 	This is an to that of the FHWA UTP package. 	In addition, 

adaptation of the standard FHWA Urban data on stationary source emissions, 
Transportation Planning (UTP) 	approach, meteorolbgiiaipaa-ameters, vehicular emission 
and is composed of the usual steps of trip rates, and socio-economic characteristics of 
generation, trip distribution, modal split the population for the study area are required. 
and network assignment. 	Input data to this 
submodel are compatible with the traditional  Computer requirements: 	For the 122 zone 
transportation modelling techniques. 	However, Boston version, TASSIM requires about 1 minute 
some major changes have been introduced. 	First, CPU time and 156K-bytes of core. 	TASAQD requires 
a composite spider network for trip assignment 2 minutes of CPU time and 115 K-bytes whereas 
is used instead of the finer UTP network. TASMAP uses about 1 minute CPU time and 118K-bytes 
Second, modal choice prediction is modified so of core per map display. 
that auto-to-transit transfers are modelled 
in the assignment step. 	Third, the Dial  Scale of application: 	TASSIM is applicable at 
probabilistic multipath assignment method is the region, county or city level but capable 
used. 	Finally, capacity constrained assign- of predicting localized air quality effects. 
mont 	procedures have been incorporated in Suited for short or long range analysis. 
the 	model. 

-  Type of model: 	Meso-scale -- operates on up 
The submodel outputs distributions of to 150 analysis zones within a study area. 
transportation activity 	(WIT, 	speeds, parking) Incorporates transportation, emission and 
in each zone by mode and purpose of trip, diffusion submodels. 

(ii) The Emission Submodel: 	Forecasts for each 9. Methodology: 	When solved as a computer 
analysis zone the emissions of carbon simulation model, TASSIM is composed of 
monoxide, hydrocarbons, oxides of both three separate programs that inter-relate 
nitrogen and sulphur, and particulates. to predict air quality levels. 	The first 
Mobile emissions are estimated using program, TASAQD, forecasts air pollutant 
functions compiled by the EPA, and are concentrations from large stationary 
combined with stationary source zonal sources; the second program, TASSIM, forecasts 
emissions. 	The latter are derived cx- the distribution of travel, the generation of 
ogenously from inventories of emissions for mobile emissions, and the resulting air 
the metropolitan area, pollutant concentrations from mobile 

emissions and small stationary sources. 	The 
(iii) The Diffusion Submodel: 	This submodel transportation submodel in TASSIM is based 

operates on the spatial distribution of upon the urban transportation planning 
emissions and generates concentrations for model used extensively in transportation 
each pollutant in each analysis zone. 	This studies. 
enables proper evaluation of location- 
specific emission reduction policies. 	The 10. Merits: 	Because of its spatial disaggregation, 
submodel incorporates two fairly elementary TASSIM produces extremely detailed descriptions 
diffusion models: 	A Hanna-Gifford area of air quality; this permits the analysis of 
source model and a Martin-Tikvart point air quality improvement policies at a scale 
source model, that is consistent with the areas that are being 

considered for the application of transportation 
The TASSIM program is executed on the computer control strategies, 	e.g., 	localized policies 
in three stages: 	TASAQD (Modified Air Quality like parking surcharges in the CBS. 	TASSIM is 
Display Model) 	is a subprogram that supplies capable of simulating quickly various policies, 
data on air pollutant concentrations due to evaluation of which is facilitated by summary 
large point sources. 	For the 122 zone Boston statistics as well as computer drawn maps which 
version, TASAQD requires 2 minutes of CPU time display the spatial patterns and changes in 
and 115K-bytes of core on the IBM 370/165, the pollutant concentrations. 	Mobile and stationary 
run cost being $20. 	The TASSIM subprogram sources are both considered. 	The use of 
executed next supplies concentration due to composite networks produces enormous 
mobile and area sources, and combines these with computational savings as compared to the FHWA 
the TASAQD output, 	It fequires about 1 minute of UTP package. 	TASSIM has been extensively tested 
CPU time, 156K-bytes and $25 per run, 	The TASMAP for the Boston region and is well documented. 
subprogram is a supplementary program that 
graphically displays pollutant concentrations on 11, Limitations: 	TASSIM does not account for emissions 
maps for the entire study area, and for the central from trucks, 	taxis, 	school or transit buses. 	It 
core area. 	TASMAP can be run at $1 per map display uses average vehicular emission rates and 
and uses 118K-bytes of core. assumes homogeneous age composition of the 

vehicular flenit. 	TASSIM does not forecast 
These three programs are separate but interrelated concentrations of secondary pollutants, e.g., 
and can be operated sequentially or individually. photochemical smog. 
However, the TASSIM subprogram is generally run 
alone when TASSIM is used to analyze most transport 
control strategies. 	The programs are coded in 	 BIBLIOGRAPHY:  U.K. 	Ingram, 	G.R. 	Fauth, 	and B.A. 	Kroch, TASSIM: 
FORTRAN IV. A Transportation and Air Shed Simulation Model, 

Vol. 	1 Case Study of the Boston Region, Vol. 	II 
EVALUATION: 1. 	Time to obtain results: 	Experience in Program User's Guide, Final Report to U.S. DOT, 

calibrating the model to Los Angeles suggests Contract DOT-OS-30099 	(May 1974), 
a simulation can be obtained within 2 months of 
the start of the data processing phase, using a 	 -  E.A. 	Kroch, TASSIM: 	An Application to Los 
staff of 3 professionals and 1 research Angeles, Supplementary Report to U.S. DOT 
assistant. (November 1974). 
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TITLE: 	 CRISTAL - Thansport Planning Model 

DEVELOPMENT: 	Tanner, .J.C. , Gyenes, L., Lynam, V.A., Magee, S.V., 
and Tulpule, A.H. of the Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory, (TSRRL) Department of the 
Environment, U.K. (1972). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Report available from NTIS. 
4. G.K. Ingram, "Simulating the Urban Air Pollution 

Environment, " Ch. 5 in F.P. Grad, et al. , 	 DESCRIPTION: 	The report describes the development of a strategic 
The Automobile and the Regulation of Its Impact 	 urban transport planning model known as CRISTAL. 
on the Environment (Norman, Oklahoma: 	 The object is to enable rapid comparisons to be 
Oklahoma University Press, 1975). 	 made of the traffic benefits of alternative transport 

policies or investment plans when these can be 
S. G. R. Fauth and E.A. Kroch, Additional 	 expressed in a sufficiently generalized form. The 

Assignment Options for the TASSIM Model, 	 model deals with four passenger travel modes and with 
Phase I Final Report, U.S.DOT Contract 	 road goods vehicles and uses the concept of the 
DOT-OS-30099 (November 1975). 	 generalized cost of a trip, i.e., the sum of time and 

money costs. The representation of demand and modal 
splits permits straightforward economic evaluation. 

A distinctive feature of the model is the use of a 
simplified geographical representation, in which the 
actual road and railway networks are represented by 
idealized transportation corridors of a symmetric 
ring and radial form. 	This simplification reduces the 
data handling requirements and therefore speeds up the 
computing process. 

The first part of the report describes the logical and 
theoretical structure of the model. 	The second part 
describes how the model has been set up to represent 
the Greater London Area and lists the numerical 
values of the various parameters. 	Foss ible applications 
of the model are also discussed, and relevant data 
presented. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Tanner, 	J.C., 	Cyenes, L.C., Lynam, 	D.A., 	Magee, 	S.V., 
and Tulpule, A.H .,"Development and Calibration 
of the CRISTAL Transport Planning Model", RRL Report, 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory, Department 
of the Environment, 	(U.K.), 	1972. 	- TRIS Accession 
Number 228533. 	 -. 

2. 	Tanner, 	T.C. , 	Gyenes, 	L.C. , 	Lynam, 	V.A., 	and 
Magee, S.V .,"CRISTAL - A Strategic Model for Urban 

TITLE: COMPACT - A Simple Transportation Planning Transportation Planning", Conference paper, Planning, 

Package; 	IMPACT* 	An Integrated Multiniode Trip Transportation Research 9 Computation Proceedings. U.K 

Distribution and Assignment Program. 1972. 
-TRIS Accession Number 228533 

DEVELOPMENT: By Mackinder, I.H., of the Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory, 	(TSRRL), Department of the 
Environment, U.K. 	(1973). 

AVAILABILITY: From TSRRL; also published in Journal of Institution 
of Municipal Engineers, 	(U.K.) 	Vol. 	100, No. 	B 
August 1973. 

DESCRIPTION: COMPACT is a single computer program to carry Out 
the network building, trip distribution, modal 9 
split and assignment phases of a transportation 
model. 	The function of transportation models in 
forecasting travel demand is described with TITLE: Modal Choice Model for Relating Demand to 
particular reference to the two main inputs: Investment  
planning variables and transport vehicle descriptions, 
and the structure is illustrated by means of a block DEVELOPMENT: By Bellomo, 	S.J. 	Turner, 	C.G. 	Johnston, 	D.K. 
diagram. 	The speed and low cost of COMPACT is 

, 	 , 

obtained by forcing users to adopt a coarse zoning AVAILABILITY: Model theory and results published in Highway 
system. Research Record No. 	392. 	HRB 	(1972). 

The model is for two types of travel: 	car and DESCRIPTION: The development of a macromodel for modal choice 
public transport, and two types of person.: car is presented. 	The model relates investment to 
owners and non-car owners. 	Restrictions on the 
size of study when COMPACT is used on a CDC 3300 

transit supply, supply to level of service, and  

computer are number of zones 98, nodes (including 
level of service to demand. 	The model is develop- 

zone centroids) 	135, links in each network 540 
ed at a city-wide level by using a simulation 
technique involving the analysis of 13 individual 

journey purposes per run 6. 	Most likely applications 
in would be in small town studies, 	structure plans, 

highway-transit system tests for a city of 3.5 
million people. initial sifting of broad strategies, and as a 

training tool. 	The larger CDC 6600 version is being 
87 Land use activities are allocated on the basis 

used for testing of land-use alternatives with of accessibility provided by both highway and 
zones, 	200 nodes and 600 links. 	Versions of transit systems. 	The generation of travel is 
COMPACT exist for the CDC 6600, ICL 1900 series, sensitive to the level of service provided, and 
IBM 360 series and UNIVAC computers. the distribution of trips is achieved by using 

* IMPACT - is a computer program originally weighted highway-transit skim trees and a 
standard gravity model. 	The modal-choice written in order to obtain the advantages of analysis employs a utilitarian model developed 

COMPACT without the problem size limitations, as part of a study of models calibrated for 
It is faster for all problem sizes and additional 
features 	are being incorporated for use in the 

existing cities. 	The macromodel relates demand 

Strategy and Investment Appraisal Model - - SI.l. 
to mean travel-time difference and mean-cost 
difference between transit and highway for work 

, 	and nonwork purposes for both peak and off-peak 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Mackinder, 	I.0 .,"COMPACT - A Simple periods. 	The mean city-wide transit travel time 

Transportation Planning Package", Journal is related to the supply of seat-miles of service 
of Institution of Municipal En8ineers, 	(—U.K.) per capita, and the highway travel time is 

Vol. 	100, No. 	8, August 1973.-TRIS 	Accession related to capacity-miles of highway per capita. 
Number 291007. Transit supply is in turn related to the capital 

and operating costs of providing that service. 
Mackinder, 	I. 	U., 	Rafferty, 	J. , 	Singer, 	E.H.E. 
and Wagon, D. J. , COMPACT 2: 	A Simplified In application, the model assumes a fixed level 
Program for Transportation Planning Studies, of highway supply and has as policy variables 
MAU Note 201, Department of the Environment , the absolute investment level in transit, the 
(U.K.) 	1970. , split of investment between bus or rail rapid 

transit and conventional bus transit, the 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory, 	(U.K.), transit fare, the split of service between peak 
Mathematical Advisory Unit, Department of the and off-peak periods, and the parking cost. 
Environment, 	- - IMPACT - An Integrated Mutli- 
mode Trip Distribution and Assignment Program, EVALUATION: 1. Time to obtain results: 	About three weeks to 
July 1973. check the basic curves; a few hours to obtain 
- -TRIS Accession Number 108424. resulting transit demand. 

3. G.K. Ingram, G.E. Fauth, and E.A. Kroch, 
'Cost and Effectiveness of Emission Reduction 
and Transportation Control Policies,' Ch. 3 in 
Air Quality and Automobile Emission Control, 
Vol. T. The Costs and Benefits of Automobile 
Emission Control. Report to the U.S. Senate 
Committee on Public Works from the NAS/NAE. 



Costs for application: Standard costs for 
obtaining travel time and cost differences; 
about one-man-month to obtain basic data. 
Computer costs variable; perqonnel costs 
for application - a few man-hours. 

Effectiveness of results: For urban areas 
of 3,000,000, can provide shifts in transit 
demand based on general service level and 
cost policies. 

Staff requirements: Transportation planner 
to apply curves. Computer analyst to obtain 
skim tree runs. 

Data requirements: Basically policy vari-
ables (highway and transit supply - capacity 
miles/capita, seat miles per capita; transit 
level of service; highway level of service). 

Computer requirements: None for application. 
Requires a computer to run skim trees to 
obtain travel time/travel cost differences. 

Scale of application: Suitable for quick 
urban area policy evaluation for metropolitan 
are as of two to four million population. 

Type of model: Utilitarian macro-mode choice 
model. 

Methodology: Simple look-up of stratified 
curves. 

10 

TITLE: Analytic Model for Predicting Dial-A-Ride 
Systems Performance 

DEVELOPMENT: By Lerman, S., 	and Wilson, N.H. 	of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 	Proceedings of the Fourth 
Annual International Conference on Demand- 
Responsive Transportation Systems Conducted by the 
Highway Research Board on October 3-5, 1973, 
Rochester, New York. 

AVAILABILITY: Report and results available from the Transportation 
Research Board (TRB) 

DESCRIPTION: Though much work has been done on the supply side of 
Dial-a-Ride systems, 	little has been done which 
allows for prediction of the demand aspects of such 
a system. 	In this paper a model is presented which 
includes both supply and demand, and allows transit 
planners to explore a variety of design and policy 
options. 

The model predicts the equilibrium operation of a 
dial-a-ride system and the outputs including revenues, 
costs, ridership and quality of service. 	The supply 
model considers trips to consist of two parts: 	wait 
time and travel time. 	The demand model considers 
the elasticity of modal split with respect to wait 
time, 	travel time, 	and fare. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Lernan, 	S., 	and Wilson, 	N.H. ,(M.I.T.) 	"Analytic 
Model for Predicting Dial-A-Ride Systems Performance," 
Proc. of 4th Annual International Conference on 
Te—mand-Responsive Transportation Systems conducted 
by the Highway Research Board, Rochester, New York, 
October 1973. 
- Transportation Research Board Special Report No. 
147, 	1974 

-TRIS 	Accession Number 263574 
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Merits: Quick turnaround. Low cost. Uses 
simple independent variables. Output can be 
understood by policy-makers. Based in theory. 
Direction of results can be checked by logic 
and experience. 

 Limitations: 	Should only be applied to obtain 
direction for the metropolitan area as a whole. 
Cannot be applied for corridor-level analysis. 
Qii13roduces transit demand and not a wide 
range of impacts. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Bellomo, 	S.J. , 	Turner, 	C.G. 	and Johnston, 	D.K. 
"Modal Choice Model for Relating Demand to 
Investment", Highway Research Record No. 392, 
1972. 
- -TRIS Accession No. 	241790. 

 Bellomo, 	S.J. , 	Turner, 	C.G. , 	Johnston, 	D.K., 11 

"A System Sensitive Approach for Forecasting 
Urbanized Area Travel Demands," prepared by TITLE: HUFSAM-Transit Sketch Planning Procedure 
Alan M.Voorhees b Associates, 	Inc., prepared 
for U.S. 	Department of Transportation, 'Federal DEVELOPMENT: By Carmen Difiglio and Marshall F. 	Reed, Jr. 
Highway Administration, Urban Planning Division, of the Highway Users Federation. 	Paper 
and OfficW of the Assistant Secretary for presented at the 54th Annual Meeting of the 
Policy and International Affairs, Washington, TRB, January 1975. 
D.C., 	December 1971. 

AVAILABILITY: Report and applicational results available from 
 Alan H. Voorhees 	Associates, 	Inc.," A HUFSAM. 
System Sensitive Approach for Forecasting 
Urbanized Area Travel Demands - Technical DESCRIPTION: The procedure is a complementary analytical 
Memorandum No. 	1, " prepared for U.S. method whose purpose is not to supplant 
Department of Transportation Washington, D.C., traditional, more detailed urban transportation 
February 1971. planning but to extend the range of existing 

 ibid, - 	Technical Memorandum No. 	2. 
procedures. 	The procedure therefore does not 
attempt to advance the state-of-the-art of 

S. ibid, - Technical Memorandum No. 	3. 
transportation demand forecasting. 	Rather, 	it 
attempts to use the best of existing procedures 

 ibid, - Technical Memorandum No. 	4 in a framework that can provide quick responses 
to transit policy questions that local planners 

 ibid, 	- Technical Memorandum No. 	S. 
must answer. 

Central to the process, is a probabilistic modal 
split model which, when calibrated, synthesizes 
present ridership from base year trip information 
and then is used to forecast transit ridership 
of the future. The primary objective of the 
model is to simulate the potential changes in 
transit ridership resulting from alternative 
transit capital and operating policies. Because 
of this, the model is designed to be sensitive 
to variables which reflect transportation 
planning policy--such as transit accessibility, 
speed and fares, as well as auto speed, and 
parking charges. The other non-policy variables 
used are: population, work force, and auto 
availability; but these are used only to determine 
captive transit ridership. 

The procedure has been applied to the Nashville, 
Tennessee Transit Study and to the Nationwide 
Urban Transit Study. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: (a) Two months to: 
aggregate existing transit and highway 
networks to determine average sector-
to-sector trip characteristics in base 
case. 
calibrate model parameters and 
test model 
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(b) Once (1), (2) and (3) are accomplished,  

each alternative transit plan can be 
tested in less than a day's time. 

Costs for application: Machine costs; 
insignificant. Personnel: 2-3 man-months 
to perform Cl), (2) and (3) above. 
One day to test each transit plan. 

Effectiveness of results: Model produces 
sector-to-sector transit demand estimates 
which are consistent with aggregated uPS 
zone-to-zone forecasts (approximately three 
sectors in each urban area) 

Staff requirements: Minimum of one trans-
portation planner or transportation 
economist familiar with quantitative methods. 

S. Data requirements: Model calibration 
requires base period trip tables and networks 
of highways and transit; new networks are 
not required for alternative transit plans. 

Computer requirements: Any computer or 
programmable desk calculator with tape print-
out, for example, Hewett-Packard 9810. 

Scale of application: Designed for urban 
area analysis of several alternative transit 
investment programs. The sketch planning 
process does not preclude the necessity for 
zone level UTPS analysis to determine 
detailed impact of those sketch plan 
alternatives which appear cost effective. 

Type of model: Modal diversion. 

Methodology: Based on logit probability 
model applied to large sectors with 
correction for aggregation bias of trip 
characteristic variables. 

Merits: Quick turnaround; low cost; and 
does not require coding of transit network 
for each tested sketch plan. 

Limitations: 	See 7. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Difiglio, 	C., 	and Reed, Jr., M.F. 	"Transit 
Sketch Planning Procedures", Highway User's 
Federation, Transportation Research Board 3. Effectiveness of results: 	For "getting a handle 
54th Annual Meeting Washington, D. C., on traffic volumes", MSDA is extremely 
January 1975. effective. 	However, in comparison with SSDA, this 

manual approach tends to overestimate facility 
2. 	Reed, Jr., MF. , 	and Difiglio, 	C., 	Testing usage, 	in particular the expressway volumes. 

Urban Transit's Future 	Technical Study Using Schneider's equations, the Upstate New 
Memorandum No. 	10, Highway User's York Transportation Study(1965) developed a set 
Federation, August 1974. of tables for various combinations of spacing and 

trip length. 	In addition, calculated travel 
costs per square mile based upon spacings, volumes, 
and vehicle operating costs, time costs, and 

12 accident costs are included. 	These tables have 
proved to be very useful for general planning on 

TITLE: MSDA- The Schneider Direct Assignment Approach 
a preliminary basis. 

DEVELOPMENT: By Morton Schneider while with the Chicago Area 4. Staff requirements: 	Transportation planners. 

Transportation Study-CATS, 	(1963). S. Data requirements: 	For the region under study, 

AVAILABILITY: Original paper published in Highway Research Record 
the trip destination density, average trip 
length, expressway, arterial and local street 

No. 	6, 	HRB 1963. spacings are input data. 

DESCRIPTION: MSDA is the forerunner of Schneider's DTEM (1966)  Computer requirements: 	Not required: 	MSDA can be 
and SSDA (1971) 	and was developed as a short-cut used manually. method which could be applied in estimating volumes 
on a Street system. 	These 	estimates are made for  Scale of application: 	Applicable for a macro local streets, 	arterial streets and expressways. 
The formulae developed are based upon the relationship network analysis at the region or county level. 

between traffic volumes on the various levels of Useful only for rough, quick and general planning. 

facility and:  Type of model: 	Manual direct assignment approach 

(i)the spacing of the facilities by type 
for estimating volumes on different facilities. 

(ii)the trip destination densities in the region for  Methodology: 	MSDA is based on certain assumptions 
and by using the Schneider volume formulae, 

which the estimates are being made and manual estimates of traffic volumes on express- 

(iii)the mean trip length for vehicles using the ways, 	arterials and locals can be obtained as a 

system, function of trip destination density, mean trip 
length and facility spacings. 

Several assumptions are made in the development of  Merits: 	Extremely useful tool which may be used the above formulae. 	The basic assumption is that as an aid in the development of alternative systems  
the region for which trip estimates are made is and in the pre-evaluation of alternative density 
very large, square and that the rate of trip origins patterns. 	MSDA is operated manually; 	it is per day per square mile is the same everywhere in simple to understand and 	its application has 
this region. 	Also, the local, arterial and rapid turnaround. 	Its main purpose is to estimate expressway networks each form a uniform grid, volumes, but conversely, it can be applied to 
expressways connect with arterials 	(but not with determine freeway spacing. 
locals) at every intersection of the two,and 
arterials connect with locals at every intersection 

 Limitations: 	Not very accurate and not offered as  
of the two. 	Additionally, all trips originate a replacement for detailed network assignment.  and terminate on the local system and that the daily Its inaccuracies arise from several weaknesses 
volume of traffic is the same on every link of a and problems in the analytic framework. 	MSDA particular network, was later modified to account for these. 

Hence, volumes on different facilities can be 
manually computed. 	 BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. Schneider, M.," A Direct Approach to Traffic 

Assignment, " 	Highway Research Record No. 6, 
EVALUATION: 1. Time to obtain results: 	MSDA is a manual approach 1963. 

and volume estimates can be instantaneously 
obtained given input data. 2. Schneider, Morton, "Direct Traffic Assignment: 

An Antiquarian AddendumTri-State Transportation 
2. Costs for application: 	Negligible due to rapidity Committee 	Technical Bulletin, Volume 1, Number 7, 

of application. November 	1965. 
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TITLE: 	 DTEM-Direct Traffic Estimation Method. 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By Morton Schneider while with the Tn-State 
Transportation Commission (New York Metro-
politan Region) in 1966. 

AVAILABILITY: 	Description and test case results obtainable 
from the Interim Technical Reports developed 
by the Tn-State Regional Planning Commission. 

DESCRIPTION: 	The Direct Traffic Estimation Method (DTEM) is 
based on the premise that the traffic volume 
at a point on a highway network is dependent 
upon the trip generating potential of the 
surrounding area and the access of the point in 
question. The trip generation potential is 
expressed in terms of vehicle trip ends. Access 
is considered to be a function of travel time, 
distance and tolls. 

The most significant difference from the more 
traditional assignment techniques (e.g., the 
FUWA package) are: 

A trip end density surface is the travel 
input rather than an origin-destination trip 
matrix. 

Trip distribution and assignment are handled 
as a single process, and no records kept of 
zone to zone flows. 

Traffic estimates can be made for a single 
link at a time for a group of links, or for 
an entire network. The traffic estimate 
is made on a link by link basis with each 
links volume estimate being an independent 
assessment based upon the geometry and 
spacing of the network and the array of 
trip ends. 

Model depends heavily on symmetry, and so is 
limited to treatment of two-way links and 
balanced (daily) flows. 

Calculation of a volume is begun by building 
a minimum path (time, distance, tolls) tree 
from the middle of the link to be estimated. 
This tree will have two main branches (One 
through each end of the 'home' link), and a 
"main domain boundary is drawn to separate 
the two. Next, "prime domains' are 
identified by finding all nodes closer to 
the midpoint of the home link than to any 
other point on the main domain boundary. 
This is done by building trees 
(simultaneously) from all "competing links 
which cross the main domain boundary line 
and comparing the result with the original 
tree. The trip ends in each zone (small 
zones nearby, regrouped larger ones further 
away) are discounted by a decay function of 
their friction from the home link through the 
original tree (similar to gravity model 
calculations). These values are then 
summed within the four "domains" identified 
in the tree-building process (A-prime, 
A-non-prime, B-prime, B-non-prime) and used 
to calculate traffic volumes and turns. The 
model assigns all trips between the opposing 
primes to the home link, half the trips 
between each prime and its opposing non-prime, 
and no trips between other domains. 

The volume at a point in a network is cal-
culated as a function of the product of 3 
factors: the "accessibility index", the 
"balance factor" and the "competitive 
factor'. The accessibility index is based 
upon the location of the point in question 
relative to the trips surrounding it. (Trip 
ends to DTEM are provided on a grid basis). 
The north-south accessibilities for a link 
affects volume estimates, and a function 
relating these accessibilities is referred to 
as the "balance factor". Since there could 
be other north-south links, a "competitive 
factor" is introduced to account for the 
effect of these competing crossings. 

Hence, using trip ends for each grid as well 
as the cost from the link in question to 
each grid via the minimum cost path (a cost 
function such as a Bessel function can be used) 
link volumes can be obtained. 

Observed VMT is used as a control for cal-
ibration of the cost function. DTEM also 
requires calibration of the approach costs 
(i.e., the travel cost assigned to the 
linkages between the density cell and the 
load node), the vehicle operating costs, and 
the travel time and toll costs. 

DTEM is computerized.  

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: DTEM (in the form 
used by Tn-State) takes considerably more 
time for assignment to a large network as 
compared to the traditional process. 
However, for small areas of a region or 
within corridors, DTEM is faster. 

Costs for application: For large network 
assignment, costs are higher than the 
traditional method. For smaller areas, 
significant savings can be achieved. 

Effectiveness of results: DTEM has been 
effectively used by the Tn-State Regional 
Planning Commission with good results. To 
increase computer efficiency three levels of 
facility were coded by Tn-State- -the most 
important routes forming a well-connected 
network with a maximum of eight mile spacing, 
supplemental routes providing four mile 
spacing, and all remaining links. Likewise 
four trip and density grid sizes were used 
ranging from a quarter square mile to sixteen 
square miles. Overall, DTEM is less accurate 
than the conventional method, but results are 
acceptable for "correct order magnitude" estimates. 

Staff requirements: Experienced transportation 
planners and computer personnel. 

S. Data requirements: Coded network, cost of 
travel on network, travel time, distance and 
trip ends on a grid basis. 

Computer requirements: Processing for a large 
region requires more time than the traditional 
approach. For small areas, rapid turnaround 
can be attained. Main elements requires 
dedication of an IBM 360 or 370 computer with 
one million bytes of memory. Supplementary 
steps performed on smaller systems. 

Scale of application: DTEM can be applied.for 
large regions and also within corridors. It 
is best suited for plan formulation (Sketch 
Planning) 

Type of model: Direct network assignment 
method in which the trip distribution and 
assignment are handled as a single process. 

Methodology: Using trip ends on a grid 
basis and travel times, costs and distances 
for the network, volume at a point in a 
network is calculated as a function of 
accessibility index, the balance factor and 
the competitive factor. DTEM has to be 
calibrated using observed VMT as the control. 

Merits: DTEM uses a trip end density surface 
instead of the O-D trip matrix. Trip distri- 
bution and assignment are handled as a single 
process and traffic estimates can be made for 
a single link, for a group of links, or for 
an entire network. For small areas, DTEM is 
faster and cheaper to use then the convention-
al method and is most suitable for sketch 
planning type volume estimates. 

Limitations: Not as accurate as the trad-
itional assignment approach. Trip ends 
have to be supplied on a grid basis and 
therefore an arbitrary (traditional zones) 
geographical analysis unit system cannot be 
employed (refinement of DTEM to achieve 
this capability is under investigation, along 
with its possible application to smaller 
urbanized areas). There is no provision 
for conventional capacity restraint. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Schneider, M. , Direct Estimation of Traffic 
at a Point, Tn-State Transportation 
Committee Interim Technical Report, July 
1961. 

2. Interim Technical Reports, Tn-State 
Transportation Commission: 
Direct Traffic Estimation-Test Case Results, 
January 1966; 
Direct Traffic Estimation Method Systematic 
Inputs and Method of Computation, October 
1966; 
Direct Traffic Estimation - Preparation of 
Travel Cost and Trip End Density Data, 
November 1965; Direct Traffic Estimation - 
Method of Computation, October 1965; 
Direct Traffic at 	Method A Distribu- 
tion and Assignment Model, January 1970; 
Direct Traffic Estimation Method - General 
Description and Calibration Results, 
June 1969. 
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TITLE: SSDA 	The Schneider-Scott Direct  Effectiveness of results: 	VMT splits pro- 
Assignment Freeway-Surface Arterial VMT dicted by SSDA have compared very favorably 
Splitter in test areas, to within * 3% of the 

DEVELOPMENT: Developed by Morton Schneider and primarily 
measured VMT splits. 	The model by itself has 
been extensively tested in nine metropolitan 

based on his original Direct Assignment Model areas of various population sizes e.g., 
(MSDA) used for the Chicago Area Transportation Chicago, Hartford, to Cite two cases. 	As an 
Study 	(CATS). 	SSDA in its present form contains integral part of TRANS, the latter has been  
e lements of R. 	S. 	Scott's turn probability employed by the U.S. DOT for analysis of  
studies, and was refined for incorporation in transportation needs for 65 urbanized areas. 
Fl-IRA's TRANS model as a 	VNT Splitter'.(1971). 

AVAILABILITY: SSDA is integrated with TRANS. which is an FHWA 
 Staff requirements: 	Transportation 

in-house analytic tool and not distributed 
planners. 

openly in the public domain; 	availability there- 
fore limited to special studies significant S. Data requirements: 	Typical input data required 
in national policy making. are region area, total VMT, number of 24 hour 

DESCRIPTION: SSDA is designed to estimate for a region , the 
vehicular trips, miles, 	lanes, 	speed limits 
by facility type, and interchange spacing. 

VMT on different classes of highway facilities, 
e.g., 	on locals, 	arterials, 	and expressways. 
It differs from the conventional traffic 

 Computer requirements: 	The input program 

assignment models in that its approach is less 
consists of only three cards written in  
FORTRAN IV, and can be run on a IBM 360/50. 

cumbersome and more in scale with the regional 
and national planning nature of TRANS-with  Scale of application: 	Applicable for 
which SSDA is integrated. 	As such, SSDA can aggregate network analysis of metropolitan 
accurately and quickly allocate the total VMT regions 	or subregions such as a CBD or suburban 
to different classes of facilities. 	This then fringe areas. 	Used as a fast turnaround,  enables TRANS to determine the optimum mix of sketch planning tool.  
different facility types based upon tradeoffs 
between investments and benefits. 9. Type of model: 	Macro analytic network model, 

The SSDA model assumes a multiple grid road for direct assignment of volumes to facility 

system superimposed on an unlimited square area types. 

with uniformly distributed trip ends. 	There 
 Methodology: 	SSDA is based on certain are three types of facilities: 	freeways, 

surface arterials, and locals. 	These form a 
assumptions and using the Schneider volume 

system of interconnecting grids where locals formulae, it estimates traffic volumes on 
locals, arterials and expressways as a function connect with surface arterials at every inter- of facility spacings, trip destination densities  section of the two, and surface arterials connect and mean trip lengths. with freeways everywhere the two cross, but 

there are no connections between locals and  Merits: 	Sketch planning tool which quickly 
freeways. 	It is further assumed that the daily allocates total VMT to different facility 
volume of traffic is the 	same on every link of a 	 - 

classes 	(cumbersome network coding is not 
particular functional class and that the rate required) : 	enables analysis of policy type 
of change of the number of trips of a given trip problems. 	SSDA has been extensively field 
length to trip length is a negative exponential 
function. 	Also, 	it is assumed that there are tested and has been proven to be very accurate 

probabilities associated with turning at connections for both large and small metropolitan areas. 
Input requirements are minimal and the procedure  

between street systems and that local street itself is well documented. 	Can be used  volume is independent of expressway spacing. independently or as an integral part of the  
Based on these assumptions, SSDA calculates TRANS-process.  
turn probabilities between lower and higher 
type facilities. 	Using these and facility  Limitations: 	SSDA is based on assumptions 
volume equations, daily volumes of traffic of uniform rectangular networks of infinite  
are determined for the three systems. extent and uniform trip end density:  
These predicted volumes are used to find the these are far removed from reality. 	Therefore 
implied speed by applying speed - v/c functions, SSDA cannot be successfully applied to just  
If this speed is not the same as the speeds used any arbitrary area -- the selected area 
to find the volumes, the new speeds are used should correspond as closely as possible to 
to find new volumes. 	This process is repeated the basic assumptions. 	In particular, the 
until speeds and volumes are brought into area should be fairly well developed with  
equilibrium. 	SSDA then goes on to compute VMT little rural area included, 	The inclusion 
and VMT split by type. 	Travel speeds are also of too much rural area will adversely affect 
output. the system spacing calculations within the model 

which in turn will lead to VMT splits that do 
There are certain data items that are the not correspond to the urban area being studied. 
minimum input requirements namely, area of Computations of turn probabilities require 
region, miles by facility type, total VMT and extensive computer time. 
number of 24 hour vehicular trips. 	These items 
must be accurate and consistent. 	The following 	BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. Creighton, Hamburg, 	Inc., 	Freeway Surface 
items are also required but if not readil Arterial VMT Splitter, and Schneider-Scott 
available, 	reasonable estimates can be sustituted: Direct Assignment VMT Slitter Program, prepared 
number of lanes and speed limits by facility type ' for U.S. 	Department of 	ransportation, FHWA, 
signals per mile and interchange spacing. contract FH-11-7585, 	(Phase A), July 1971. 

SSDA is incorporated into the TRANS model: 	the 
user has the option to use SSDA for an entire 
metropolitan area or,to apply it separately to the 
core and to the suburbs or, to bypass the assign- 
ment process altogether. 

SSDA is coded in FORTRAN IV and is acceptable to 
an IBM 360/50. 	Computer time is extensive due 
to the large amount of time needed to compute 
turn probabilities at facility intersections. 
To alleviate this problem, an approximate 
solution can be used for turn probability computa- 
tions: 	the approximation is within 3% of the 
exact solution. 

EVALUATION: Time to obtain results: 	Due to minimal input 
data requirements, SSDA can be prepared and 
run in a matter of hours. 

Costs for application: 	Expensive to run 
since computations of turn probabilities 
requires extensive computer time. 	Data 
collection costs are small. 
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TITLE: Land Use and Arterial Spacing in Suburban Areas. 
EVALUATION:  Time to obtain results: 	For a small size 

DEVELOPMENT: Gruen Associates, Los Angeles, California, Study study area results can be obtained within a 
sponsored by FHWA. (1973)., matter of hours. 

AVAILABILITY: Report available from the U.S. Department of  Costs for application: 	Almost negligible. 
Transportation, 	FHWA. (1977). 

 Effectiveness of results: 	The Guidelines have 
DESCRIPTION: The Guidelines provided in this report enable been validated by evaluating the extent of 

a rapid, flexible and easilyapplicable manual agreement between Guideline chart results and 
estimation of major street system sizes and spacing existing traffic volumes. 	A range of urban area 
in representative suburban areas. 	The Guidelines sixes and population levels was chosen for the 
supplement conventional methods of traffic fore- validation analysis, varying from 32,000 	(Clovis, 
casting and circulation planning in cases where N.M:) 	to 8 million (Los Angeles, CA) urban area 
technical and financial resources are very limited residents. 	The results from the guidelines were- 
and/or quick estimates for alternative development quite accurate, to within • 10% of the observed 
proposals are needed. 	These simplified Guidelines volumes. 	Although not comprehensive, the 
are tailored especially for the developing suburban guidelines provide an initial ballpark assessment 
portions of metropolitan areas, where the growth for an overview analysis of alternative growth 
potentials offer a broad range of planning strategies. 
opportunities. 	In these areas, the need for Simple 
guidelines may be especially acute due to lack of  Staff requirements: 	Very little technical 
staff and resources to carry out extensive computer- expertise is required. 
based traffic planning studies for the subregion. 

S. Data requirements: 	Minimal: 	only area wide 
The conceptual foundation underlying these residential density and data on concentrated 
Guidelines is the assumption that major street area development is required, in addition to an 
system size and spacing will be determined in overall knowledge of land use patterns in the 
accordance with traffic demand which in turn can area under study. 
be generalized as a function of land use. 	The 
guidelines were therefore developed from simulation 6. Computer requirements: 	Not required. 
model analyses of a broad spectrum of land use patterns 
in conjunction with alternative circulation systems. 7. Scale of application: 	Well suited for overall 
Actual traffic and land use data from various cities area analysis and for corridor, route or project 
and metropolitan areas were incorporated as simulation development studies. 	Useful for sketch planning. 
inputs, and existing urban development conditions 
were used to validate the guidelines. 	Analysis was 8. Type of model: 	Manual approach to correlate 
restricted to typical ranges of development patterns major street systems with local development 
for residential and non-residential developments, patterns and densities and to estimate the required 

-. 	 - arterial street system size, spacing and class- 
The guidelines are divided into three (3) basic ification. 
sections: 

9. Methodology: 	Traffic volumes, street size and 
(i) Suburban Area Development: 	This section provides spacing are estimated using simplified guidelines 

the basis for estimating street needs under in the form of charts which provide adjustment 
conditions normally encountered in suburban area factors for refinement and final assessment of 
development. 	Typical socio-economic and traffic street requirements. 	The factors are dependent on 
service characterisitcs are built into a chart that the demographic, service and system characteristics 
provides the user with a basic average daily of the study area. Additional traffic generation 
traffic volume. 	This volume can be refined or due to concentrated activity developments can 
amplified by techniques provided in the following also be readily assessed. 
sections. 

10. Merits: 	Provides quick estimates for 
(ii) Demographic, Serviceand System Adjustments: 	This alternative development proposals for a 

section provides adjustment factors to-account for meaningful estimation of future road and street 
a number of important characteristics which needs and specific road circulation patterns. 	- 
significantly influencetrip making and-street Conversely, the guidelines can be used toallow 
needs. 	Using a series of charts, adjustment the planner to determine when an existing 
factors are interpolated to account for: street and highway network is approaching the 

• point of saturation.*  Expensive computer-based 
project area size 	 - traffic planning studies are eliminated and 

- staff-resource requirements are minimal. 	Most - 
residential density patterns helpful for preliminary studies. 	Guidelines are 

based on sound principles and were developed 
level of traffic service from and validated against comprehensive urban 

transportation planning data. 
annual household income and car ownership 

- 11. Limitations: 	The limitations inherent in 
degree of transit utilization guidelines of this nature must be clearly 

- 	- recognized. 	Any picture of complex social 
residential/non-residential 	(commercial) interactions in greatly simplified terms must 

- 	activity mix sacrifice a degree of accuracy for the sake of 
- simplicity. 	Relationships developed for 

proximity offreeways conditions in general will not fit-any individual 
condition precisely. 	Not all combinations of all 

These various factors are applied to refine the variables influencing traffic can be accounted 
basic volume obtained from section (i) . 	This for. 	Finally, a number of important assumptions 	- 
adds versatility and allows the results to - about the character of land use must be made 
more fully reflect a variety of local conditions, by the user of the guidelines, not all of which 

are likely to be completely realized. 	For these 
(iii) Concentrated Area Development: 	This section reasons, precision should neither be sought nor 

identifies the additional street requirements imputed in applying the guidelines. 	 - 
created by intense traffic generator developments. 
Land use concentrations accounted for are: The guidelines relationships were developed from 

- simulations of urban areas having continuous - 
airport 	 - major road systems which provide for relatively 

- direct travel to all parts of the area. 	No 
S 	industrial major barriers to travel were built into the 

- guidelines. 	However, some urban and suburban 
university areas will have significant barriers to travel 

- created by topographic or man-made features, 
general hospital each of which may produce a modified traffic 

- pattern unique to the area and differing from 
government center the traffic volumes predicted by the guidelines. 

- 	 , 	
- Changes to the basic traffic pattern may either 

shopping center increase or decrease the per-mile volumes, 
depending whether traffic is squeezed into a 

Office 	(commercial) 	centers narrow corridor or diverted away from a travel 
- 	 - barrier. 	In complex cases 	involving travel- - 

residential concentrations barriers, 	the basic guideline relationships 
- 	- 	 - should be supplemented by analysis of traffic 

Using a series of charts each corresponding to distribution and assignment' to evaluate 
these concentrations, traffic estimates are obtained, deformations to the basic travel pattern. 
These estimates are modified by attenuation factors - 	 - 	 - 

which account, for the radius of development influence. *Can also be used to establish the maximum 
A summary chart translates the adjusted daily traffic residential density which can be har)dled by 
figures into the number of street lanes required. a given street system and spacing. 
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2. 	Auto/Hi hwa 	(1 program) 
Overall, 	the guidelines are supplemental 

°!" ' i 	a 	m 
cas 	i g and circulation. path optiods with weighted time; 

S 	nce, cost combinations as path- 
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Gruen Associates, 	Simplified Guidelines 

onpaths with capa9ty restraint 
FHWA contract DOT-FH-ll-876, April ocess 

or an equilibrium-seeking iterative 
U.S. 	Department of Transportation, 	FHWA, capacity restraint approach. 	Output 
Land Use and Arterial Spacing in Suburban reports locate congested links, 
Areas. 	Washington, 	D.C. 	May 1977. provide level of service summaries 

for districts and corridors and 
environmental, cost and accident 
impacts. 

Under Development 
A unified network description for all 
modes, software to process this and 
plotting capabilities. 	A program to 
build highway 	historical records. A 
multi-path capability to the transit 
network software. 	A subarea windowing 
for highway networks. 	A more detailed 
micro' 	highway assignment capability. 

B. 	Demand Estimation 
Program "UMODEL" 
Assists in processing and assembling 
survey data into fileb for calibration 
of models. 	Accommodates virtually 
all of the demand models 	(trip genera- 
tion, distribution, mode choice, auto 
occupancy) through user supplied FORTRAN 
subroutines. 	Houses a complete "default" 
demand model. 

Program "ULOGIT" 
For calibration of models 	(usually modal 
split models) of the linear logit form. 
It uses a maximum likelihood estimation 
technique so that completely disaggregate 
(trip based) data can be used as input. 
It allows constraining of parameter 
estimates by the user. 	Outputs parameter 
estimates, 	statistics and plots related 
to goodness of fit. 

Program "UREGRB" 
Reads either raw data or the condensed 
output of UMODEL along with a user- 

16 
provided set of regression model specifi- 
cations, and calculates the linear multiple 
regression parameters and goodness of fit 

TITLE: UTPS-Urban Transportation Planning System 

DEVELOPMENT: By UMTA-Planning Methodology and Technical 
Support Division, FHWA-Urban Planning A program to calibrate or apply a 
Division, HHP-2I. gravity model with many features to 

ease calibration. 	An analyses of 
AVAILABILITY: Operational and distributed by abive offices, variance capability to support cross 

classification modelling. 	Improvements 
DESCRIPTION: The Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS) to the structure, efficiency and 

provides the practicing transportation calibration of the default model in 
planner with state-of-the-art methods for the "UMODEL". 	A user guide for logit 
analysis of multimodal transportation systems. modelling. 
It is comprised of computer programs, attendant 
documentation, users guides and manuals covering C. 	Matrix Operations and Evaluation. 
both computerized and manual planning methods. Matrix Utility Functions 	(2 programs) 
The computer programs are very flexible, user For conversion of matrices 	(impedance 
oriented and adhere to uniform high quality tables or trip tables) 	from one format 
standards. 	UMTA and FHWA are committed to to another, printing, plotting compar- 
distribute, to maintain and to upgrade UTPS . 	 isons, 	etc. 
on a continuing basis. - 

Matrix Scaling, Expanding and Compressing 
As currently constituted, UTPS supports most l program) 
directly what may be termed "long range system For "Fratar" type of trip distribution 
planning", wherein the alternatives to be achieved in a single iteration. 	For 
analyzed are few in number, but in sufficient going from zone to district level or 
detail to estimate land development impacts, reverse. 	For simple re-numbering of 
system costs, major facility and corridor zones or splitting of zones. 	For creation 
volumes, lvels of service and some impacts such of transit fare matrices. 
as energy use, major air quality effects, 
accidents and others. 	The existing UTPS has Operations Among Matrices 	(1, program) 
also been used withsatisfactory results for For arithmetic combinations of matrices, 
shorter term transit operational studies and, including functions such as log, square 
with some simplifying approximations, for the root, etc. 	For application of simple 
very long range screening-  of numerous system demand models such as a simple logit 
alternatives. 	For these applications, which , type modal split model. 
may be termed "short range" and "sketch" level  
analysis respectively, more appropriate programs Under, Development 	- 	- 
and methods are under development by UMTA and New plotting capabilities to display 	- 
FHWA which will become components of UTPS in matrices,,  comparisons and socio-economic 
the future, data by zone. 	A comprehensive trip 

- , 	 - table building program for processing 
Software components of the UTPS paikage provide 0-9 survey data. 	An interactive evalua- 
the following general capabilities: tion program for display and analysis 

of geographically aggregated travel, 
A. 	Network Analysis 	- system or impact measures of alternative 

1. 	Transit 	(.5 programs) 	- 	 - systems. 
Build or update transit networks, find  
and "skim" mihimum weighted time paths, D: 	Sketch,Flanning 	(Quick,Re4ponse) 	- 	- 
load transit passenger trips on paths While UTPS is not intended for "quick respOnse" 
and analyze flows among selected transit applications, 	it does have provisions for 
"stations". 	Reports and computer plots assessing transportation alternatives in 
are generated to assist in analysis and reduced periods of time. 	The program UMODEL - 

evaluation. has a default model for estimating demand at 
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the district level, 	if desired. 	The 
result can be assigned, using UROAD, 	at 
the zonal level through a partitioning 
process in program USQtJEX. * 

Under development is a simplified program TITLE: 
for the processing of a new multi-modal 
network through demand estimation and DEVELOPMENT: 
evaluation at the district level to 
facilitate analyses of numerous network 
alternatives. 	Also, 	short range planning AVAILABILITY: 
program to analyze policies regarding bus 
and carpool service and priorities without 
coded networks. 

DESCRIPTION: 
EVALUATION: 	1. 	Time to obtain results: 	Dependent upon user 

purpose, not unique to UTPS; applies also 
to other conventional long range planning 
packages. 

Calibration of mode split models (includ-
ing network and data requirements) can 
require three months depending upon 
calibration problems encountered. 

Testing and assignment of new system 
(including network and data requirements) 
- approximately one month. 

C. System modifications-2 and 3 days. 

2. Costs per application: Corresponds to 1 above. 

Personnel time - 4 to 6 man months; 
machine costs approximately $3,011. 

Personnel time - 1 to 3 man months; 
machine costs-approximately $500. 

C. Personnel time - less than 1 man month; 
machine costs-$lOO to $300. 

3. Effectiveness of results: Most effective 
technique currently available. Tests against 
existing data have determined very accurate. 

4. Staff requirements: Programs (UMODEL) require 
user supplied FORTRAN subroutines except if 
default model is used. System use requires 	BIBLIOGRAPHY 
conputer personnel and technical transportation 
planning staff. System is not suitable for the 
casual planner. 

* See also model no. 4, CAPM. 

S. Data requirements: Requires detail network 
calibration and specification: zone to zone 
person trip files; transportation system 
characteristics. 

Computer requirements: IBM 360 or 370 
system (full OS operation). Core require-
ment is dependent upon programs and transporta-
tion system size. 

Scale of application: Mid-range (5 to 10 
year) or greater transportation planning at 
all system levels. 

B. Type of Model: Includes general utility 
manipulation and formatting) , demand 
estimation and assignment models) 

Methodology: Allows great flexibility in 
method used. Facilitates disaggregate demand 
modelling, zonal, district simplifications, 
network equilibration and system evaluation. 

Merits: System uses standard transportation 
approaches. Inclusion of user supplied 
sub-routines allows for testing policy 
sensitive alternatives. UTPS is maintained 
and supported by the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration and the Federal Highway 
Administration. 

Limitations: Requires skilled computer and 
transportation planning personnel. Output 
files do not segregate linked (change mode) 
trips for assignment of auto trip link to 
highway network. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1 	UTPS Introduction A brief introduction to 
UTPS and its capabilities-available from 
UMTA-UTP-40 or FHWA-HHP-20. 

UTPS Users Guide - How to use UTPS in planning 
with a case study on UTPS tape. 

UTPS Reference Manual-How to execute UTPS 
programs, most detailed level of user docu-
mentation. On UTPS tape also available 
NTIS PRO 246-1871/$12.25. 

Dial, R.B .,"The Urban Transportation Planning 
System (UTPS) : Philosophy and Punction 
June 1975. Available from UMTA-UTP-40. 
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The Economic Direct Demand Model. 

By Kraft, C., (Charles River Associates, Inc.) and 
Wohl, M. , (The RAND Corporation) (1967). 

The software associated with the model was developed 
and is now maintained by CRA, and therefore 
proprietary. 

The model is founded on economic consumer theory 
and deals with trip generation, distribution and 
modal split simultaneously. The model has its 
genesis from intercity analysis, and has been 
subsequently extended to urban travel. 

The model has as its dependent variable the quantity 
of round trips to destination zone j , demanded by an 
individual at origin zone i, using mode m, for 
purpose p at time period of day t. This demand is a 
function of independent variables that reflect the 
socio-economic characteristics of the origin and 
destination zones (e.g., population labor force, 
square feet of activity, etc.) and the socio-economic 
characteristics of the individual (e.g., income, auto-
ownership, family size, etc.) Generally the demand 
is positively related to these activity measures. 

The demand is also dependent on the impedance of 
the given mode m, and the impedance of all other 
competing modes: impedances such as travel time, 
travel cost, and level of service attributes are 
considered. Generally, the demand for a given mode 
is negatively related to its own impedances e.g., 
the fare elasticity is negative, and positively related to 
the impedances of the competing modes e.g., the fare 
cross-elasticity is positive. 

The demand model is calibrated to base year data 
using regression, and then used to forecast for the 
horizon year. The model can assume several 
formulations; linear form, product form, product-
exponential form, mixed-log linear form. 

Kraft, G. and Wohl, M .,"New Directions for 
Pasienger Demand Analysis and Forecasting," 
Transportation Research, (U.K.), Vol. 1, 1967. 

Donencich, TA., and Kraft, G. , Free Transit, 
A Charles River Associates Research Study, Heath 
Lexington, Lexington, Massachusetts 1970. 

Charles River Associates, A Model of Urban 
Passenger Travel Demand in the San Prancisco 
Metropolitan Area, prepared for the California 
Division of Bay Toll Crossings, 1967. 

Domencich, TA., Kraft, C., and Valette, J.P. 
"Estimation of Urban Passenger Travel Behavior: 
An Economic Demand Model", Highway Research 
Record No. 238, 1968. 

Talvitie, A., "A  Direct Demand Model for 
Downtown Work Trips", Transportation, 
(Netherlands), Vol. 2, No. 2, 1973. 

Peat, Warwick, Mitchell 9 Company, A Review 
of Operational Urban Transportation Models, 
prepared for U.S. DOT, Report No. DOT-TSC-496, 
April 1973. 
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TITLE: 	 The n-Dimensional Logit Model 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; first used to 
predict the market shares of four modes of access 
to airports in the Baltimore-Washington area. (1970). 

AVAILABILITY: 	The calibration technique was developed by PMM into 
a proprietary computer program. 

DESCRIPTION: 	The n-Dimensional Logit Model is an origin-destination 
modal-split model. It is one of a class of models 
knowm as stochastic disaggregate model choice models 
in which individual behaviour is modelled, or 
predicted, by assigning to individuals probabilities 
of using modes on the basis of mode and user 
attributes. 

Two types of assumptions underlie the Logit Model. 
The first pertains to the general nature of the modal-
split problem: (a) the modal split of each mode is 
between 0 and 1, and the sum of all modal shares 
equals unity; (b) modal splits are monotonic 
functions of the independent variables; and (c) if the 
transportation variables are expressed in units such 
that the disutility of travelling by a given mode is 
an increasing (decreasing) function of its transporta-
tion variables, them the shares of that mode decreases 
(increases) when any of its transportation variables 
increase (decrease) and, all other things equal, 
those of the other modes increase (decrease). The 
second pertains to the specific premise postulated 
to structure the relationship between modal split 
and the explanatory transportation variables, that 
is, the ratio of a small change in modal split of a 
given mode to that of a given transportation variable is 
proportional to the modal split of this mode and to a 
linear (homogenous) function of the modal split of all 
modes. 

The formulation of the Logit Model allows flexibility 
often lacking in modal split techniques; (a) there is 
no limit on the number of modes; (b) there is no 
limit on the number of attributes considered for each 
mode; and (c) the set of attributes for a particular 
mode may be different from those of other modes. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Rassam, P.R., Ellis, R.H. , and Bennett, J.C. ,"The 
n-Dimensional Logit Model: Development and 
Application", Highway Research Record No. 269, 1971. 

2. Peat, Warwick, Mitchell0 Co., A Review of Opera-
tional Urban Transportation Models prepared for 
U.S. DOT, Report No. DOT-TSC-496, April 1973. 
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TITLE: A Traffic Assignment Planning Model: 	The Load- 
Node Concept. 

DEVELOPMENT: By Wilson, E.M. 	(University of Iowa), 	and Matthias, 
J.S. 	and Betz, M.J. 	(Arizona State University). 
(1975) 

AVAILABILITY: Report published in "Transportation Research"(U.K.), 
Vol. 	8, 	No. 	1 

DESCRIPTION: The use of the traffic assignment model in urban 
transportation planning is universal; however, traffic 
assignment in its present form is expensive, 
cumbersome

'
and has serious limitations, 	In this 

research, the authors have developed and tested the 
Load-Node concept of traffic assignment which reduces 
many of these problems. 	In the load node concept the 
corners of zone boundaries are used for points of trip 
origins and destinations. 	In this manner the zone 
centroids and associated connector linkages of the 
network are removed. 	This results in a substantial 
reduction in network coding. 

In this study the total number of nodes required to 
define the network decreased by almost 3000 to 995 and 
the number of links in the network decreased by two- 
thirds. 	The forecasted 1990 Phoenix Metropolitan Area 
was used to test this approach and the average link 
volumes of all-or-nothing capacity restraint assignments 
using both the load-node and zone centroid concepts, 
formed the basis of the comparison. 	The analyses 
indicated the average link volumes of the two concepts 
are comparable. 	A probable reduction in computer 
time of 40 percent was obtained when the load-node 
concept was used. 

The authors suggest that this approach is primarily 
adaptable for planning purposes and not design. 	With 
respect to the design use of traffic assignment results, 
the travel between adjacent zones is seldom included 
in the major arterial street and freeway traffic volumes 
obtained from zone centroid assignment. 	This may result 
in a substantial underestimation of future traffic 
volume and turning movements particularly if 
stepped down 24 hr. 	assignments are used for design 
purposes. 	The load-node approach does assign travel 
between adjacent zones. 

EVALUATION: I. Time to obtain results: 	Major requirement is to 
simplify network and distributional input data. 
Computer time reductions of 40% in capacity 
restraint assignments. 

Cost for application: 	Estimated at 60% of 
standard UTP assignment. 

Effectiveness of results: 	Accuracy about 
equal to results obtained from standard 
assignment procedures. 

Staff requirements: 	Anyone familiar with 
transportation planning techniques should be 
able to use procedure. 

S. 	Data requirements: 	Standard input in UTP process 
with data compiled on modified zone (area) basis. 

Computer requirements; 	Punction of size of city, 
reduced core when compared with standard UTP 
requirements. 

Scale of application: 	Suitable for staging and 
long range planning. 

Type of model: 	Minimum time path all or nothing 
capacity resraint assignment. 

Methodology: 	Standard models may be used with 
modified input data. 

Merits: 	Low cost using traditional approaches, 
alternative network analysis simplified. 

Limitations: 	Not recommended for design analysis, 
detailed turn data omitted from output. 	Transit 
planning was not considered in development. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Wilson, 	EM., 	Matthias, 	J.S. , 	and Betz, 	M.J. 
"A Traffic Assignment Planning Model: 	The Load- 
Node Concept," Transportation Research, 	(U.K.), 
Vol. 	8, 	No.1 
-TRIS Accession Number 210266 



TITLE: 

DEVELOPMENT: 

AVAILABILITY: 

DESCRIPTION: 

Scale of application: From.short-ran'ge to 
long-range planning is possible. 

Type of model: 'The included joint tiip 
distribution/choice node model is a form 
of the gravity model. Components of travel 
time and cost are weighted to develop origin-
to-destination impedances. 

A Manual Technique for Preliminary Transit 
Corridor Analysis 

By UMTA-Planning Methodology,. and Technical 
Support Division, UTP-40 (1975). 

Operational and disbributed by above offices. 

The manual describes  'a coarse, non-computer-
dependent 'planning technique designed to asiist 
in the quick and prelimininary feasibility 
evaluation of urban transportation proposals. 

ThO technique is presented in the form of a 
ushr's manual and is developed around a 
modular framework of computational steps 
relying heavily on manual and graphical con-
iepts. It is - applicable to the analysis of 
short and long range plans for'urban line-haul 
transit systems. 'Rather than providing a, 
single, definitive answer, the manual ' sketCh 
planning technique attempts to produce, for 
each Olternative rough measures of demand, 
performance (cost and travel times) and impact 
to serve as an aid to local decision making. 

The technique supplement the UMTA,Transporta-
tion Planning System (UTPS) and, thus, provides 
a useful,addition to the spectrum of presently 
available transportation planning tools. 

The Peport coniists of fous-  major parts. 'First, 
the introduction presents the objectives and 
applicability of the technique. 

The second chapter presents an overview of the 
manual procedure and discusses general parameters, 
assumptions, and applicable transit modes. The 
third chapter' describes the methodology and 
computation procedures for the technique and 
provides' example applications of each step. 
Nomographs permit cost sensitivity studies. 

The appendices provide, graphical aids which can, 
at the user's option, be used in performing some 
of the calculations embodied, in this technique. 
Also included ate program steps for desk-top 
programm9ble calculators which can streamline 
the manual process. 
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TITLE: 	 A Planning Model for Transportation in Urban 
Activity Centers. 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By Stern, M.O. (1971). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Paper published in Highway Research Record of the 	EVALUATION 
Highway Research Board, No. 367, 1971. 

DESCRIPTION: 	This paper is concerned with th6 formulation and 
implementation of a planning model fortransportation 
in dense specialized urban activity centers, such as 
the central business districts of major cities. The 
several models developed include an Activity 
Accessibility Model (AAM) to simulate the demand for 
trips generated in the area; an Economic Impact Model 
to describe the impact of accessibility on the area's 
economy; an Environmental Effects Model to deal with 
air pollution and noise generated by,  moving and fixed 
sources; and a NetworkSystems Costing Model to derive 
the costs of new modes to be implanted in the AAM. 

This paper deals only with, the AAM, a nonlinear 
statistical model of the generalized gravity type. 
The AAM is a planning model insofar as it allows 
testing of new policies, land uses, and technological 
possibilities in a quasi-equilibrium context. It is 
also a- planning model in that the ability to predict 
detailed traffic patterns has been sacrificed-
probably only to a slight degree-to a formulation that 
is explanatory and fundamental ib. its approach to trip-
making. It should, therefore, have wide applicability. 
At the same time, the number of variables is held to 
a modest number so as to make calibration praitical 
if not easy. Formulation, calibration, and preliminary 
validation in real-life situations are discussed. 

EVALUATION: 	L Time to obtain results: Data development in a new 
application would require several months.. Given 
full activation of the model. and a full set.of 
input data, it would take about a Oonth to accomplish 
a successful run. 

2 Costs for application: After first run, others are 
relatively quick and inexpensive, about 10 minutes 
per run on an 1108 with 192K core. 

3. Effectiveness of results: Approach to trio making 
is explanatory and fundamental and calibration 
of the APlI is piactical. High potential for 
applicability, but very limited applications to 
date. 

4. Staff requirements: 	For new application for- 
largeregion 	(i.e., 	Washington, 	P. 	C.), 	about 
one mOn year of senior staff time. 

S. Data requirements: Economics; modal and geographic 
information. 

 Computer requirements: 	UNIVAC 1108 with 192K 
core memory. 

 Scale of application: 	Can deal with metropolitan 
• regions, .urban or regional corridors, 	local CBD's. 

neighborhoods, 	etc. 

 Type of model: 	Activity accesbibility. mOdel, 
economic impact model, envirbnmentdl- effects 
model and network systems costing model. 

 Methodology: 	The AAM is sensitive to policy 
changes and simulates demand using a gravity 
type model. 

 Merits: 	Was used to provide informOtion on: 
people movers and goods movement. 	Application 
bore direitly on zoning ordinances for truck 
docking facilities in commerical bOildings. 

 Limitations: 	Congestion -is, handled eiternally 
to the model. 	The, framework for the behavioral 
component was tOo elaborate and statisticOl 
significance had to be compounded. 	Model has 
not been used since 1971. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Stern, M.O .,"A Plannihg Mbdel for Transportation 
in Urban Activity Centers," Highway Research 
Retord No. 	367, 	1971. 
- TRIS Accession Number 241625 

2. Unpublished sources 	(from Interñationil Research 
andTechnology Corporation) : 
IRT-R-29, 	Final 	Report 	(Summary),. June 9, 	1970 
IRT-R-29/l, 	The Urban Activity Matrix, June 11, 

1970 	- 	 - 
IRT-R-29/2, 	Data. Co1lection-.r.thodology and 

- 	-- 	. 	Documentation,- August 4, 	1970 	- 
IRT-R-29/3, 	The Economic Impact'of Transportation 
- 	- 	. 	Systems, 	June 	21 	1970 	: 	- - 
IRT-R-29/4, 	Mathematical Componehts of the 

Activity Accessibility Model, July 30, 
- 	- 	1970- 

IRT-R-l6, 	Measurement of Transportation Stress, 
-- 	January 19, 	1970 	(Proprietary) - 

IRT-R-l8, 	Trip-Making User Costs, January 22, 
1970 	- 	 - 

IRT-R-19, 	Competing Routes, 	February 19, 	1970 
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I. Time to obtain results: If basic input data 
is available, the first regionwide corridor 
alternative involving 50-100 districts 
can be analyzed manually- in between 
one and two weeks. Other. major alter' 
natives will take one to one and a half 
days. Use of the programmable calcula-
tor -routines can save more than half the 
above times. 

Cost per application: Analyst's time 
corresponding to 1 above. Two to 3 days 
are required to learn and become proficient 
with the process. 

Effectiveness of results: Provides adequate 
first-level comparisons of alternatives. 
Clearly non-competitive options can be 
eliminated. The effect of major cost. and 
'performance uncertainities can be measured. 
Sensitivity to. steps and assumptions in the 
modeling process can guide more detailed 
follow-up modeling efforts. 

Staff requirements: Can be performed by one 
analyst having a basic understanding of the 
planning process. Interpretation of results 
when applying such a coarse process improves 
with level of analyst experience. 

Data rejuirements: Requires-dwelling unit 
and employment data at district level. 
Airline distance measurements may be used 
to determine both highway and. transit 
impedances fora range of transit concepts. 
The method also permits input of more 
accurate transportation system netwOrk data 
if available. 

Computer requirements: None. However, 
processing time is 'reduced if a desk 
calculator, particularly a programmable 
calculator is used. 
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 Methodology: 	Employs an aggregate, district 
and superdistrict level-of-detail to analyze 
corridor-oriented work trips which are 
scaled to daily and annual measures for 
evaluation. 	Nonographs pernit considerable 
sensitivity analysis. 

 Meiits: 	Simple to use. 	Provides analytical 
evaluation of many alternatives while post- 
poning use of expensive computerized methods 
for rigorous analysis of only the most 
reasonable options. 

 Limitations: 	Because individual originito- 
destination interchanges are analyzed, only 
a small number can be modeled and treated, 
i.e., 	50-100 districts are delineated into 
corridors with detail retained in the corridor; 
corridor-to-corridor travel is treated with 
very aggregate approximations. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. DeLeuw, Cather S  Company 	and Planning Research 
Corporation, A Manual Tech

,
nqe 	o 	re liminary 

forteTransit Corridor Analysis 	pr
u
pad 

 

UMTA Software 	Systems Development Program, 
Report No. 	DOT-tJT-20019, 	September 1975. 

survey itself, from design through coding 
PROCEDURES for about 60 traffic analysis zones and 2600 

questionnaires for the Paducah Transportation 
Study Area, cost around $1700 or approximately 
$2 per returned questionnaire. 
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 Effectiveness of results: 	The successive 

TITLE: Successive Overlays -- A Small City Transit overlay technique produced accurate results 

Surveying Process, for the Paducah Transportation Study. 	An 
analysis of the raw survey data was conducted 

DEVELOPMENT: By Joseph C. 	Corradino, B. 	Douglas Coomer, 
and compared to the successive overlays results 

and Wayne S. 	Upshaw of Schimpeler-Corradimo 
in defining where transit ridership exists. 

Associates 	(SCA) with the assistance of the In most cases there was close agreement, 
although the overlays technique slightly UMTA and the City of Paducah, Kentucky. 	This overestimated the 	 to use transit. propensity technique was drawn from the analysis tool 

developed by Ian McHarg in his "Design with  Staff requirements: 	Transportation planning 
Nature" 	(Philadelphia: 	Falcon Press, 	1969). professionals and. city officials are required 

AVAILABILITY: Report published in 	Traffic Engineering" of Dec. 	1974. in'defining the transit market. 	Also, survey 
assistants and data processors are needed for 

DESCRIPTION: The Successive Overlays process is a practical; the postal card survey. 

• accurate and economic method of defining areas S. Data requirements: 	Socio-economic data such 
with transit potential. 	The process is not as passenger cars per dwelling unit, average 
intended to define the size of the market or 
itsdesires, but rather where the market exists, 

income, females age 16 to 24 years, persons 

The objective is to define areas that have varying 
age 60 or over, dwelling units per acre and 
any other data indicative of transit potential propensities for transit rather than to quantify are required by zone for the study-area. 

transit ridership. 	A decision could then be made 
- 

on which areas should be surveyed. 6. Computer requirements: 	None except perhaps 
- 

Theprocess begins by first determining socio- 
for survey.data analysis. 

economic factors indicative of potential transit 7 . - Scale of application: 	The overlays technique 
ridership e.g. •passenger cars per dwelling unit, is applicable at the county or small city level. 
average income, 	females age 16 to 24 years, persons Sketch planning.  
age 62 or over, and dwelling units per acre. 	These 

- 	 - 

indices are then stratified to reflect high,  Type of model: 	A manual planning tool designed  
medium and low propensities to use transit 	and to assist in defining areas/zones with transit  
shadings of gray are developed for each level, potential. 
Each index is graphicallyrecorded on an individual 
transparency that can overlay a map of the. study  Methodology: 	Socio-economic indices indicative 
area.. 	The five, transparencies are then of potential transit ridership are selected. 
successively superimposed, resulting in various Levels of propensities to use transit are assigned 
shadings of gray on the composite overlay. 	The to each of these indices. 	Each index is then 
darkest areas indicate a high transit potential, graphically recorded on individual transparent 

overlays that are successively, superimposed 
Examination and a visual analysis of the composite on a map of the study area. 	The composite 
overlay is undertaken by both planning professionals overlays result in..various shadings of gray, 
and city officials to define aieas/zones to be the darkest indicating a high transit potential. 
surveyed in the field. 	With this market defined, 
a postal card. home interview is then conducted. With the transit market defined, a detailed-.' - 

postal card survey is then conducted. 

EVALUATION: I. 	Time to obtain results: 	Assuming the avail- 
ability of socio-economic data for the study  Merits: 	The Successive Overlays technique 
area, zones to be surveyed can be determined is a practical, accurate and economic 
in .'a day or 	two.. 	 . ' method of defining areas with transit 

potential. 	In cities where large areawide 
2. 	Costs for application: 	The cost for defining surveys are not possible and economic, the 

the survey areas is very low. 	The entire 	. overlays technique is particularly handy 
- s,ince it rapidly indicates a manageable , 

- and pertinent survey area, thus eliminating 
wasteful surveys. 	For example, 	in the 
Paducah Study area of 105 traffic zones 
the overlays technique selected about 60 
zones for inclusion in the transit survey. 
In most cases, the technique overestimates the 
propensity to use transit; 	this 	is gio, 
because an overestimating tendency will allow 
the definition of a survey area from which 
adequate transit trip data can be gathered 

 Limitations: 	The Successive Overlay technique is 
relatively new and not widely field tested. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. Corradino, 	J.C., 	Coomer, 	S.D. 	and Upshaw,' W.S., 
"Successive Overlays - A Small City Transit. 

- 	
. Survey Process," 	Traffic Engineering, 	. 

December 197.4. 	' 
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11. Limitations: Trip tables and input data 
TITLE: 	 Modal Choice Analysis of an Exclusive Bus/ 	 must be available. Traffic counts and 

carpool Lane 	U.S. Route 30 Corridor, 	 i9irship data on existing facilities are 
New Jersey. 	 needed for gross calibration. 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By R.K. Mufti, L.S. Golfin, and C.D. Dougherty 	BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Mufti, R.K. , Golfin, L.S. , and Dougherty, 
of the Delaware Valley Regional Planning 	 C.D., Modal Choice Analysis of an Exclusive 
Commission for the New Jersey Department of 	 Carpool Lane - U.S. Route 30 Corridor, New 
Transportation and the U.S. Environmental Delaware Valley Regional Planning 
Protection Agency (April 1975). 	 Commission, April, 1975. 

AVAILABILITY: 	Procedure and results available from the DVRPC. 

DESCRIPTION: 	The purpose of the study was to determine the 
effects of an exclusive bus/carpool lane on 
modal choices made along the Route 30 corridor. 

The analysis includes two major parts; Modal 
Choice Analysis and Operation Analysis. 

The Modal Choice Analysis is derived thru a 
mathematical model which sets the probability 
of choosing one means of transportation over 
another as a function of travel and socio-
economic characteristics. The model used is 
of the logit formulation as calibrated for 
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
(UMTA) utilizing Shirley Busway data. 

Since the model portrays only a binary choice 
situation however a method had to be devised 
to permit simulating the effect of the bus/ 
carpool lane on the entire commuter market and 
on all travel modes (auto, carpool, bus, speed 
line) . The procedure is to model sets of 
binary choice situations for each travel alter-
native and then solve each choice as a set of 
simultaneous equations for a given travel demand. 

The results yield the modal demands for each 
alternative. The diversion analysis then 
consists of analyzing marginal changes in modal 
demand as a function of marginal changes in 
travel characteristics. 

EVALUATION: 

The Operational Analysis includes highway capa-
city analysis with and without the exclusive 
bus/carpool lane, and the relative effects of 
implementing exclusive lane on the peak-flow 
or the contra-flow configuration. It also 
includes analysis of the resultant traffic 
weaving problems and preferential treatment at 
the bridge plaza for bus/carpool vehicles. 

Time to obtain results: Assuming data 
availability, the procedure can be applied 
with limited computer assistance to yield 
results in 1-2 months. 

Cost of application: 18 man weeks. 

Effectiveness of results: The procedures, 
applied to the U.S. Route 30 corridor 
in Camden, N.J., resulted in reasonable 
predictions of modal shift. The model 
appears to be reasonably sensitive to changes 
in travel parameters resulting from the 
implementation of an exclusive bus/carpool 
lane. 

Staff requirements: Transportation planners. 

S. Computer requirements: Not required; however, 
a programmable calculator aided significantly 
in the analysis. 

Data requirements: Socio-economic data 
(i.e., autos per household, median household 
income), travel time and cost per mode 
including operating cost, fares, tolls, and 
parking charges. 

Scale of application: Applicable for short 
range planning of a corridor served by a 
multi-modal transportation system primarily 
CBD oriented. 

Type of Model: Simultaneous solution of 
binary choice logit formulation using district 
level aggregate data. 

Methodology: Potential bus/carpool market 
areas are delineated by overlapping the market 
areas of the existing bus service, the high 
speed rail line, and the Ben Franklin Bridge. 
Socio-economic and travel data for each inter-
change by each mode are then inserted into 
the model for each of the alternative con-
figurations, including the do-nothing (existing 
system). Some alternatives require iteration 
of the process to reach equilibrium. 

Merits: A reasonably cost effective method 
that can be applied manually. Procedure is 
fairly easy to understand and apply. Model 
and procedure appear to be transferable. 
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TITLE: Projection of Future Demand for Fringe Parking 
Facilities. 

DEVELOPMENT: By R. 	K. 	Mufti, 	L.S. 	Golfin, 	and C.D. 	Dougherty of 
the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 
(DVRPC) 	in coordination with the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation (PENNDOT) 	(1974) 

AVAILABILITY: Procedure and results available from the DVRPC. 

DESCRIPTION: The study deals with projection of fringe parking 
needs in five Pennsylvania counties of the Delaware 
Valley Region. 	The purpose of this study was to 
determine the optimum location and optimum feasible 
quantity of additional parking supply to effectively 
serve the future potential demand for change-of-mode 
parkingat the interface of the highway and commuter 
rail systems. 

Using site selection criteria such as available land, 
accessibility by the highway system, current rail 
ridership, current parking demand, etc., twenty potential 
fringe parking sites were identified. 

To determine the quantity of additional fringe parking 
needs at these selected commuter rail sites, future 
potential demands for change-of-mode parking were 
calculated. This was accomplished in four steps: 

Trip Interchange: All future trip makers who 
reside in the influence area of each of the 
potential sites and whose trip destinations lie 
in the commuter rail system distribution service 
areas were identified and quantified. This was 
done by delineation of origin-shed areas and 
destination-shed areas (Philadelphia CBD), and then 
applying the DVRPC trip distribution tables to 
determine trip interchange volumes. 

Modal Split: This was calculated using a dis- 
utility mode choice model. Disutility rates for 
the auto and rail modes were computed for each of 
the origin-shed areas and the percentage of 
commuter rail trips was derived from diversion curves. 

Park-and-Ride Estimation: The proportion of 
projected commuter rail patrons that will demand 
a parking space at each Site was established by 
using a relationship between the distance patrons 
travel to the station and their access mode to the 
station. 
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(iv) 	Parking needs: 	Additional parking spaces over and 
above the number of spaces already existing or 
planned was calculated for each site. 

EVALUATION: Time to obtain results: 	Assuming data availability, 
the procedure can be applied to yield results 
within 	?Pks time for a tingle titC. 

Costs for application: 	3 nan-weeks 

Effectiveness of results: 	The procedure was 
applied to 20 fringe parking sites in five 
Pennsylvania counties of the Delaware Valley 
Region. 	Demand was calculated for high, medium 
and low levels and projections were made for 
1976, 	1980, 	and 1985 yielding reasonable results. 

Staff requirements: 	Transportation planners. 

S. 	Computer requirements: 	Not required, but minimal 
if a computer is used for analysis. 

6. 	Data requirements: 	Familiarity of the region 
and its highway/commuter rail system is essential. 
Trip interchange data is required along with 
travel time and travel cost data by the auto and 
rail modes. 

7. 	Scale of application: 	Can be applied for short 
range estimation of fringe parking needs along 
transportation corridors in the region. 

The productions and attractions are distributed by 

8. 	Type of model: 	Aggregate, zonal level procedure purpose using the gravity model and friction 

using trip tables to obtain interchanges and factors derived from other transportation studies. 

applying a disutility mode choice model for nodal Resulting trip length frequencies for each trip 

split, purpose are checked for reasonableness by comparison 
to frequency curves from similar urban areas. 

9. 	Methodology: 	Potential fringe parking sites were Trip assignment is then made to the existing network. chosen using certain selection criteria. 
Employing a disutility modal split model and Gross checks and fine tuning 	checks are made. 	The 

operating on trip interchanges, 	future potential model is adjusted accordingly. 

rail ridership was calculated. 	A relationship 
between the present park-and-ride proportion 	 EVALUATION:  Time to obtain results: 	This is dependent on 
of the station totalridership and mean approach the tradeoff between accuracy and costs, both 
distance to the station 	as found at other park- in money and time. 	Due to the elimination of 
and-ride type station located in similar area the internal 0-fl survey, great time savings are 
types was used to determine potential park-and- realized. 
ride percentages for each parking Site. 

 Costs 	for application: 	Because per capita costs 
10. Merits: 	The method is easy to understand of 0-fl studies increase much more rapidly than 

and apply. 	Also, projections can be made per capita simulation costs as city size decreases, 
manually. 	Use is made of available trip the relative cost advantage of the Simulation 
interchange tables. Approach is greatest for small cities. 	As such, 

savings gained are significant. 
11. 	Limitations: 	Updated trip-interchange tables 

must be readily available.  Effectiveness of results: 	Several small urban 
areas have successfully used the Simulation 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Mufti, 	R. 	K., 	Golfin, 	L.S. , 	and Dougherty, 	C.D. , Approach achieving satisfactory reproduction of 
Projection of Future Demand for Fringe Parking travel patterns. 	With reasonable care being 
Facilities in the Pennsylvania Portion of the used in the selection of information developed 
Delaware Valley Re ion, Delaware Valley by other studies and with appropriate validity 
Regional Planning 	ommission, August 1974. checks and adjustments, the Simulation Procedure 

should produce results which are valid enough 
to be used in making decisions regarding future 
transportation plans and for evaluation of current 
system adequacy. 

 Staff requirements: 	Experienced transportation 

25 planning personnel and data analysts. 

TITLE: Travel Simulation Procedure for Small Cities S. Data requirements: 	Standard socio-economic data, 
traffic counts 	(external cordon, CBD cordon, 

DEVELOPMENT: By the FHWA. (1973). screenline crossings, etc.) and highway network 
details. 	Also, a comprehensive knowledge of 

AVAILABILITY: Report available from the Urban Planning Div. of FHWA. models, procedures and results of similar 
transportation studies. 

DESCRIPTION: The Simulation Procedure essentially has the 
the Standard  Computer requirements: 	The FHWA UTP Program can same components as that of 

Transportation Planning Process, namely trip be employed. 

generation, distribution and assignment. 	Modal 
choice is not considered in this procedure since  Scale of application: 	Can be applied for short 

the role of mass transit is minor in most small or long range planning for small urban areas of 

urban areas; only auto-truck travel is accounted less than 100,000 population. 

for. 	The basis of the simulation approach is the 
borrowing of information and experience from other  Type of model: 	Similar to the Standard PUMA UTP 

studies to develop trip generation and trip Procedure-generation, distribution, 	and assignment. 

distribution models. 	By borrowing travel relation- 
ships, the home interview and much data editing  Methodology: 	The basis of the Simulation Approach 

and analysis are eliminated. 	This elimination is the borrowing of information and experience 

results both in reduced costs and in great time from other studies to develop trip generation 

savings. 	Small cities are defined as those and trip distribution models. 	This eliminates the 

having less than 100,000 population. home interview and therefore data editing and 
analysis. 	Validity checks at various stages in 

The process begins by the collection of standard the procedure test for reasonableness of results. 

socio-economic and traffic count data. 	Internal 
0-0 	may be eliminated. 	Then, a highway  Merits: 	A large saving in cost, time and effort survey 
network and zones are selected and calibrated, is achieved. 	The internal 0-D Survey is eliminated 

and data editing and analysis is minimal. 

Trip generation relationships 	(cross-classification 
trip rates or equations) are selected from other  Limitations: 	The Simulation Approach relies on 
studies in cities of similar size and similar other transportation studies of similar dimensions, 
characteristics. 	Production and attractions for which may be difficult to come by. 	Inaccuracies 
each trip purpose by zone are computed. 	These from other relationships may be carried over. 
results are checked for reasonableness by the use of 
selected control zones, comparison of estimated VOlT with 	BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. Federal Highway Administration,"Travel Simulation 
counted VMT, and comparison of trip rates per d.u. for Small Cities, 	Draft Report. 	Currently 
and per capita to other similar studies. Icing revised tor inclusion in a FHWA publication. 



Scale of application: The proposal is suitable 
for short range planning and can be applied at' 
the:region or city scale. 

Type of model: Simplified, graphical modeling 
process that includes trip generation, distribution 
and modal split models. Also included are auto 
occupancy and parking adequacy models. Modeling 
is at a disaggregate-dwelling unit level. 

Methodology: Using O-D survey data, relationships 
are developed which enable the sequential operation 
of generation, distribution and modal split models. 
Transit and auto person interchanges between traffic 
analysis zones including the influence of parking 
availability can be forecast. 

Merits: The Proposal suggests a simplified model 
sequence that is both easier, quicker, and cheaper 
to use and at the same time, is sensitive to 	- 
policy issues that need to be addressed by the 
forecasting procedures. The model sequence is 
characterized by a little amount of data required, 
dwelling unit level models, simple straightforward 
and understandable relationships (no regression 
analysis), includes a simplified modal split 
technique, and suggests the incorporation of 
parking adequacy as a variable in the travel 
estimation process. 

The models make efficient use of 0-fl survey 
information (although a small amount of the required 
data has not normally been collected in the past, 
the overall effect of using the models is a 
considerable reduction in data when compared to 
the standard UTP process). The models are valid 
in forecasting as well as in base-year accuracy 
measures, and can be updated easily. 

In addition, the approach is city independent and 
has the freedom to be applied under varying social, 
economic and demographic conditions. 

Limitations: Some accuracy sacrificed due to 
simplification of the models. 

The distribution of person trips is done through the 
use of gravity models by purpose. Travel times are 	BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Hillegass, T. , Fleet, C., and Heanue, K., A Proposal 
used for calibration, but disutility functions are 	 for a Simplified Urban Transportation Planning 
also suggested as an alternative to the former. 	 Modeling Process, Draft Copy, Federal Highway 
Disutility is computed as a function of travel times 	 Administration, September 1973. 
and travel costs. 
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TITLE: 	 A Proposal for a Simplified Urban Transportation 
Planning Modeling Process. 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By Tom Hillegass, Christopher Fleet and Kevin Heanue 
of the Urban Planning Division, FHWA. (1973). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Procedure available from the Urban Planning Division, 
FHWA. 

DESCRIPTION: 	The proposal suggests a simplified travel estimation 
procedure by using straightforward dwelling unit 
level models. Simple trip generation, distribution 
and modal split models are proposed. 

Starting with base year O-D data (or from previous 
base-yeas-  survey data) , the process first estimates 
trip productions: total person trips per d.u. are 
estimated as a function of auto ownership and income 
per d.u. using curves based on smoothed data. To 
increase the estimating capabilities of this basic 
relationship, the data can be further stratified by 
size of household, location of household, or density 
of dwelling Units in the immediate vicinity of the 
sampled dwelling unit. Knowing the total dwelling 
units in the zone and their distribution by size, 
the total trip generation for that zone can be 
determined. 

Next, the trip purpose model estimates from curves 
the percent of trip productions by purpose. Home-
based work, shop, school and other trip purposes are 
accounted for as a function of income/d.u. Trip 
attractions are handled by using simplified cross-
classification of trip rates for each trip purpose. 
Independent variables consist of employment (retail 
and non-retail), population and school enrollment. 
With these data and trip attractions based on the 
O-D survey, areawide trip rates per unit of activity 
can be developed. 

EVALUATION: 

For smaller urban areas, modal split is performed 
before the distribution phase. In this case, the 
percentage of transit trip productions is estimated 
as a function of income/d.u. For the post-distribution 
modal split, the model is based on household income 
in the production zone and a measure of travel 
disutility. 

Modal split is followed by the auto occupancy 
models. The pre-distribution auto occupancy 
model uses cross -classification analysis with income/ 
d.u. and production zone density as the independent 
variables. The post-distribution occupancy model 
uses one of three approaches: occupancy as a function 
of production zone density and auto disutility/income, 
or occupancy as a function of destination parking 
costs and income/d.u., or occupancy as a function 
of parking costs and trip interchange intensity. 

Parking adequacy is modeled by developing rates of 
"parking spaces/daily downtown trips". Trip 
assignment is carried Out using standard assignment 
procedures. 

Time to obtain results: Data collection takes 
up a significant amount of time.* The procedure 
itself can be undertaken in much less time than 
the traditional UTP process. 

Costs for application: Data collection costs 
are high but application costs are low. 

Effectiveness of results: The proposal has 
been designed by carefully employing a basic 
rationale and relying on existing knowledge and 
techniques developed from numerous transportation 
studies in the U.S. and Europe. Curves and 
relationships developed make efficient use of 
0-D survey information in order to produce 
reasonably accurate results. 

Staff requirements: Experienced transportation 
planners. 

S. Data requirements: Input data consists of dwelling 
unit data (e.g. income, family size etc.), land use 
data, auto and transit trasel times and costs, auto 
occupancy data and available downtown parking 
spaces. Such data is normally collected in the 
0-fl surveys, but supplemental data sources (such 
as the census special transportation package) 
could supply much of the input data. 

6. Computer requirements: Significant reductions as 
compared to the FHWA UTP package. 

* Unless previous 0-fl data is used. 
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TITLE: 	 Transit Travel Analysis for Smaller Urbanized Areas. 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By Tom Hillegass of the Urban Planning Division, 
FHWA. (1973). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Report available from the Urban Planning Division, FHWA 

DESCRIPTION: 	The technique is designed to quantify transit travel 
demand in urbanized areas of population less than 
250,000 persons; it is particularly oriented to 
recognize the constrained nature of travel by the 
transportation disadvantaged e.g., the young, old, 
unemployed, poor, and handicapped. 

The process starts by identifying current actual 
transit trips through the use of an on-board survey. 
The expansion of this sample will produce an estimate 
of current trip interchanges via transit. 

Second, places of higher transit trip production 
potential are isolated e.g., area generators such 
as those having a high percentage of dwelling Units 
at low income and/or low auto ownership levels, and 
special generators such as residential concentrations 
of the young, the old, the poor etc. (A successive over-
lays technique can be used). These areas have a high 
latent demand potential. 

This latent demand can be estimated using one of two 
survey methods 

Non-survey method: areas that have a high 
attraction potential are subjectively identified 
e.g., CBD, shopping cneters, hospitals, welfare 
and unemployment offices etc. From average 
statistics obtained from other sources or 
frequency of trips needed to such destinations per 
household or per person, some estimates of potential 
trips could be made. 

Survey method: a small but extensive sample home 
interview in representative homes and institutions 
in the area and place generators can be conducted. 
This survey would be oriented toward development 
of a categorization technique so that a cross-
classification/trip rate method could be used to 
expand the sample to all dwellings and persons 
in the identified areas and places. 



The trips so obtained would be expanded and complete 
interchanges could be estimated by identifying actual 
destinations. 

Finally, the summation of acutal and latent demand 
estimates would serve as a desire line type guide TITLE: 
to system development. 

Time to obtain results: 	The actual and latent DEVELOPMENT: 
demand surveys would take up a considerable 
amount of time, but the demand analysis can be 
accomplished rapidly. 

Costs for application: 	Survey costs are high to AVAILABILITY: 
moderate; 	analysis costs are low. 

Effectiveness of results: 	The "demand 	data 
collected will likely indicate a very diverse 
pattern of travel need, both in orientation and DESCRIPTION: 
time of day. 	As such, a fixed route, 	fixed 
schedule bus system would not be an appropriate 
alternative. 	A wide range of "para-transit" 
mode options should be explored e.g., taxicabs, 
jitneys, 	"dial-a-ride', cooperatively owned 
vehicles etc. 

Staff requirements: 	Experienced transportation 
planners and survey assistants. 

S. Data requirements: Current actual trip and latent 
demand surveys are required. Other potential 
sources of data that should be explored are 
existing transportation study data, census data, 
social welfare and employment security data. 

Computer requirements: Only for data retrieval 
and survey data storage, but not necessary. 

Scale of application: The process is for short 
range transit planning and is applicable to 
urbanized areas of population less than 250,000 
persons. 

B. Type of model: A disaggregate trip generation 
distribution process that quantifies transit 
travel demand for the transportation disadvantaged 
in smaller urban areas. 

Methodology: Uses current actual trip and latent 
(home interview) surveys to quantify transit 
travel demand. 	Summation of the two demands 
gives a desire line type guide to system 
development. Trip interchanges are estimated 
manually. 

Merits: The process addresses specifically the 
quantification of transit travel. Latent 
demand is recognized and minority-transportation 
disadvantaged travel is explicitly handled. 
As such, the process is very sensitive to the 
needs of the disadvantaged. The demand analysis 
is very simple and easy to understand and apply. 

Limitations: Surveys for data collection could 
be expensive. 

Hillegass, T. , Transit Travel Analysis for 
Smaller Urbanized Areas, Federal Highway 

ministration. March 1973. 

Miller, N.C. , and Goodknight, J .,"Policies 
and Procedures for Planning Mass Transportation 
Systems in Small Urban Areas," Highway Research 
Board, 52nd Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. 
January 1973. 

FVAt IIATTflN, 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 
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A Simplified Procedure for Urban Transportation 
Planning 

By DeLeuw, Cather Canada Limited, as a research 
project for the Department of Highways, Ontario. 
(1969) (Now Ministry of Transportation & Communica-
tions) 

Report available from DeLeuw, Csther Canada, 
Limited from the Department of Highways, 
Ontario. 

The Procedure is designed to simplify the 
transportation planning process by providing a 
quick, easily applicable planning method that is 
readily understandable to administrators, 
laymen and all professional disciplines concerned, 
The Procedure is based on extensive review and 
research of travel data from transportation 
studies in more than 60 cities in Canada, the 
U.S. and abroad; it makes use of this information 
in order to reduce the requirements for 
collection, manipulation and interpretation of 
large quantities of new travel data. Computerized 
analysis is almost eliminated. The Procedure 
is conducted manually, and emihasizes correctness, 
not precision. 

The Procedure begins with the organization of a 
multi-disciplinary team appropriate to the 
particular study area and to the purposes of the 
study. A working knowledge and understanding of 
the study area is established by preparing maps 
and listings that describe the parts of the study 
area in three classifications: major employment 
areas, residential communities, and major activity 
centers. 

Next, the study team identifies important 
permanent features of the city and long-range 
future possibilities for land use, development 
and transportation routes. On the basis of this 
identification and qualitative evaluation of 
alternatives, a framework design of major 
transportation corridors and other pernanent 
land uses is established. 

Based on experience from previous years, from 
assessment of the economic potential for 
development and a knowledge of potential 
development sites, alternative 20-year tentative 
future arrangements of land development an 

compatible future transportation networks are 
prepared and represented on maps. One 
alternative is selected and a forecast of 
future travel is made in the following manner: 

Trip-end generation is determined for work, 
business and pleasure purposes for each of 
the employment areas, residential communities 
and activity centers. Nonographs based on 
trip generation data from previous surveys in 
the particular city or from typical data for 
similar cities are used. 

Trip distribution is made separately for each 
of the three trip purposes and for different 
combinations of the three area and centre 
classifications. The distribution is carried 
out by a simple procedure using a map, 
nomograph and a matrix of generation and 
distribution areas. The nap shows the area 
and center and the transportation network 
with increments of equal travel time marked 
on it. The nomograph provides trip distribution 
proportioning factors for various travel time 
functions. 

Travel assignment is made to selected checkpoints 
on the major transportation facilities in the 
tentative future network in relation to travel 
time and spatial arrangements. The assignment 
is made rapidly by inspection. (If required, 
a more complete assignment could be carried 
out by inspection and summarized by computer). 
The purpose of the assignment is to establish 
the type and size of each of the major 
transportation facilities. 

Other alternatives are similarly explored. Then, 
a selection of facilities to be included in the 
first short-range program (five years, say) is 
made, and a more detailed distribution and 
assignment is conducted to establish all lane 
requirements and to complete the functional design 
of interchanges. 

A continuing planning process is maintained in 
which the next short-range program is developed 
and analyzed. Forecasts are updated from time 
to time; spot checks and partial surveys are 
conducted. The 20-year land development and 
transportation network designs are periodically 
reviewed and revised. 
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EVALUATION 

28 applied independently and only as a 

For large urban areas where there is transit 
preliminary 	to the conventional ,has  

service, the Procedure can be employed to plan 
transportation study if comprehensive 
planning is being undertaken. 

simultaneously the highway and transit facili- 
ties. 	Modal split is carried Out by using BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. DeLeuw, Cather Canada Limited, A New Pro- nomographs. cedure for Urban Transportation Planning, 

 Time to obtain results: 	A moderately sized 
Report on the First Cycle of a Research 
Project for the Department of Highways, 

city can be analyzed in a matter of a couple Ontario. 	September 1969. of weeks. 	Time completely dependent on the 
type of data, staff and number of zones used. 

29 
 Costs for application: 	Less costly than 

currently accepted procedures due to minimal TITLE: Latent Travel Demand of the Elderly, 	Youth 
data requirements and quick turnaround, and Low-Income Population 

 Effectiveness of results: 	The Procedure has DEVELOPMENT: By Richard Yukubousky and Arthur Folitano of 
been developed through comprehensive research the Planning and Research Unit of New York 
of travel data from more than 60 cities and State Department of Transportation 	(1974). 
is capable of producing results that are 
more appropriate to the real purpose of AVAILABILITY: Report and results obtainable from the Planning 
transportation planning-- that of deciding Research 	Unit of NYSDOT. the locations, 	types of designs of urban 
transportation improvements. DESCRIPTION: A method is developed for estimating the latent 

 Staff requirements: 	A multi-disciplinary team 
demand for travel by the elderly, the young, 
and the low-income in urban and rural areas. 

is required for overall coordination, The method assumes that the maximum latent demand although participation can be on a part-time for travel is equal to the difference in trip basis. 	The team should include persons production rates for individuals who have an having the best available knowledge, exper- automobile available and individuals who have ience and skill because the quality of the zero automobiles available. 
results will depend largely upon the people 
who participate in the planning. 	Such a A form of 	gap analysis' approach is used to team may be very difficult to assemble, compare daily trip rates of individuals in auto- 

S. Data requirements: 	Information required is 
owning families with rates of individuals in 
autoless families. 	The basis of the approach the existing population, employment and land is that if two populations can be found that are 

use characteristics; more enphasis given to similar in every other aspect but their available 
information on other characteristics of a transportation supply, 	it is possible to estimate qualitative nature. 	Good quality maps of the the latent demand for a specific level of study area are required. transportation service improvements. 	Curves of 

6. Computer requirements: 	Simple graphical 
mobility levels corresponding to various 

procedures and slide rule calculations transportation supply levels are developed from 

eliminate the use of a computer. 	Developer 
which the latent demand is estimated. 

has used the computer to assist in the EVALUATION: 1. 	Time to obtain results: 	Estimation can be made distribution assignment phases. in a few weeks for a medium sized urban area. 

7. Scale of application: 	Applicable at the Costs for application: 	Data analysis and region, county, or city level as a pre- application costs are moderate to low. liminary phase from which the problem, the 
likely alternative solutions and the data Effectiveness of results: 	Results based on requirements can be carefully defined before 

the Rochester Home Interview Survey (1963) a large conventional transportation study 
is started. 	Short or long-range alternatives suggests that the autoless elderly, young and 

can be analyzed. low income urban residents differ markedly in 
the purpose and frequency of their trips, latent 
demand, and transit dependence. 	Trip rates for 

8. Type of model: 	Macro-analytic, manual these groups were also estimated assuming the 
design procedure rather than a technique availability of a car, yielding reasonable 
for testing. 	Incorporates all phases of results. 	The method was also applied to several 
the conventional forecasting model other cities in New York State to estimate the 
(land use 	trip generation through traffic latent demand for free urban transit, new transit 
assignment) 	by employing nomographs. service and route extension,by the elderly, young, 

and poor. 
9. Methodology: 	Consists essentially of 

working within a closed system and 4. 	Staff requirements: 	Experienced transportation 
apportioning the important elements of planners/analysts and/or sociologists. 
travel within that system in accordance 
with information, experience and judgement S. 	Data requirements: 	For Rochester, 	1963 Home developed from previous transportation Interview data •sets wore used to obtain data 
studies. 	Monographs are used for trip on the 	individual's physical, 	social, 	economic generation, 	trip distribution, 	and modal and travel characteristics. 
split; 	traffic assignment is made by 
inspection of selected checkpoints in the Computer requirements: 	Only for data retrieval transportation network. 	A continuing and processing of the Home Interview files. 
planning process is used. 

lE. Merits: 	Simplified method which is easily 
Scale of application: 	Applicable to medium to 
large sized areas, for quick estimation of 

understood and extremely adaptable. 	Can latent demand. 
be used for detailed studies in depth or 
for quick preliminary reviews and can be Type of model: 	An aggregate method using a 
applied in less time and for substantially "gap analysis" approach to estimate latent 
less cost than the conventional planning demand for travel by special groups. pfocedure. 	The Procedure does not require 
extensive origin-destination surveys nor Methodology: 	Latent demand for a specific level 
complex techniques and computers for analysis, of transportation service improvements is 
although computers can be used to reduce the estimated using mobility level curves amount of work. 	It facilitates cooperative corresponding to different age and income groups. planning work by multi-disciplinary teams, 
and enables land use and transportation plans 
to be developed Merits: 	The gap analysis 	approach is specifically and evaluated simultaneously, aimed at estimating the latent demand for the It provides the basis 	for a continuing transportation disadvantaged. 	Trip rates can be planning process. 	Furthermore, 	it produces determined for specific purposes for different results at each step of the planning process transportation supply levels; 	e.g., latent demand which are useful and easily understood. 	One for free transit, new transit and extended route 
of its most important features is that it service can be quantified. 
permits the application of sound planning and 
engineering judgement throughout the entire Limitations: 	Trip rate data is difficult to process. 	It can be sufficiently accurate obtain outside of major metropolitan areas. 	Also, in small cities 	(< 50,000). it is not entirely possible to project special 

11. Limitations: 	For a large study area and a 
group ridership response to new levels of service 

which little or no large number of zones, 	manual distribution 
(e.g., 	dial-a-ride) 	for 
special group ridership is available. 

and assignment can be tedious and time 
(can also be impossible by hand) 	consuming. BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Yukubousky, 	R. 	and 	Politamq A.," Latent Travel , 
Requires experienced, multi-disciplinary Demand of the Elderly, Youth and Low Income 
staff and is not accurate enough for a Population," New York State Department of 
detailed, comprehensive transportation flet Transportation, 	Preliminary Research Report No. 	63, work analysis. 	The Procedure should not be August 	1974. 
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11. 	Limitations: 	Applications are limited 
to date and have been concerned only with 
park-and-ride transit in work trip markets 
as a generic improvement; 	the capability 
of the procedure to treat problems involv- 
ing truly innovative services, such as 
dial-a-ride, are unknown. 
Further, no attempt has been made to fit 
disaggregate functions to the survey data, 
thereby extending the range of the model. 

30 Finally, the method assumes that the trip 

TITLE: Forecasting Demand for Improved-Quality Transit market applicable to the service being 

Service with Small-Sample Surveys, tested is well defined and that an estimate 
of its size is available. 	This limits the 

DEVELOPMENT: By David T. Hartgen of the Planning Research procedure's application to contexts 

Unit of the New York State Department of satisfying this constraint, such as the 

Transportation 	( 1973). work trip data available through the 
Census. 	Considerable experience is 

AVAILABILITY: Research report and results obtainable from the required for application. 

Planning Research Unit, NYSDOT. 
BIBLIOGRAPUY: Hartgen, D.T .,"Forecasting Demand for 

DESCRIPTION: A method is developed for estimating the effect ImprovedQuality Transit Service with 

on demand of qualitative improvements to transit Small Sample Surveys, ' Preliminary Research 

service, using very small 	(100-200 respondents) No. 	51, New York State Department 
November 1973. 

surveys. 	Typical 	qualitative (non-performance) ot 	Iransportation, 

improvements could be in comfort, convenience, Hartgen, D.T .," Forecasting Remote Park- 
personal safety, other amenities etc. and-Ride Transit Usage", Preliminary 

The method operates by adjusting "non-committment" Research Report No. 	39, NYSDOT, December 

(intended usage) 	response rate to the improved 
1972. 

service, 	to an estimate of the actual 	(true, 
observed usage) 	response rate. 	The adjustment is 
made by assuming that each potential user inter- 
nally evaluates the attributes of alternative 
modes, as he sees them; no assumptions are made 
by the analyst concerning what attributes are 
perceived or the weights assigned them in the 
choice process. 	Non-committment response to the 
improved service, based on this projection, is 
quantified in terms of the travel time differential 
just necessary to induce a modal split. 	Alternatively, 
a travel cost differential could be used. 	Response 
curves are developed for non-committment usage 
and observed usage for both the conventional service 
and the improved service. 	From these curves, the 
split into users and non-users of the improved 
service can be computed. 

EVALUATION: Time to obtain results: 	Application of the 
procedure itself takes a few days, but response 
surveys could take several weeks depending on 
area to be surveyed and size of sample. 

31 
Costs of application: 	Survey samples are 
small and costs for survey and application TITLE: Forecasting Dial-A-Bus Ridership in Small Urban 
are very low. Areas. 	1/ 

Effectiveness of results: 	The procedure was DEVELOPMENT: By David T. Hartgen and Carol A. 	Keck of the 
tested by comparing predictions of patronage Planning 	Research Unit of the New York State 
against actual patronage on two park-and-ride Department of Transportation 	(April, 	1974), 
transit services currently operated in the Paper presented at the 54th Annual Meeting of the 
Rochester metropolitan area. 	The park-and- Transportation Research Board (TRB), January 1975. 
ride sites and routes were evaluated from 
a demand standpoint, using as a data base AVAILABILITY: Research report and results obtainable from the 
a small 	(100-200) 	sample of residents. Planning 	Research Unit, NYSDOT. 
These estimates were then compared to the 
actual park-and-ride demand observed when DESCRIPTION: A method is developed for estimating potential 
this new service was later initiated, demand for innovative transit services 	(e.g., 
Reasonably accurate estimates (within 	10%) Dial-A-Bus and Park-and-Ride, or even a conventional 
were attained. 	Application of the procedure transit service) 	in small urban areas and suburban 
is currently underway for other transit improve- communities presently without such services. 
ments in the Rochester and Albany areas. 

The method operates by assuming that the rate of 
Staff requirements: 	Experienced transportation usage of a particular type of service is similar 
planners and experienced survey assistants, for particular population groupings, independent 

of their geographical location i.e., 	if the rate of 
S. 	Data requirements: 	Small 	(100-200) 	sample usage of the innovative service can be determined 

surveys are required to gauge the non-committment where the service presently exists, then this rate 
response 	rates 	through the use of unbiased (adjusted for differences in service levels) will 
questionnaires; 	small surveys also required be the same in other Communities in which the 
to record observed response, which should method is utilized. 
be cross-checked withprevious surveys for 
consistency and correctness of data. First, for the control area, 	the observed rate of 

usage for the service being operated 	(e.g., Dial- 
6. Computer requirements: 	Not required. A-Bus) 	in that community is estimated through an 

on-board survey. 	These rates are then translated 
7. 	Scale of application: 	Can be used for short- to a resident base, so that the rate of usage per 

range planning to forecast demand for qualitatively urban resident of a given type may be estimated. 
improved service in an area. Then, 	in the test area (where the new service is 

not existent yet) , "non-commitment" rates of usage_ 

8. Type of model: 	Uses small sample surveys to at different levels of a given policy variable are 
estimate the effect on demand due to qualitative obtained through a survey of community residents. 
(non-performance) 	improvements to transit service. Finally, 	the estimate of the "true" demand for the 

innovative service in the test area is estimated by 
9. Methodology: 	Through the use of small sample applying the non-commitment bias ratio. 

surveys, non-commitment response is obtained 
for both the conventional and the qualitatively- EVALUATION: Time to obtain results: 	Requires several weeks 

improved service (or new mode). 	The actual to organize, conduct and analyze the surveys. 
usage of the conventional service is also surveyed. Application of the procedure requires a few 
The actual response for the new service is then days. 
calculated proportionally for a given service level 
by using response curves. Costs for application: 	Survey and application 

costs are low due to small sample surveys. 

10. Merits: 	Effects on demand due to qualitative 
improvements are specifically addressed. 	The 
method eliminates the effects of any non- 
commitment bias by adjusting this response. TrThis

____ 
procedure
_____ 

is
____________ 

an extension of "Forecasting Demand for Improved- 

It uses small samples, 	is cheap and easy to - 	Quality Transit Service with Small Sample Surveys" 
apply. 	Applications of the method have produced except that emphasis is placed on Dial-A-Bus and conventional 

reasonably accurate estimates of demand. service. 



Effectiveness of results: The procedure 
has been applied in the analysis of 
demand for Dial-A-Bus service in Oneonta, 
New York as the base for determining 
actual rates of response to such a service. 
Results (Reference 2) indicate that the 
method gives reasonable estimates of demand 
and demand sensitivity to policy variables 
such as fare and gasoline price. Recent 
research (3) shows that the use of marginal 
weighting of the survey data significantly 
improves the forecast. Several other small 
urban areas transit needs are currently 
being evaluated in New York State using this 
same procedure. 

Staff requirements: Experienced transporta-
tion planners and experienced survey 
assistants. 

S. Data requirements: For the City of Oneonta 
(population: 16,000), ab.out 300 households 
were surveyed to assess the non-committment 
usage. An on-board survey was also con-
ducted in Batavia. 

Computer requirements: Summary tabulations. 

Scale of application: Can be used for 
short-range planning to forecast demand 
for innovative transit services in small 
urban areas and suburban communities 
presently without such services. 

Type of model: Demand forecasting procedure 
for innovative transit services using small 
sample survey. 

Methodology: The method is based on the 
assumption that if the rate of usage of the 
innovative service can be determined where 
the service presently exists, then this 
rate (adjusted for differences in the service 
level) will be the same in other communities 
in which the method is utilized. Non-
commitment response for the new service is 
adjusted to obtain an estimate of the actual 
usage. 

Merits: The procedure requires small 
surveys and therefore permits application 
with minimal cost and time expenditures. It 
is easy to understand and applicants have 
yielded reasonable estimates. The method 
is policy sensitive; for example, analysis 
can be done with gasoline price as a policy 
variable. 

B! BLIOGRJkPHY: 

Limitations: Implementation of the 
approach has been limited to date and 
its validity requires further testing. 

Hartgen, D.T. , and Keck, C.A .," Fore-
casting Dial-A-Bus Ridership in Small 
Urban Areas', Preliminary Research 
gprtNo. 60, New York State Department 

oUFransportation, April 1974. 

Liou, P.S.," A Technical Review of a 
Ridership Forecasting Method: Dial-a-
Bus in Small Urban Areas" Preliminary 
Research Report #73, NYSDOT, March 1973. 

Kloeher, K.W. and Howe, S.M .,"Marginal 
Weighting Procedures for Expanding Small-
Sample Travel Surveys" Preliminary Research 
Report #97, NYSDOT, November 1975. 
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TITLE: 	 A Systems Analysis Approach to Transit Route 
and Service Design. 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By R. H. Pratt Associates, Inc., prepared for 
DeLeuw, GatherCompany for the San Diego 
Short Range Transit Study. (1974). 

AVAILABILITY: 	The Program used is simply the UTPS program 
UMODEL, which is maintained by the UMTA soft-
ware division. The user entry points computer 
code is obtainable from Gordon W. Schultz of 
R. H. Pratt Associates, Inc. 

DESCRIPTION: 	The basis of the Systems Analysis Approach is 
to develop a methodology by which transit 
systems can be described in terms of service level 
and this service level can then be used to 
estimate potential transit trips. The methodology 
is not intended to supplant the standard trans-
portation planning techniques but rather is 
designed to be an aid to the transportation 
planner in the preliminary design of transit 
systems. 

Using transit trip characteristics (such as walk 
time, wait time, transit fare and speed) for 
given transit service levels (defined by headway 
and spacing) , the program produces a series of 
transit patronage reports for these service 
levels. This is done by first calculating transit 
travel time, transit cost and travel orientation 
(CBD, radial, circumferential). Transit trips 
are then estimated using the N-Dimensional Logit 
Model. Finally a set of transit trip tables and 
summary reports are output. As an aid in 
evaluating a transit service level, the program 
also produces an accessibility report. 	These 
reports are produced in such a manner that the 
planner-analyst can determine feasible transit 
areas and corridors and associate these areas with 
the level of transit service needed to produce 
transit patronage or to meet the region'e criteria 
for transit. 

The Systems Analysis Approach is used in conjunction 
with the UTPS program UMODEL which is coded in 
FORTRAN and run on the IBM System/360. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtnin results: 	It can take 
several weeks to organize data and 
apply the procedure. 

2. Cost for application: 	Moderately 
expensive: compatible with applicational 
costs of the UTPS routines. 

Effectiveness of results: The Approach has 
been used to simulate the present year (1974) 
San Diego transit system; local and express 
bus were accounted for separately. The result 
of this simulation compared quite favorably 
to the actual transit characteristics. The 
errors, between 2 and 8 percent are 
extremely small considering the amount of 
detail needed to specify the transit system, 
and it has been ascertained that the 
methodology can be used to estimate transit 
ridership with a fair degree of accuracy. 
Three transit service levels have also been 
simulated for the San Diego transit system 
and the information derived from these 
applications has been used in developing a 
five (5) year short range plan. 

Staff requirements: Transportation 
planner/analyst and computer personnel. 

Data requirements: Income categories by zone, 
highway and transit travel times, costs and 
distances, parking cost, employment and person 
trips are input data. 

Computer requirements: Implementation of the 
Approach is through the UTPS program UMODEL 
which is coded in FORTRAN and run on the 
IBM System/360, 

Scale of application: The Systems Analysis 
methodology is used as one of the planning 
tools for studying short range transit planning 
at the regional or city level. 



TITLE: 

DEVELOPMENT 

AVAILABILITY 

A New Approach to Transportation Systems 
Modeling. 

By Dana E. Low (Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-
Stratton, TAMS), (1972). 

Special programs are not available. Standard 
traffic assignment and regression analysis 
programs coupled with simple custom program-
ming for an available computer are all that 
are required. 

DESCRIPTION: 	In this model traffic volumes are determined 
one link at a time, primarily as a function 
of the relative probability that one link will 
be used in preference to another. Interzonal 
trip probabilities are assigned to the network, 
using regular traffic assignment procedures, 
to produce estimated trip probabilities on a 
link-by-link basis. Regression equations are 
then developed to relate counted link volumes 
to assigned trip probabilities and other link 
characteristics. These equations can then be 
used to estimate link volumes under other 
conditions after determining and assigning 
new inter-zonal trip probabilities to reflect 
those conditions. This approach can be used 
to produce traffic volume forecasts when study 
funds or input data required for the usual 
techniques are lacking. 

The procedure has been applied as a volume 
forecasting model for a metropolitan area in 
West Virginia (The research was carried out in 
parrallel with the Monongalia County Transportation 
Study, Mos-gantown Metropolitan Area, W. Va.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Low, D.E .,"New Approach to Transportation 
Systems Modeling', Traffic Quarterly, July 
1972. 
-TRIS Accession Number 228199. 

Type of model: Design-oriented, systems 	 TITLE: 
analysis methodology to aid in the preliminary 
planning and design of transit systems. 

A Systems-Level Planning Application of the 
Disaggregate Modeling Technique. 
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DEVELOPMENT: 	By Peter S. Liou, Gerald S. Cohen, and David 
Methodology: Operates with the UTPS program 	 T. flartgen of the Planning Research Unit of 
UMODEL to estimate potential transit trips 	 the New YprkState Department of Transportation; 
is a function of transit so ivi,..e lesel. 	 applied to mode choice prediction for the 
Transit trips are estimated using the N- 	 Niagara Frontier Region, June 1974. 
Dimensional Logit Model. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Merits: The Approach is oriented toward 
design rather than system evaluation; this 
reduces the number of "design-evaluation-
feedback cycles required to obtain an 
adequate transportation system and allows 
policy makers to give their attention to the 
provision of service levels rather than the 
network specifics. The program is economical 
and easy to apply; it can be easily updated 
and is flexible in terms of specifying 
transit service characteristics. It is also 
quite accurate. 

Limitations: Designed to be an aid in the 
preliminary design stage of transit systems 
and not intended  to supplant standard 
transportation planning techniques. The number 
of zones is restricted to 197 zones. 

R.H. Pratt and Associates, Inc., San Diego 
Short Range Transit Study System-Analysis 
Approach to Transi:: Route and Service Design, 
prepared for DeLeuw, Cather N Company, 
August 1974. 

R.H. Pratt and Associates, Inc . , Working 
Paper No 3: Systems Analysis Approach to 
Transit Route and Service Design to the 
Comprehensive Planning Organization of the 
San Diego Region, August 1974. 

R.H. Pratt and Associates, Inc., Technical 
Memorandum No. 2: Bus Design Systems 
Analysis Methodology, prepared for the 
Systems Management Contractor, November 1974. 

AVAILABILITY: 	Research report and results obtainable from 
the Planning Research Unit, NYSDOT. 

DESCRIPTION: 	In this study, the disaggregate method is 
applied to zonal information which is directly 
obtainable from standard type home interview 
surveys currently available at most state and 
local planning agencies. The data set used is 
a 12% sub-sample of the 1962 home interview 
in the Niagara Frontier. Binary logit models 
are calibrated for the various types of trips, 
classified by trip purpose and auto availability. 
Within each model, the individual's mode choice 
probability is characterized by two explanatory 
variables, air distance and transit-to-auto 
travel time ratio. Finally, the aggregated 
transit usage proportions for the entire system 
are obtained by summing, over all zone pairs, 
the disaggregate probabilities (adjusted with 
an approximation term which reflects the 
"within-in zone" variations of the trip 
characteristics) times the zonal interchange. 

By comparing the prediction performance of the 
disaggregate modeling approach with that of the 
conventional technique used by NYSDOT, this 
study suggests that the disaggregate mode choice 
method can produce equally accurate modal split 
predictions as the conventional method, using 
the same type of information, but only 12% of the 
sample base. The report concludes a description 
ofthe procedures necessary to integrate the 
disaggregate mode choice method into the Urban 
Transportation Planning (UTP) modeling systems 
currently used by NYSDOT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 	1. Liou, P.S., Cohen, G.S. , and Hartgen, D.T. 
- 	 "A Systems-Level Planning Application of the 

Disaggregate Modeling Technique: Mode Choice 
Prediction for the Niagara Frontier Region, 
New York State Department of Transportation, 
Preliminary Research Report No. 62, June 1974. 

Liou, P.S., et.al .,"Application of 
Disaggregate Mode-Choice Models to Travel 
Demand Forecasting for Systems," 
Transportation Research Board 54th Annual 
Meeting, Washington, D.C., January 1975. 
(Also published as Preliminary Research 
Report No.75). 

Other references on disaggregate modeling 
techniques and applications: 

Charles River Associates, A Disaggregate 
Behavioral Model of Urban Travel Demand, 
prepared for FHWA, U.S. DOT, under 
Contract No. P11-11-7566, March 1972. 

Brand, D .,"Travel Behavior Research 
Approaches," Transportation Research Board 
54th Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. 
January 1975. 

S. Euro Goudappel en Coffeng and Cambridge 
Systematics, Inc., Disaggregate and 
Simultaneous Travel Demand Models: A 
Dutch Case Study, prepared for Project 
bureau Intergrale Verkeers-En Vervoerstudies 
(Netherlands), 1974. 

Ben-Akiva, M.E.  ,"Structure of Passenger 
Travel Demand Models," Ph.D. Thesis, 
Department of Civil Engineering, M.I.T., 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 1973. 

Ben-Akiva, M.E. , and Lerman, S.R. 
"Disaggregate Behavioral Model of Automobile 
Ownership," Transportation Research Board 
54th Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C. 
January 1975. 

Koppelman, R. , Ben-Akiva, M.E. , and Roberts, 
P.O., "Application of Disaggregate Models: 
The Aggregation Issue", research in progress 
Department of Civil Engineering, M.I.T., 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 1974. 

Reichman, S., and Stopher, P.R.," Disaggregate 
Stochastic Models of Travel Mode Choice," 
Highway Research Record No. 369, 1971. 

Stopher, P.R., and Lisco, T.E .,"Modeling 
Travel Demand: A Disaggregate Behavioral 
Approach, Issues and Applications", 
Transportation Research Forum Proceedings, 
1970. 

Stopher, P.R., and Lavender, JO., 
"Disaggregate Behavioral Travel Demand 
Models: Empirical Tests of Three 
Hypotheses", Transportation Research 
Forum Proceedings, 1972. 
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TITLE: 	 Disaggregate Travel. Demand Models 

DEVELOPMENT: 	Report authorized by Charles River Associates, Inc. 
(CRA); work performed for the NCHRP under Project 
8-13 (February 1976). 

AVAILABILITY: Report not yet released for publication. 

DESCRIPTION: 	The primary objective of this project was to review 
existing research relating to the theory, develop-
ment and application of disaggregate behavioral tra-
vel demand models; also, some disaggregate models 
were developed and calibrated to illustrate useful-
ness of the same. 

Disaggregate models of urban area travel demand are 
constructed using data at the level of the individu-
al traveler or household rather than aggregate data, 
such as zomal averages which are commonly used in 
urban travel demand studies. The disaggregate ap-
proach is a general framework of analyses of travel 
behavior that can be modified to meet the data avail-
able, the desired results, and the capabilities of 
the user. It is not a formula or standarized ap-
proach. No one disaggregate model should be speci-
fied for all situations, although standardized meth-
odologies will evolve to meet the needs of analysis 
for common problems. 

The multinomial logit (MNL) model is the more com-
monly used disaggregate model. Essentially, the logit 
model predicts the probabilities of choice for an in-
dividual who confronts two or more alternatives. 
These probabilities are dependent on a set of socio-
economic descriptors of the traveler and origin/des-
tination and on the level of service attributes of 
the available mode alternatives. The underlying 
assumption of the disaggregate models is that an in-
dividual maximizes his utility in choosing a mode. 

The formulation of the logit model varies for work 
and non-work (discretionary) trips. For work trips, 
demand is modeled in a single dimension of mode 
choice. This assumes that changes in the level of 
service variables may alter the mode split of work 
trips, but that the frequency of travel and the des-
tination choice would not be affected. For non-work 
trips, however, the number of choice alternatives 
available to the traveler is large, and therefore 
non-work disaggregate models consider three dimensions 
of traveler choice: frequency, destination and mode. 

Merits: Small data collection and model ap-
plication costs; transferable; behavioral and 
policy sensitive; flexible in application. 
The models are accurate and can explicity sim-
ulate different market segments. Literature 
and calibration packages readily available. 

Limitations: The use of disaggregate modeling 
techniques requires experience and familiarity; 
models not yet widely applied. Problems of ag-
gregation and that of the independence of irrel-
evant alternatives. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. Charles River Associates, Inc., Disaggregate 
Travel Demand Models, 	NCHRP Project 8-13, 
Phase 1 Report (Unpublished). 

Disaggregate models can be estimated using a small 
amount of data; readily available user-oriented 
computer programs, such as the UTPS' ULOGIT, can 
be employed for calibration. 

TITLE: 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: Assuming familiarity 
with the disaggregate modeling techniques, tra- 	DEVELOPMENT: 

vel estimation and policy evaluation can be per- 
formed quite rapidly compared to conventional 
forecasting techniques. 

Costs for application: Data collection costs 
are small; actual calibration and application 
costs are significantly smaller than the con-
ventional models. 

Effectiveness of results: The feasibility and 
effectiveness of disaggregate techniques have 
been demonstrated in several studies and the 
statistical significance of the models has been 
consistently proven to be high in spite of the 
small data samples for calibration. CRA applied 
disaggregate models to simulate travel beha"ior 
in Pittsburgh, Twin Cities and Los, Angeles with 
highly accurate results. Transportation policies 
can be easily analyzed. 

Staff requirements: The use of disaggregate 
techniques requires familiarity, previous ex-
perience and a knowledge of statistical theory. 

S. Data requirements: Very small since disaggregate 
models are based on individual or household sur-
veys. Commonly available travel data in large 
urbanized areas can be used for applications of 
the models. Most of CPA's calibrations were 
based on less than 200 observations. 

Computer requirements: UTPS ULOGIT is required 
for calibration. 

Scale of application: Disaggregate models can 
be applied at just about every level--from a 
region to a corridor--for both forecasting and 
policy evaluation. 

Type of model: Multinomial logit model that pre-
dicts probabilities of choice between travel al-
ternatives. 

Methodology: The work logit model predicts the 
probability of mode choice, while that for non-
work considers probabilities of choice of fre-
quency and destination in addition to mode choice. 
Choice of time-of-day can also be modeled. 

Estimating the Effects of Urban Travel Policies 

By Charles River Associates (CRA) under contract 
to U.S. DOT, Office of the Secretary (Transpor-
tation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA.) (April 
1976). 

Report available from the National Technical 
Information Service (NTIS). 

DESCRIPTION: 	This report presents methods for quick evaluation 
of transportation policy options on urban travel 
behavior. By applying these procedures to currently 
available data, policies can be generally analyzed 
in a matter of hours, or minutes, with the aid of 
a calculator. 

In order to evaluate the effects of a trans-
portation policy, travel purposes were separated 
into two broad groups, work and non-work, re-
flecting differences between each in the Structure 
of underlying trip-making behavior. For work trips, 
travel analysis was performed using a disaggregate 
logit model developed and applied by CRA in 1972 
for Pittsburgh data (see References 2, 3). For 
non-work travel, travel behavior was simulated using 
two disaggregated simultaneous linear models. The 
first model is a two equation model which predicts 
the auto VOlT's and the number of transit trips 
by the household over a four-day period. The 
second model is a three equation model which pre-
dicts the number of auto trips, the average length 
of auto trips and the number of transit trips made 
by the household overa four-day period. Data 
used for the calibration of both work and non-
work models was the disaggregate household data 
from the 1969 Nationwide Personal Transportation 
Survey (NPTS). The models were validated with 
Los Angeles 1967 trip data. 

After calibration, the model parameters were used 
to compute direct and cross elasticity measures 
which were then used to evaluate the effects of 
various policy scenarios (particularly, for non-
work travel) . These elasticity measures repre-
sent quick and handy tools for policy evaluation. 

Typil policies that were analyzed included 
imposition of gasoline taxes, increase in auto 
fuel economy, parking restrictions, transit service 
improvements and the introduction of new modes. 

AVAILABILITY: 
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As an example, predicted results of selected 
policy scenarios using NPTS data were as follows: 
For a 100% increase in gasolinc t., ii was found 
that work VMT's would decrease by 13% and that for 
non-work would decrease by 15%; for a 10% decrease 
in transit line haul and wait time, work VMT's 
would decrease by 3% and there would be no change 
in non-work VMT's. These results were arrived 
at by applying appropriate elasticity terms devel-
oped from the work and non-work disaggregate demand 
models. 

EVALUATION: 	1. Time to obtain results: Transportation 
policies can be evaluated almost instantly 
through the simple application of elas-
ticities; actual time would range from a 
few minutes to a few hours, depending on 
the type of policy options to be analyzed. 

Costs for application: Negligible. 

Effectiveness of results: The results of 
the study indicate that it is possible to 
estimate the approximate effects of various 
transportation options quickly and with 
minimal commitment of computational re-
sources. As for the elasticity terms, 
there was reasonable agreement with re-
sults obtained from other independent policy 
studies, especially for work travel. For 
non-work travel, however, the elasticity values 
differed considerably, and therefore the appli-
cation of the sane to non-work policy analysis 
is less useful. The disaggregate travel demand 
models, from which the elasticities were devel-
oped, yielded satisfactory results in simulating 
travel behavior in Boston, San Francisco and 
Los Angeles. 

Staff requirements: The interpretation of the 
results of policy analyses calls for experienced 
transportation analysts and economists. 

Data requirements: The work and non-work 
disaggregate models were calibrated on 1969 
NPTS data. For application of the various 
elasticities, either national, regional, local 
or disaggregate data sets would be equally 
suitable for policy analyses; however, problems 
of aggregation, transferability and other adjust-
ments should be given due attention prior to 
application. 

Methodology: The effect of various transpor-
tation policy scenarios on VMT's are studied 
using calibrated disaggregate logit models 
on appropriate market segments. Direct and 
cross-elasticity measures derived from these 
models enable rapid evaluations of policy 
alternatives. 

Merits: The methodology is simple, easy to 
apply and extremely fast in analyzing policy 
options. Furthermore, the application is 
totally manual and utilizes minimum re-
sources once the basic models have been cali-
brated. 

Limitations: It should be noted that the 
elasticities will vary among urban areas 
and that results of any policy analysis 
are approximate. As such, interpretation 
of results should receive extreme caution. 
Furthermore, the supply/demand equilibrium 
factor is not incorporated into the elasti-
city measures, which would affect the relia-
bility of policy evaluation. Also, the analyst 
must be aware of the various statistical and 
specification problems of the data, models 
and their parameters e.g., aggregation. 

Charles River Associates, Estimating the 
Effects of Urban Travel Policies, Final 
Report to the U.S. DOT, OST, Report 
No. DOT-TSC-OST-76-10 (April 1976). 

Charles River Associates, A Disaggregated 
Behavioral Model of Urban Travel Demand, 
Final Report to the U.S. DOT, FHWA, under 
Contract FH-11-,566 (March 1972). 

Domencich, T. and McFadden, D. , Urban 
Travel Demand: A Behavioral AppE1E11 
Amsterdam, North Holland Publishing, 1975. 
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TITLE: 	 GEMLUP - Growth Effects of Major Land Use Projects 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By F. Benesh, P. Guldberg and R. D'Agostino of Walden 
Research Division of Abcor; prepared for EPA, Office 
of Air Quality Planning and Standards (September 1976). 

AVAILABILITY: Copies of the first report (3 volumes) available from 
the Library Services Office, Research Triangle Park 
(NC.), or from the National Technical Information 
Service (NTIS). 

DESCRIPTION: 	GEMLUP is a methodology that can be applied manually, 
to predict air pollutant emissions resulting from the 
construction and operation of major land use projects. 
Two types of major land use projects are explicitly 
handled--large residential projects and large concen-
trations of employment (i.e., office and industrial 
parks). Emissions from stationary sources are quan-
itfied from the major project, from land use induced 
by that major project, and from secondary activity 
occurring off-site (such as generation of electricity 
by utilities). Emissions from mobile sources associ-
ated with both the major project and the induced land 
uses are also quantified. The horizon year for the 
emission predictions is 10 years after the construction 
of the major project and the area of influence consi-
dered is circular and enclosing 10,000 acres. 

GEMLUP is essentially a combination of land use, 
traffic and emission submodels. The land use models 
predict the induced land development due to the con-
struction of a major project, either residential or 
industrial/office, or both. A total of 12 land use 
categories can be forecast. The models are linear-
additive and were calibrated (using regression analy-
sis) from cross-sectional data obtained from several 
residential and industrial/office case studies. 

Once the induced land use by each of 12 categories 
has been projected for the horizon year, GEMLUP 
provides various emission factors by land use cate-
gory to enable the computation of stationary source 
emissions (particulate matter, sulphur oxides, car-
bon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons). 

Finally, the traffic submodel is used to project for 
the horizon year the VMT induced by each of the 12 
land use categories. 

The elements of the traffic submodel include vehicle 
trip generation rates (for work and other trip pur-
poses) by each ofthe 12 land use categories, the, cor-
responding trip lengths, the VMT by various vehicle 
classes, the VMT by highway facilities and speed 
ranges, and the VMT occurring only within the study 
area. Knowing VMT, vehicle emission rates are used 
to obtain mobile emissions for CO, NOX and MC. 

Total emissions are obtained by summing stationary 
and mobile source emissions. 

Time to obtain results: Given the basic data, 
GEMLUP can be applied in a matter of hours. 

Costs for application: Very low since no elabor-
ate techniques are called for. 

Effectiveness of results: The land use submodel 
(for both residential and industrial/office major 
projects) exhibited strong statistical relation-
ships during calibration and proved to have ade-
quate predictive capabilities. The traffic sub-
mOdel, however, is based on some gross estimates, 
especially in the determination of average trip 
lengths and VMT by highway facility. GEMLUP was 
calibrated and tested on several case studies 
across the U.S. and proved to be quite effective 
in determining the growth effects of major devel-
opments. 

Staff requirements: Land use, transportation and 
environmental planners with some degree of experi-
ence are necessary. 

S. Data requirements: Basic land use, socio-economic 
and demographic data are input to the land use 
submodel. For the VMT submodel, vehicle trip gen-
eration rates for work and other purposes are re-
quired, although default value are provided. 
Data on emission rates by land use and vehicle 
categories are also needed. 

Computer requirements: A desk calculator is suf-
ficient to apply GEMLUP. 

Scale of application: GEMLUP is designed to pre-
dict the land use impacts at the project scale 
(with and area of influence of 10,000 acres) and 
a horizon year of 10 years after iniation of the 
major development project. Specifically, a resi-
dential project's trial size should be in the 
range of 1,100-5,300 total dwelling units, and 
the final size of an industrial/office project 
should be in the range of 3,600-9,100 employees. 

Type of model: A predictive model consisting of 
the land use, VMT and emissions submodels, that 
provides the amount of land use by various cate-
gories induced by a major land use project. It 

RTRI.TnnRAPHY 

Computer requirements: Calculations for 
estimating the effects of travel policies 
within the range of most desk calculators 
and the actual application is entirely manual. 

Scale of application: The methodology can be 	EVALUATION: 
applied for policy evaluation at the national 
or regional scales. 

Type of model: Basically,disaggregate logit 
models. 



also predicts the induced traffic and consequently 
the environmental impact (emissions) due to the 
entire development. 

Methodology: All submodels have been incorporated 
into a set of worksheets and given basic input 
data, a step-by-step manual procedure can be fol-
lowed to arrive at the emissions generated by the 
growth effects of a major land use project. 	- 

Merits: GEMLUP specifically and adequately ad-
dresses the induced or associated land uses after 
a major project has been built. The application 
is totally manual and requires no elaborate pro-
cedures. The actual process can be undertaken 
very simply through worksheets and the final pro-
ducts are quite detailed considering the. complex- 
ities of the problem 	GEMLUP is well documented, 
is statistically sound and has been properly tested. 
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11. Limitations: The major weakness lies in the VMT 
submodel. Only work and "other" trip purposes 	 EVALUATION - 	are addressed; trip lengths are derived and using 
gross estimation equations, and transit trips are 
neglected. Although the application of GEMLUP 
has been streamlined, the model is not entirely 
policy sensitive and can be cumbersome. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. Bemesh,F., Guldberg, P. and D'Agostino, 0., 
Growth Effects of Major Land Use Projects, 3 
volumes, prepared for U. S. EPA, under contract 
68-02- 2076 (May 1976), 
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TITLE: 	 Transportation Planning for Small Urban Areas 

DEVELOPMENT: 	By W.L. Irecco ct al. of the University of 
Tennessee, conducted for the NCHRP - Project 
#8-7A, (June 1975). 

AVAILABILITY: 	Report available from the Transportation 
Research-Board (TRB). 

DESCRIPTION: 	The planning methodologies presented in this 
report are of principal interest to those 
concerned with the estimation of travel demand 
in urban areas with.population 50,000 or less. 
The report assesses the importance of organi'-
zing transportation planning procedures to 
generate studies for specific problems in 
small urban areas, i.e. ,Customization is 'con-
sidered.an important strategy for simplified 
planning. 

Four types of transportation planning techni-
ques are recommendedtoward solving small- area 
transportation pla6ning problems. These 
techniques are for simulation small area 
transit planning, corridor analysis and locali-
zed traffic impact. 

The network simulation procedure is used in 
applyimg simplifications to portions of the 
conventional UTP process. Basically; synthetic 
or borrowed househo.d category models are 
utilized. For trip generation, production and 
attraction trip rates are developed from a 
small home-interview survey for home-based work, 
home-based other and non-home-based purposes. 
Trip distribution consists of applying the 
gravity model with synthetic friction factor 
curves. Modal split is conducted with a 
technique described below. Finally; trips are 
assigned based on travel time compiled from an 
actual travel time study. 

The transit planning methodology is primarily 
for a short range time frame and utilizes an 
answer- oriented planning approach. This 
approach attempts to recognize the variety 
of demand for transit: it entails the deli-
neation and a preference survey of transit 
market segments, the identification of poten-
tial transit system alternatives for each seg-
ment, and a feasibility analysis.. 

Corridor analysis is based on a growth 
factor technique (see references 2, '3) and 
analyzes internal and external traffic sep-
arately. Both capacity of the available 
thoroughfares and future traffic volumes 
are required in order to determine system 
deficiencies. 

For localized traffic impacts, alternative 
factors are applied to trips generated from 
different land uses - these factors repre-
sent the decay of trips as a function of 
distance from the special generator. After 
distributing trips, manual trip assignment 
is made. to determine additional traffic 
loadimg. By incorporating directional splits, 
intersection turning movements can, also be 
eat imated. 

Time to obtain results: Planning for 
small urban areas can be accomplished 
in a few days. 

Costs for application: Very small rela-, 
tive to conventional UTP procedure. 

Effectiveness of results: The planning 
techniques were applied and evaluated 
for a limited sample of cities (varying 
in population from 11,000 to 55,000). 
Generally, the results were less accu-
rate than conventional methods, but the 
actual applications were quite cost 
effective. The corridor technique pro-
vided estimates of external traffic with 
errors usually within 2,000 vehicles 
per day. 

Staff requirements: The application of 
the techniques and interpretation of the 
results is heavily dependent upon the 
planners knowledge of the urban area 
and the exercising of professional judgment 
in an ad hoc or opportunistic fashion. 
As such, experienced transportation 
planners should apply these procedures. 

S. Data requiremnts: Small sample home-
interview O-D surveys and basic land use 

and socioeconomic data are needed for 
analysis. Synthetic and borrowed trans- 
portation factors and data are also needed. 

Computer requirements: Most of the techniques 
can be applied manually; the network simula-
tion technique, however, may require some sim-
ple computer analysis. 

Scale of application: Primarily, the small 
urban areas of population 50,000 or less and 
for the short-range time frame. The procedures 
can be applied for broad geographical areas 
with network simplification or isolated travel 
corridors, or idealized impact areas, or inter-
sections in the vicinity of major land uses. 

B. Type of model: For simplified procedures for 
network transportation (generation through 
assignment), transit estimation, corridor an-
alysis using growth factors, and localized im-
pacts using attenuation factors. 

Methodology: Simplified transportation plan-
ning techniques that make use of synthetic or 
borrowed data to analyze small area networks, 
transit demand, corridors and localized traffic 
impact. Techniques are customized to suit local 
needs. 	 - 

Merits: Simple, quick and cost-effective, en-
abling a broad range.of transportation alterna-
tives to be evaluated. The techniques make use 
of synthetic data and can be customized to be 
more responsive to times most important to the' 
community. The transit estimation technique is 
consumer-oriented. 	 . 

Limitations: Requires extensive knowledge of the 
study area and transportation experience. Due 
to simplification,of the procedures, accura,.i.es 
in final results are compromised. 

Grecco, W.L, , et, al, , Transportation 
Planning for Small Urban Areas," NCHRP 
Report 167, (1976). 

Jones, A .,'A Simplified Procedure for 
Major Thoroughfare Planning in Small 
Urban Areas," Joint Highway Research 
Project Report No. 18, (July 1972). 

Jones, A., and Grecco, N. 'Procedure 
Manual For Determining Traffic. Patterns 
For a Simplified Procedure For Major 
Thoroughfare Planning in Small Urban 
Areas," Joint Highway Research Project 
Report No. 21. (July 1972). 	- 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: 
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TITLE: Analyzing Transit Options for Small Urban wide, corridor, route or oriented for specific 
Communities market segments. 

DEVELOPMENT: By Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 	in association Type of model: 	A set of transit analysis tech- 
with D.H. 	James, Transportation Consultant, 	for niques varying from simple and quick planning 
U.S. 	DOT, UMTA (September 1976). procedures,applied manually to computerized sub- 

models of batteries such as PLANPAC, UTPS, and 
AVAILABILITY: Rdport (3 volumes) in drift form is available from interactive graphic systems. 

UMTA. 
Methodology: 	The manuals provide systematic 

DESCRIPTION: The Manuals provide comprehensive information, an methods to plan small area transit systems. 
analytical framework and supporting analytical tech- Transit service goals and objectives are identi- 
niques to assist in the planning and analysis of new fied and transit service options are formulated. 
or improved transit services in small urban communi- Evaluation of these options is performed by se- 
ties. 	Planning methods for both conventional and lecting symptomatic analysis techniques to esti- 
paratransit services are provided. 	The manuals are mate supply, demand, cost andrevenue implications 
intended for use principally by planners and deci- of such options. 	The choice of analysis techniques 
sionmakers in communities with less than 200,000 depends on the complexity of the problem and per- 
residents, and are ideal for planners who are called formance capabilities of the techniques themselves. 
upon to analyze transit options but who have limited Ways and neans of organizing nanaging and operating 
data and time to perform these analyses. 	Sufficient transit options are also documented. 	Finally, 
information is provided in the manuals to permit the data, statistics and transit experienced in many 
small urban community to conduct its own analysis other urban communities are provided to enable 
without resorting to outside assistance, quick comparison and evaluation of transit options. 

The report documents a systematic procedure for Merits: 	Generally, the manuals represent a concise 
transit planning. 	Goals, 	objectives, 	standards and and very useful documentation of several methodol- 
criteria are identified and general methods for for- ogies for small area transit planning. 	All aspects 
mulating transit service opportunities are provided, of planning are properly covered and the methods 
In order to analyze the various transit options, 	the are cost-effective. 	The analysis techniques vary 
manuals present analytical techniques for estimating from those that are simple, rapid and cheap in ap- 
the supply, demand, cost and revenue implications of plication, to those that are powerful and possess 
the same. 	These techniques are designed for simple extensive analysis capabilities. 	A number of 
application and rapid response and are presented in techniques are graphed and very easy to apply. 	In 
numerous graohs and tables, addition to,analytic techniques, the manuals pre- 

sent the various aspects of organization, manage- 
The manuals also supply comolete information on ment and operation of transit services. 	-A summary 
methods of transit operation and management, coverine of financial and operating characteristics of 
such topics as scheduling and maintenance and transit existing transit systems is also documented. 
organizationil structures. 	In addition, opportunities 
for federal and state financial assistance are summa- Lihitations: 	The choice of analysis techniques 
rized and federal planning requirements are described, and interpretation of resultS requires experienced 
Also provided are experiences of many other urban com- judgment since results vary from gross estimates 
munities currently sponsoring, promoting or providing to detailed output. 	Many of the techniques des- 
local transportation services. 	Numerous data and cribed are not policy sensitive, 
statistics that characterize the financial and opera- 
ting performance of such transit services enable use- BIBLIOGRAPHY-: 1, 	Peat, Marwick, Mitchell 	S Co. 	and D. 	H. - James, 
ful comparisons for planning purposes. Analyzing Transit Options for Small Urban Com- 

munities. 	3,volumes, prepared for U.S. 	DOT, 
The analytical techniquesin graphical or tabular UMTA (September 1976). 
forms provided are central to transit planning. 
Several demand estimation methods, ranging from sim- 
plistic direct estimation procedures to fully compu- 
terized models (such as submodels of PLANPAC and UTPS 
and interactive graphic design systems) are described 
in terms of their characteristics and resource re- 
quirements and assessed in terms of their applica- 
bility for transit planning. 	Typical graphical 
techniques include transit ridership propriety 
curves, demand estimation curves for fixed range 
services, ridership with respect to transit fleet 
size, ridership by age group, mode split curves, 
curves for determining operational costs, etc., etc. 

In summary, the manuals represent a very useful 	- 
compendium of methods for transit planning in small 
areas, 

- 40 
 EVALUATION: Time to obtain results: 	Dependent on the size . 

of the service area, extent of transit system TITLE: Simplified Procedure for Preliminary Evaluation coverage, and type of transit service to be an- 
alyzed. 	In general, most plans can be thoroughly of Public Transportation Alternatives.  
analyzed in a matter of days. DEVELOPMENT: By Kenneth W. Heat'hingtSii of the Transportation 

- 
Costs for application: 	Minimal due to the sim- 

Center;University of Tennessee. 	Research per- 

plicity and rapidity with which the techniques 
formed for the Bureau of Mass Transit, Tennessee 

can be applied,  Department of Transportation (December 1976). 

- Effectiveness of results: 	The manuals provide AVAILABILITY: Report - ivailable from the University of Tennessee, 

numerous estimation techniques, effectiveness 
of which varies with the type of technique Se- DESCRIPTION: A simplified approach is proposed to quickly evdl- 

lected for analysis. 	Generally 	results vary , 
uate at a gross level various alternatives for 

from gross estimates, (using simple techniques) providing public transportation services,. 	The 

to highly accurate and detailed output (using alternatives, ranging from very simplified bus- 

PLANPAC, UTPS submodels). 	Overall, the manuals ' oriented systems to high-speed rail facilities 

are extremely effective for transit planning for, operating on dedicated rights-of-way, are re- 

small areas-- results can be easily validated by a - - viewed in terms of meeting specified criteria for 

company with data provided 	several small cities. ,for public transportation services. 	The sketch plan- 
ning procedure reviews and evaluates alternatives 

Staff reouirements: 	Experienced transportation without substantial outlays in time and/or ré- 

and analysts. planners sources, 	Computer capabilities are not required 
' At this level of analysis, 	the sketch planning 

Data requirements: 	Depends on analysis technique process enables the planner to differentiate be-, 

selected. 	Typical input data range from proposed tween alternatives which have merit and those 

revenue bus miles to latest demand conditions, and which should not be given a more detailed analysis. 

raw survey data to transit trip tables, 	Socio- 	- Data requirements for the sketch planning process 

economic and demographic data is also required in are from'two sources--the socioeconomic and demo- 

some 	cases. 	. 	
, 

graphic variables enumerated in census bureau re-
ports and origin and destination data available 

Computer requirements: 	Most of the planning tech- from metropolitan area transportation studies, 

nioues are totally manual and non-computerized Criteria' for evaluation should be,established for  
packanes, However, they require the use of mini- each area under study to provide for differences 

computers to full operating systems, between urban areas. 	The planning procedures pro- 
posed 'here have more general applications to medium- 

Scale of application: 	Ideally suited fOr small - size and small urban areas. 	 - 

urban areas with population less than 200,000., 
residents, but many portions of the manuals can BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1. 	Heathington, 	Kenneth W .," Simplified Procedures 

be applied in lareer urban areas as well. 	Both for Preliminary Evaluation of Public Transporta- 

conventional and paratransit systems of any size tion Alternatives,' 	Transportation Research 

can be adequately analyzed. 	Systems can be area- Board, 	56th Annual Meeting, Washington, 	D.C., 
January 1977. 
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APPENDIX B 

CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF EXISTING MODELS 

TABLE B-1 

CLASSIFICATION OF MODELS - BY SCALE AND TRANSPORTATION ALTERIIATIVE* 

Transportation 
Alternatives 

 Scale  
Region  Sub-Area or Corridor Local 

Iseable Adaptable Useable Adaptable Useable Adaptable 

Transportation Fucilitie 
,2,3,4,7,8 
14,16,19 

5.12 1,2,3,4,7, 

12,15,16,19 
14 1,2,3, 

 12 	IS - New Limited 
Access Fac. 
Widening Existing Fac, .4,14,16 12,19,13 ' ,4,1Z,1S,i 2,3,13 T7T 2,3,13 
Traffic Eng. 	Imp. S 14 15 16  

15,16,19 

15  
New Arterials 1,4,5,14, 

16 
2,3,7, 

1 	12,19 
14 1Tc 

15,19  
Carpool Lanes 	- 5  1.2.3 .2,3 
New Rapid Transit Fac. 16 1 10,16,20,21 1 20 1 
Busways 5, 	16 1 16,20,21 1 20 1 
Exclusive Lanes 5, 	16 16 

Highway Services 
1,2,3,5.6,7 
14,16,19 

Improved Traffic Flow  

1,2,3,6, 
16,20 

14 1,2,3 ,6 
19 

Auto Free Zones 
Parking Availability 

Pref. 	Carpool 	Parking 5,16 
Park and Carpool Lots 

Transit Services 
5,9,11,16, 
17,18 

6,16,21 

18  

17.18 16 

Service Frequency 
__  

Schedule Changes 1,16,17,16 
Route Coverage 

_____ 
5,9,11,16. 
17,18 

Route Changes 
& Extension 

6,9,11,16, 
117,18 

Duratios of Service 5,9,16,17, 
Premium or Expr Svc 
Para Transit 5,16,17,18 10,16,20 118• 20  
Demand Actuated Bus 16,17,18 16 17,18  
Taxi Deregulation  
Jitneys 

1 	16.17,18 16 17,18 16 Park and Ride Lots 
Pricing Policies 

5,6,9,11, 
17,18 	13,) 

1,2,3, 
7,8,16 

6, 
20,13,29 

1,2,3, 
7.16 	17. 

20,13 1,2,3, 
7.16 

Tolls 
Gus Prices 
Operating Cost 
Parking Cost-Taxes 
Carpool Cost 
Incentives 

S.9.1{.17, 
18,20 

5,6 

1,2,3,7,8, 
16 

1,2.3.4, 
7,8,9, 
14,16 

 17,18 

0 

6, 
20 

I 

1,2,3,, 
16,17 

1,2,3,4, 
7,14 
16,17,18 

20 

13,20 

.2,3, 
,16 

' 
7,16 

Fare Structures 
Other Policies 

Air Quality 
Gas Rationing 
Staggered Hours 
Licensing Schemes 

*Eotries in table refer to models contained in Appendix A and in Tables B-1 through 8-4. 



TABLE 8-2 
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND IMPACTS CONSIDERED 

Model Model 	Description  Impacts  
Type of 
Model Methodology Economic Social Physical Environmental 

TRIMS - Standard Standard Adaptable Can Adaptable Adaptable 
ransporta- trip gene- models Deal 

tion 	n e ration, chained With 
grated distriba- together, 
Modelin
System  

g tion, process 
modal without 
split, intermedi- 
zone 	trip ate output 
alloc, 
network 
splice 

SNAP - Similar to Operation Can Can Can Adaptable 
Stanford FHWA & similar Deal Deal Deal 
Research hIPS to FHWA & With With With 
Dnsti- packages. UTPS 
tate "Critical- packages. 
Network link" net- Performs 
Analysis work load, cost- 
Program Evalaa- benefit/ 

tion. impact 
analysis _______ 

DODOTR.ANS - Network Integra- Can Can Adaptable A8aptable 
Decision cost/ ted struc- Deal Deal 
Oriented benefit ture of With With 
Data direct models & 
Organiser demand files. 
Transports- Uses 
tion multi- 
Analysis modal 
System multiple- 

path, 
cap. - 
restrained 
assignmen"  

CAPM Macro- One-pass Can Can Can Can 
The Cem- analytic; package Deal Deal Deal Deal 
munity produces for gene- With With With With 
Aggregate perform- ration, 
Planning ance distri- 
Model measures bation & 

for evaluation 
evaluation 
of alter- 

___________________ natives  
A Policy - Non- Pivot point Can Can Adaptable Can Deal With 
Oriented network off of a Deal Deal 
Urban macro nominal With With 
Trans- analytic- situation. 
portation most use- Predicts 
Model jul for changes 
The San inpact in trip 
Diego analysis demand and 
version mode split 

based on 
changes in 
policy  

TASSIM - A Meso- Assigns Not Adapt- Adaptable Can Deal With 
Transports- scale trips to Readily able 
tion Air trans- spider Adapt- 
Shed portation, network, able 
Simulation emission then 
Model & dii"- computes 

fusion emissions 
sob- concentra- 

_________________ models tions 
COMPACT! Network Basically Can Can 8EOTh Not Readily 
IMPACT - A building, standard Deal Deal Adaptable 
Simple trip dis- models With With 
Transporta- tribution, chained 
tion Plan- mode together 
ning 	Pack- split, to handle 
age assign- small 

memt network  
CRISTAL Demand, Use of an Can Can Adaptable Not Readily 
Trans- modal idealized Deal Deal Adaptable 
port split; network With With 
Planning economic to repre- 
Model evalu- sent 

atisn actual 
network ________  

Modal choice Land-use. Relates 
_ Ca__

n Can Adaptable Not Readily 
Model for genera- invest- Deal Deal Adaptable 
Relating tion, 	dis- ment to With With 
Demand to tribation, transit 
Inoestment split supply 

to level 
of ser- 
vice to 
demand  
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TABLE B-2 
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND IMPACTS CONSIDERED (Contd) 

Model Model 	Description  Impacts 
Type of 
Model Methodology Economic Social Physical Environmental 

Analytic Supply- Model Can Cani -  Not Not Readily 
Model for demand predicts Deal Deal Readily Adaptable 
Predicting equili- equili- With With Adapt- 
Dial-A- brium brium opera- able 
Ride Sys- model tion.of a 
tems Per- Dial-A-Ride 
formance System. Con 

siders 
elasti- 
city of 
mode split  

HUFSAII Probabil- Simulates Can Can Not Not Readily 
Transit 

istic potential Deal Deal Readily Adaptable 
modal changes With With Adapt- 

Pla split in rider- able 
Procedue model ship in 

rd ation 
to alter- 

____________  natives 
12.

__ 
MSD__A - The Direct Volume by T'' FE'' Not Not Readily 
Schneider assign- facility Readily able Readily Adaptable 
Direct ment type oh- Adapt- Adapt- 
Assign- manual tamed able able 
ment method using 
Approach volume 

formulae. 
- Tables can 

beused - 
13. 	DIEM - Dir- Direct as- Volumes Not Af No Not Readily 

ect Traf- signment; computed Readily able Readily Adaptable 
fic Esti- distribu- as a func- Adapt- Adapt- 
mation tion & tion of able able 
Method assign- trip 

ment generation 
handled potential 

_  _
4  

__S____T__
e 

 tog
c
eth er 

Maro, 
U_s_e_s_ _v_o__- 

Not Adapt- Adapt- Adaptable 
Schneider- direct ume formu- Readily able able 
Scott Dir- assign- lae to coo- Adapt- 
act As- ment pute VMT able 
signment network by facility 
Freeway - model type as a 
Surface function of 
Arterial trip emd 
VIII densities, 
Splitter trip 

lengths, 
spacings - 

Land 	Use Manual, Nomogramhs Not Adapt- 
'Not 

Not Readily 
and Arter- nomo- & adjustmen Readily able Readily Adaptable 
iul 	Spac- graph- factors use Adapt- Adapt- 
ing 	in ical to estimath able able 
Suburban approach volumes, 
Areas spacimg &,. 

_________________  
DIPS-Urban Standard Uses 4-step Can Can Adapt- Adaptable 
Transpor- UTP estimatioe Deal Deal able 
tation models procedure. With With 
Planning with Multi-modal 
System eaten- network, 

sions policy sen- 
sitive do- 
mund,-dyna- 
mic assign- 

________________  ment  
The Direct Demand Not Can Not Not Readily 

Economic demand, function Readily Deal Readily Adaptable 
Direct Aggre- of socio- Adapt- With Adapt- 
Demand gate economic able able 
Model system 

variables. 
Regress Ion 
for cali- 

________________  bration  _______ 
lB. The n Di sag- Calibra- Not W Not Not Rea_dily 

Dimension- gregate tion by Readily Deal Readily Adaptable 
al 	Logit modal regression Adapt- With Adaptable 
Model split or maximum able 

likelihood. 
Individual 
behavior 
modelled  

19. A Traffic Load- Corners of Adapt- Can Adapt- Adaptable 
Assignment node ;one boui4- able Deal able 
Planning assign- daries used With 
Model: The ment for points 
Load-Node of trip 
Concept 	- ends  

64 
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TABLE B-2 
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND IMPACTS CONSIDERED (Contd) 

Model Model 	Description  Innacts  
Type of 
Model Methodology Economic Social Physical Envirnnmental 

A Planning Accessi- Simulates Can Can Adaptable Can Deal With 
Model for bility, demand. Deal Deal 
Transpor- economic- assesses With With 
tation in environ- economic 
Urban ment and en- 
Activity impact. vironmental 
Centers system impacts, 

costs and system 
models costs  

A Manual Gravity Uses Adaptable Not Not Adaptable 
Techmique type nomographs readily readily 
for Pre- distribu- and ag- adapt- adapt- 
iminary tion/ gregate able able 
Transit mode analysis 
Corridor choice at distict 
Analysis model level 	for 

corridors 
transit 
trips  

TABLE 8-3 

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS AND EVALUATION 

CharacteristIcs   Evaluation  

Time to Data Computer Effective- 
Model Obtain Cost Staff Require- Require- ness of Merits Limitations 

- Results 

Planner. 

 mentu 

Sane as 

nents 

IBM 370/158 Accuracy 

Results  

Fast, cheap & 150 Districts, 500 TRIMS 	- 1 	month Machine 
Transporta- for najor costs 	per analyst; for 	stand- 450.K6 CPU about 	equal simple 	to 	use, zones, no mode 
tion 	Inte- chamges; full 	run computer ard UTP Mm. 	for 150 to 	inter- Requires 	no - split 	on 	non-work 
grated overnight about 	$100 personnel models. Districts, zone fore- knowledge 	of trips, 	noturn 
Modeling for 	small not 	reqd. Input data casting JCL. 	Performs volumes, 	no 	vine 
System changes 1-3 man is 	stream- models both micro 	& bldng. 	Limited 

oonths lined, macro 	assign- transit 	- 
for data vents 

SNAP 	- /2-1 	day Machine 2 	man-wks. Standard CDC 6400 & Good 	re- Good 	turnaround. Max. 	size 	100 
Stanford given costs 	per to 	learn UTP data & at 	least salts 	in 	3 Fully 	integra- zones, 	500 	nodes, 
Research coded 	net- full 	run SNAP. 	I other 	e.g., 5-10 	mins. applica- ted-. 	Eutensive 1000 	1-way 	links. 
Institute work 5 about 	8100 analyst & air 	and FORTRAN tions evaluation. Proprietary; 
Network familiar- personnel noise Output measures limited 	docu- 
Analysis ity of to code pollution for person & mentation 
Program SNAP networks goods movement. 

_________ _____ ___ __  Fieldtested. ____________ 
DODOTRANS - /2-1 	day Very ex- Experi- Base-year IBM 360/40. Number of Integrated Max. 	size_ 8191 
Decision 	- given pensive 	to enced trip, 	time, 128K, 	two. applica- model ,:file 1-way 	links 
Oriented coded net- run. 	But transpor- cost 	ta- 2311 	disk tions 	with structure. Not yet exten- 
Data Organ- work & compensa- tation bles; drives, 	2 good 	re- Policy 	re- sively-proven; 
iser Trans- input ted dueto planners, socio- mins. 	run suIts sponsive. expensive 
portation data single- 	. analysts economic & time on Supply-demand 
Analysis pass denograph- 370/155 equilibration. 
System operation ic data FORTRAN "English-Like 

- commands  
CAPM 	- 1 	month $100 	for 1 	planner Base & Pu- IBM 	360/65, Several 	ap- Fast-turnaround. No 	transit 	analysis. 
The 	Corn- for data initial 2 	techni- ture year 190K, 	6 	CPU plications 	- Simplicity 	of Not widely used yet. 
nunity collec- conpila- cians; 	1 data at 8- mins. 	for base-year inputs.. 	No 	net- 
Aggregate tion, 	co- tion. 	$50 nan-month 30sq. 	mi. 100 commu- volumes work 	coding. 
Planning ding 	& to 	test each level 	on nities. replicated Rapid 	comparison 
Model run. 	1 alterna- community FORTRAN well, of alternatives. 

day for tives type, 	sys- 
testing . tern de- - 
alterna- scription 
tives 



TABLE B-3 

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS AND EVALUATION (Contd) 

ChsracteristiCc  Evaluation  

me 	to Data Computer Effective- 

Model Ibtain Cost Staff Require- Require- ness 	of Merits Limitations 

Results ments ments Results  

5. 	A Policy - I 	month Very 	ineo- 1 	planner. Modest data IBM 	360/65; Many applications Use 	of Region- Not widely 

Oriented for data pensive for 2 	techni- requirements 1201< 	bytes nade in some wide network used. 	Docu- 

Urban collection, policy 	test- cians; 	1 which 	are about 	10 regions. 	Useful data. 	Heavily mentation 

Trans- coding 	& ing, 	moder- man-month basically sec 	to for policy policy 	issue limited 	- 50 

portation cal ib. .. 	1 ate costs each output from evaluate change iuplica- related users manual 

Model: 	The day to 	test for model Tradition- one 	typi- tion on regional 

San Diego n 	alterna- calibration al 	proces- cal 	policy scale 

version tine 	policy ses  
6. 	TASSIM 	- 	A a months $80 for 3 	profes- Similar 	to IBM 	370/165, Very effec- Policy 	sensi- 	Airquality impacts 

Transporta- for con- complete sionals FHWA pack- 156K, 	1 	miu. tine 	in tine; 	detailed 	of transit, 	trucks 

tion Air plete simulation and 	1 	re- age, 	& CPU 	for 	122 testing air-quality 	and taxis not 

Shed 	Sina- simulation (122 	zones) search emission, zones. 	Ex- policy description, considered. 

lation asst. weather tra 	for alterna- map 	displays; 

Model Program- data displays. tioes uses 	composite 
ning 	no- FORTRAN network 
pen ence 

7. 	COMPACT/ Cannot Cannot Cannot ar 	to CDC 3300 Cannot Course-zoning For 	CDC 	3300: 

IMPACT - A evaluate evaluate evaluate  and or 	6600; evaluate system enables max. 	no. 	of 

Simple from from from tional or 	ICL from speedy, 	low zones 	98, 

Transporta- available available available am re- 1900 	Se- available cost 	runs, nodes 	135 	1mb 

tion 	Plan- informa- informa- informa- Fquirements ries, mnforma- Simple 	program 540 	For 	6600: 

ning 	Package ion tion tion UNIVAC tion 87 	zones, 	200 
node600links 

8.CRISTAL 	- annot Cannot Cannot ar to Not tested Rapid 	conpari- Cannot 
Transport valuate evaluate evaluate  and available on 	one 	case, son 	of alterna- evaluate 	from 
Planning ron from from tional informa- Cannot tines. 	Sim- available 

Model available available available program re- tion evaluate plified 	net- information 

informa- informa- informa- quirements from 	avail- work reduces 

tion tion tion able 	infor- data 	handling 
nation 

Modal Cannot Cannot Cannot Highway, Information Cannot Evaluates 	on 	a Cannot 

Choice evaluate evaluate evaluate transit not 	avail- evaluate Macro 	level 	a evaluate 

Model 	for from from from supply, able from number of from 

Relating available available available capital, available policy 	issues available 

Demand to informa- informa- informa- operating informa- such 	as 	in- inforna- 

Investment tion tion tion cost tion vestment 	in tion 
transit 	fares, 
parking 	cost, 
levels 	of 	ser- 
vice, 	etc.  

Analytic Cannot Cannot Cannot Cannot Information 
_____________  

Cannot Allows 	transit Cannot 

Model 	for evaluate evaluate evaluate evaluate not 	avail- evaluate planners 	to evaluate 

Predicting from from from from able from eoplore a 	nun- from 

Dial-A- available available available available available ber 	of design available 

Hide Sys- informa- informa- informa- informa- informa- & 	policy 	op- informa- 

tens 	Per tion tion tion tion tion tioms tion 

fo rma sc e 

HUFSAM Several Low, 	due to 
______________ 

Eoperi- 
_______________ 

ditermative Minimal. Applica- Sensitive 	to General; 	not 

Transit weeks 	for minimal enced future Calibration tions 	have policy van- suitable 	for 

Sketch data 	col- computer transpor- can 	be done yielded 	use- ables. 	Es- detailed 

Planning lection; require- tation 
~transporta- 
tion 	sup- by manual ful 	results tends 	the analysis 

Procedure 1/2 	day ments 	& planners ply, 	total trial-U- standard UTP 

for 	policy aggregate error process 

testing data 
Eips,m tra- 

l 	tie 
sts 	by 

____
de ____________  

MSDA 	- 	The Instanta- rbegligible Transpor- Trip 	end Not 	re- Effective Simple, 	fast 	& Not very 
Schneider neous 	re- given data tation density, quired for general manual. 	Rapid accurate. 	Not  
Direct sults planner avg. 	trip planning. analysis 	of applicable 

Assign- given length, overesti- various 	alter- for 	detailed 

ment input 	data facility mates 	fa- natives work 
Approach spacings cility 

usage 

DTEM 	- 	Dir- More time Comparable Experi- Coded 	net- IBM 	360/50, Overall, Uses 	trip 	end Requires 	def- 

ect Traf- as 	compared to 	tradi- enced work, 	tra- l,UOOK bytes, less 	accor- density 	instead mmitiom 	of 

fic 	Esti- to 	tradi- tional transpor- vel 	cost, dedicated, ate 	than of 	0-9 	matrix, region on a 

mation tional 	pro- methods. tation time, 	dis- traditional Estimates 	for grid 	basis. 

Method tess, 	Fast Signifi- planners tance; 	trip nethod. link, 	link 

for 	small cant 	San- & compu- ends 	by Good for groups or net- 

area ings 	for ter 	ama- grids estimates work 

small 	area lysts _________________  

SSDA 	- 	The 1/2-1 	day Data 	col- Transpor- Snall : 
_______________  

Small 	input Extensively Fast. 	No 	net- Assunptioms 

Schneider- for data lection tation region program. tested. 	Re- work coding, do not 	re- 

Scott Dir- prepara- costs 	small; planners area, 	total Turn prob- suits 	with- Analyzes 	poli- flect 	real- 

ect As- tion 	and expensive VMT, 	total abilities in ! 3% of ties. 	Minimal ity. 	Yields 

signnemt runs for 	appli- trips, time con- observed input. 	Exten- good 	results 

Frveway 	- cation miles, suming. 	IBM splits sively 	field only for 

Surface lanes, 	etc. 360/50 tested dense areas 

Arterial by 	facil- FORTRAN 
(MT 	Splmtte   itt 	type _____________ _______ 

Simplified few hours Negligible Transpor- Overall Not re- Effective Quick 	estimates. Omly 	supple - 
Guidelines for 	prepa- tation knowledge quired for over- No computers 	or mental. 
for Major ration 	and planvers, of 	land 	use. view anal- specialized simplified 
Street applica - technicians, Residential ysis 	only. staff. 	Simple method, 
Planning tion citizens or density; to 	use , Minimal 

elected 

Experi  -  

concentra- cost, 
officials ted 	devel- 

opments  
UTPS-Urban Dependent 1 	man month Detailed IBM 360 or Most effec- Extensive capa- Requires 
Transpor- upon 	user & 	$100, 	to transpor- network to- 370 with tive and bilities. 	Ac- skilled 	per- 
tation purpose- 4-6 man mos tation 	& ding, 	trip full 	OS. very accur- curate. 	Compre- sonnel, 	Ex- 
Planning 2-3 days & 	83.000 computer files, 	sys- FORTRAN. ate, 	0w- hensive. 	Policy pensive 
System to 3 personnel tem charac- Minimal tailed Sensitive.Graph- 

months teristics JCL output ic 	output. 	DMTVI 
FHWA supported.  

01 
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TABLE B -3 

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS AND EVALUATION (Cont'd) 

Characteristics   Evaluation 

Time to Data Computer Effective- 
Model Obtain Cost sLwrr Require- Require- ness of Merits Limitations 

Results  ments ments Results  

The 	Economic 1-2 weeks Low to Experi- Socio- Uses 	stand- Several 	ap- Policy 	sensitive. Calibratiom 
Direct for 	calibra- moderate enced economic, ard re- plications Simultaneous, requires 
Demand tion 	given costs 	for transpor - travel gression yielding Various 	model familiarity 
Model input 	data calibra- tation time, 	cost, packages good 	re- formulations. and 	experi- 

tiom planners trips 	by sults Demand 	elasti- ence 
mode  Cities 

The 	n- -2 weeks $20/cali- Experi- Socio- 2 	mins. 	for Yields 	very Stochastic, 	be- Calibration 
Dimen- for 	call- bration 	for enced ecomomic 300 observa- good re- havioral 	assump- requires 
sional bration 300 obser- transpor- data. 	Mode tions 	on suits. tions. 	Disaggre- familiarity 
Logit given vations 	20- tation attributes. IBM 	370/155. Several 	up- gate data 	- and 	experi- 
Model input 	data 50 	calibra- planners Household FORTRAN plications fewer data emce 

tions 	re- level 	data, points. 
quired ______ ____________  Multi-modal. 

A 	Traffic bout the Less 	expen- About the Basically Cannot Results Network coding 
______________ 
Not approp- 

Assignment same as 	for sloe 	com- same as the same as evaluate comparable substantially nate for 
Planning traditional pared 	to for tra- for 	tradi- from 	avail- to 	tradi- reduced. 	In- design 
Model: transporta- convention- ditional tional able 	in- tional 	as- eupensive volumes. 
The Load- Lion 	plan- al 	assign- transpor- transporta- formation signment 
Node ning 	up- nent tation tion 	plum- routines. 
Concept proaches planning ning 	pro- 

_____________ ____________ programs grams _________ ________________ _____________________ 
A 	Planning About 1 month Low cost per One senior Economic. UNIVAC 1108 Cannot Practical 	for 

_________________ 
Congestion 

Model 	for anter model 	is alternate computer nodal and 192K Core, evaluate CBD-type of handled external 
Transpor- fully actimat problem. analyst and geographic from 	avail- analyses, people to model. 	Be- 
tation 	in ed. one senior information, able 	in- movers, goods huvioral componen 
Urban transportation formation movement, etc. too elaborate. 
Activity analyst. 
Centers 

A Manual 1-2 weeks Very low 2-3 man lUvelling unit, None. 	Desk Provides Simple and quick. Corridor-to- 
Technique for first cost days of employment calculators adequate Cheap, since corridor 
for Pre- alternative experienced data at useful. first level expensive coo- travel 	is 
liminary given basic analysts district comparison puterized analysis aggregate. 
Transit data. time, level. 	Air- Reasonably pnstponed. Only small 
Corridor 1-2 days line distances, sensitive, number of 
Analysis for sub- Transportation interchanges 

sequent system network can be modeled, 
analysis data 	if avail- __________________  able. 

TABLE B-4 
INPUT AND OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR MODEL 

MODEL INPUT OUTPUT 

1. 	TRIMS- S 	Land activities and networks at the . 	Trip tables compressed 
TRANSPORTA- district level 	for standard trip and formatted by pur- 
TION INTE- generation, 	trip distribution, 	and pose and 	'mode. 
GRATED nodal 	split e.g., 	demographic, 	socim- 
MOOELIIIG economic and highway system character- . 	Network descriptions, 
SYSTEM istics. skim trees, and minimum 

time paths for both 
Zonal 	land activities and a zone highway and transit 
network for traffic assignment. networks. 

Modal Parameters. Land activity sumaries 
at jurisdiction levels. 

Trip length frequency 
distributions by mode 
and purpose. 

Employment opportunity 
accessibilities. 

Selected link summaries. 

VMT by speed range, 
location, route type, 
and volume-to-capacity 

Z. 	SNaP - S 	mignway ann transit networks ann cost/senenit-inpact 
STANFORD system characteristics, evaluation criteria 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE link attributes like cost, 	time. costable criteria. 	e.g.. 
NETWORK distance, speeds by mode user time and dollar 
ANALYSIS costs, system capital, 
PROGRAM trip matrices by mode, by purpose operation and mainten- 

ance costs, engineering 
accident quantities by zone, mode row. 
and facility type 

S 	quantifiable criteria 
auto occupancy rates e.g., 	no. 	of displaced 

families, land 
parking spate accessible for different 

uses, air and noise 
cost values of time by mode pollution, accidents 

air & noise pollution data non-quantifiable 
criteria, e.g., comfort 

time, distance & cost matrices for and convenience measure, 
freight movement by mode social, recreational 

and aesthetic values, 
selected socio-ec0000ic, demographic 
data trip time distribution 

consumer surplus for 
comoari son of alter- 
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TABLE B-4 
INPUT AND OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR MODELS (Contd) 

MODEL 	 INPUT 	 OUTPUT 

2. (continued) 	 • tables of shipper 
criteria, carrier 
criteria, terminal 
activity, community 
measure 

DODOTRANS-
DECISION 
ORIENTED 
DATA 
ORGANIZER 
TRANSPORTA-
TION ANA-
LYSIS 
SYSTEM 

CAPM-
THE 
COIBIUNITY 
AGGREGATE 
PLANNING 
MODEL 

S. A POLICY 
ORIENTED 
URBAN 
I RAN S P0 
TAT ION 
MODEL-THE 
SAN DIEGO 
VERSION 

TASSIM-
A TRANS-
PORTATION 
AIR SHED 
SIMULATION 
MODEL 

COMPACT/ 
IMPACT-A 
SIMPLE 
TRANS POR-
TATION 
PLANNING 
PACKAGE 

coded network 

trip tables by mode 

time, cost tables by mode 

socin-economic, demographic data 

community description-CBD, 
central city, suburb, rural 

trip ends by community 

average work trip time 

surface arterial lane miles by 
community 

freeway system representation-
capacity and connectivity 

transportation policy, control 
strategy e.g., improved bus 
system, free bus service, added 
gasoline tax, promotion of car 
pooling 

regional socio-economic, 
demographic characteristics 

auto operating costs, occupancy 
rates 

bus service quality-area served, 
headways 

bus system design parameters-
route characteristics load 
factors 

statistical representation of 
network supply e.g., capacity, 
speeds 

trips, VMT 

transportation policy, control 
strategy e.g., emission control, 
parking murcharges, improved 
transit system 

usual I/V. TIE, Il/S data 
capatible with standard FHWA 
UTP Program 

composite-spider network for 
hi ghway 

invemtories of stationary 
emission sources and respective 
pollutant concentrati OnS 

meteorological parameters, e.g., 
wind velocity, direction, 
temperature 

vehicular emission rates 

transportation planning 
variables 

transport vehicle descriptions-
highway & transit 

coarse zoning system 

coded networks 

cost/benefit criteria 

traffic flow volumes 

level of service 

resource requirements, 
labor, fuel, vehicles, 
facilities 

operators revenue, costs 

government tax revenues, 
subsidies, costs 

accessibilities by 
origin by mtde 

population chango by 
zone 

income changes by zone 

evaluation criteria by 
community 

demand data-auto 
driver trips, VMT by 
facility type 

cost data-construction 
operation and mainten-
ance costs by facility 
type, accidents, 
fatalities, job and 
residents displaced, 
pollutants emitted, 
gasoline consumed. 

performance data-v/c, 
special by facility type, 

change in travel demand 
w.r.t. transportation policy 

trips, VMT, PMT, by mode, 
purpose, time of day, 
income 

trip times, speeds, costs 
by mode, time of day 

auto occupancy and carpools 

bus loads, bus miles 

total investment costs, 
revenues, subsidies, 
operating costs, taxes, 
employment, fuel consump-
tion, emissions, w.r.t. 
policy 

trips foregone 

money costs to users 	- 

air quality effects of 
various transportation 
policy 

emissions and concentration 
of CO,HC,NOo,SO, and 
particulate polTutamts 
by zone 

zone-to-zone travel 
demand forecast by 
mode, by route 
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TABLE B-4 

INPUT AND OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR MODELS (Contd) 

MOVPL INPUT OUTPUT 

simplified geographical comparison of traffic 
8.*CRISTAL representation of highway and costs, benefits and effects 

TRANSPORT transit networks in the form of alternative transport 
PLANNING of idealized transportation policies, investment plans, 
MODEL corridors of a symmetric ring networks 

and radial form 
generalized cost of trips 

auto, bus, taxi, 	rail, 	road (time, money costs) 
goods, vehicle travel 	times 
(walk, wait, etc.) 	speeds, trips, VMT, 	trip length 
distances, peak - off - peak by mode 
by ring 

consumer surplus, operating 
demand growth factors for 5 costs, revenues by mode 
nodes 

parking costs 

auto availability 

value of time by mode 

g MODAL CHOICE 
MODEL FOR 
RELATING 
DEMAND TO 
IN VESTMENT 

ANALYTIC 
MODEL FOR 
PREDICTING 
DIAL-A-RIDE 
SYSTEMS 
PERFORMANCE 

HUFSAM 
TRANSIT 
SKETCH 
PLANNING 
PROCEDURE 

investment policy variables- transit demand 
split between different type 
of transit nodes, transit fares mean travel time and mean 
parking cost travel cost differences 

between auto and transit 
highway & transit supply- for peak, off peak and work, 
capacity miles/capita, seat non-work 
miles/capita 

transit level 	of service 

highway & transit accessibilities 

supply of Dial-A-Ride I. demand of Dial-A-Ride at 
equilibrium operation 

costs, revenues, ridership, 
quality of service 

base year and horizon year 
total trip data 

sector definition (CBD, 
central city, suburbs) 

alternative transit capital and operat 
ing policies, e.g., route extensions, 
cutting headways, express buses, etc. 

transit travel time, fares 

auto travel time, costs, parking 

value of time estimates 

population, work force, auto ownership 

nodal split-transit 
ridership for bus, rail, 
Dial-A-Ride, etc. - with 
respect to alternative policies 

captive and choice travel 
demand 

12. MSEA-THE 	• spacing of facilities by type- 	• volumes by facility type- 
SCHNEIDER 	locals, arterials, expressways 	 local, arterial, expressway 
DIRECT 
ASSIGNMENT 	• trip destination densities in 
APPROACH 	 the study region 

mean trip length for mehicles 

Ii. 	UILM- S 	venicle trip ena xensity on volumes on 	links, group 
DIRECT a grid basis of links or entire network 
TRAFFIC 
ESTIMATION link accessibilities-travel 

time, distance, travel 	costs, 
tolls 

vehicle operating costs 

coded network-geometry. 
spacing  

14. 	SSDA-THE S 	area of region S 	VMT splits by facility type 
SCHNEIDER- 
SCOTT miles by facility type- speeds by facility type 
DIRECT local, arterial, expressway 
ASSIGNMENT 
FREEWAY- I 	interchange spacings 
SURFACE 
ARTERIAL total VMT and 24 hr. vehicle 
VMT trips 
SPLITTER 

no. 	lames, speed limits, signals 

SIMPLIFIED 	• area wide residential 	 S traffic volumes for 
GUIDELINES 	density 	 corridors 
FOR MAJOR 
STREET 	a size and location of 	 • spacing and size of streets 
PLANNING 	 concentrated area developments 	 (2-8 lanes) 

e.g., shopping centers, 
industries, airports, colleges 	s can also be applied in 

reverse sequence to 
overall knowledge of land use 	 determine maximum develop- 
patterns-locations, mixes 	 .ment density which can be 

accomodated by a given 
socio-economic characteristics- 	 street system. 
income auto ownership 

transit usage 
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TABLE B-4 
INPUT AND OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR MODELS (ConEd) 

MODEL INPUT OUTPUT 

16. 	UTPS-URBAN e 	highway, transit networks highway network loads 
T RAN S PU RTA- 
TION . 	socio-economic data transit network loads 
PLANNING 
SYSTEM . 	system characteristics- transit operations, 

tines, fore structores economics 

travel times, costs, 
congestion levels, 
emissions, fuel use, 
accidents, etc. 

trips by mode, by purpose 

demand elasticities-direct, 
cross 

17. THE ECONOMIC to base year zone-zone trips by mode, 
DIRECT 	 by purpose 
DEMAND 
MODEL 	 . travel time, cost, by mode, by 

purpose 

population, employment-base 
year, horizon year 

socio-economic data 

18. THE n- 	 • disaggregate, household 
DIMENSIONAL 	level data 
LOGIT 
MODEL 	 • socio-economic data 

disutilities by mode-travel 
- 	costs 

modal splits 

modal split elasticities 

reduced network 

trip tables 

land-use activity 

network 

trip tables 

air-noise pollution data 

travel, time, costs 

macro-assignments 

accessibilities 

trip distribution 

environmental effects 

economic impacts 

aggregate transit 
demand measures 

cost and travel time 

19 A TRAFFIC 
ASSIGNMENT 
PLARN INS 
MODEL: THE 
LOAD NODE 
CONCEPT 

20. A PLPNINV 
MODEL FOR 
T RAN S PD RTA-
TION IN 
URBAN 
ACTIVITY 
CENTERS 

21. 	A MVU4UAL dwelling unit and employ- 
TECHNIQUE j 	ment data at district 
FOR PRE- level 
LIMI1IARY 
TRANSIT Airline measurements for 
CORRIDOR highway/transit in- 
ANALYSIS pedances 

transportation system 
network data if available 

* NOTE: 
indicates that INPUT/OUTPUT SUMMARY was not fully completed due to lack 
of reference material. 
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nature and performance of transportation systems, to disseminate information that the 
research produces, and to encourage the application of appropriate research findings. 
The Board's program is carried out by more than 150 committees and task forces 
composed of more than 1,800 administrators, engineers, social scientists, and educators 
who serve without compensation. The program is supported by state transportation and 
highway departments, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations 
interested in the development of transportation. 

The Transportation Research Board operates within the Commission on Sociotech-
nical Systems of the National Research Council. The Council was organized in 1916 
at the request of President Woodrow Wilson as an agency of the National Academy of 
Sciences to enable the broad community of scientists and engineers to associate their 
efforts with those of the Academy membership. Members of the Council are appointed 
by the president of the Academy and are drawn from academic, industrial, and govern-
mental organizations throughout the United States. 

The National Academy of Sciences was established by a congressional act of incorpo-
ration signed by President Abraham Lincoln on March 3, 1863, to further science and 
its use for the general welfare by bringing together the most qualified individuals to deal 
with scientific and technological problems of broad significance. It is a private, honorary 
organization of more than 1,000 scientists elected on the basis of outstanding contribu-
tions to knowledge and is supported by private and public funds. Under the terms of its 
congressional charter, the Academy is called upon to act as an official—yet indepen-
dent—advisor to the federal government in any matter of science and technology, 
although it is not a government agency and its activities are not limited to those on 
behalf of the government. 

To share in the tasks of furthering science and engineering and of advising the federal 
government, the National Academy of Engineering was established on December 5, 
1964, under the authority of the act of incorporation of the National Academy of 
Sciences. Its advisory activities are closely coordinated with those of the National 
Academy of Sciences, but it is independent and autonomous in its organization and 
election of members. 
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